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Abstract
Universities want to go where the learners are to share their rich scientific and intel-
lectual knowledge beyond the walls of the academy and to expand the boundaries
of the classroom. This desire has become a critical need, as the worldwide economy
adjusts to globalization and the need for advanced education and training becomes
ever more critical. Unfortunately, the work of creating, processing, distributing and
using quality multimedia learning content is expensive and technically challenging.
The work combines research results, lessons learned and usage findings in the pre-
sentation of a fully open source based scalable lecture capture solution, that is useful
in the heterogenous computing landscape of today’s universities and learning insti-
tutes. Especially implemented user facing applications and components are being
addressed, which enable lecturers, faculty and students to record, analyze and subse-
quently re-use the recorded multimedia learning material in multiple and attractive
ways across devices and distribution platforms.

Keywords: Adaptive multimedia, data mining, dynamic media objects, eLectures,
e-learning, feeds, lecture recording, learning portals, multimedia, micro learning, m-
learning, human computer interaction, rich internet applications, user interfaces,
mobile development, streams, web 2.0, web technologies, web lectures, video based
learning, visual analytics, open source, opencast, podcasting, recommender systems,
social software, social navigation
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Chapter 1

Introduction and background of
this work

1.1 Motivation

The rapidly changing computing landscape has transformed the way society commu-
nicates and assimilates information. Today data is ubiquitous, highly available and
vies for our attention 24 hours a day. The abundance of information has influenced
the way educators and learners conduct their research and teaching. This has intro-
duced challenges as well as opportunities. Students are faced with increasing work
loads and find time to be a precious commodity. Today’s student is expected to be
a super human multi-tasker and aggregator of manifold data coming from different
sources. eLectures (also referred to as web lectures, lecture recordings, learning pod-
casts in domain literature) have emerged as a critical part of universities’ learning
portfolios and strategy. They meet the needs of the modern student. This content
is unique in that it enables learning anytime from anywhere and extends the reach
of the university to remote learners in different regions, countries and time zones as
being noted by several authors before [103], [148], [201].
Video on the Internet is booming. According to YouTube’s official blog1 the amount
of material uploaded every minute is worth more than 48 hours of constant video
- with more than 3 billion views a day. The number of Internet users is daily in-
creasing, the rate that each of those users can download (and upload) is steadily
increasing and there is a trend towards those users accessing more and more video

1http://youtube-global.blogspot.de/2011/05/thanks-youtube-community-for-two-big.html
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content via the Internet [97]. Cisco’s vice president for marketing, video and emerg-
ing technologies David Hsieh points out, that over half of all Internet traffic in 2011
is video with a strong upward tendency. Video on the Internet is not just for enter-
tainment; It is crossing over into all aspects of our lives [48]. As noted in the 2007
IEEE 802.3 Higher Speed Study Group report [98], the bandwidth everywhere is
driven by an increase of the total number of users, new access methodologies, higher
data rates and traffic services (e.g. video on demand, IPTV, computer games, mo-
bile services, social media, etc.). Video based education is becoming a new market
with promising usage models. While digital lecture capture and distribution has
been around for only about a decade, but are poised for healthy growth during the
next years [164].

Universities want to go where the learners are: to places like YouTube, social net-
works and e-mail inboxes to share their rich scientific and intellectual knowledge
beyond the walls of the academy and to expand the boundaries of the classroom.
This desire has become a critical need, as the worldwide economy adjusts and the
need for advanced education and training becomes ever more critical [142]. Unfortu-
nately, the work of capturing, processing and distributing quality learning video and
audio is significantly more expensive and technically challenging than creating text
based learning content or static web sites. Cash-strapped institutions have found
it difficult to overcome these barriers, while realizing that they can’t afford not to
offer such services [143]. Institutions that are trying to facilitate recording services
asking questions such as2:

• How to familiarize faculty to teach courses and share knowledge with their
students and learners worldwide without technology getting in the way?

• How to engage with students to access and shape media into a more meaningful
tool for learning and understanding?

• How to enable everyone (including people with disabilities) to easily find and
use educational video, audio and other rich media from instructors and insti-
tutions around the world?

• How to enable institutions to make informed choices when adopting audiovi-
sual capture, processing and distribution systems within a complex and rapidly
changing technological landscape?

2See Opencast project communication at http://opencast.org/communications
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Needless to say that there is a huge difference (technical, financial, quality, fre-
quency, staff, pedagogical) between recording lectures, seminars, workshops and
conferences occasionally in contrast to a large scale institution-wide reliable and
highly demanded recording service for different user groups and integration with
the university IT systems, extern systems and the curriculum. If done properly
(this includes also human factors) one can say that the recording of live lectures has
the potential to be a fast and efficient way of creating useful content for e-learning
scenarios. Some of the initial problems have been addressed for example in [143] or
[201].
Recordings can be used in a number of ways ranging from simply augmenting a
lecture to profoundly changing its didactic method as noted for example by [149] or
[181]. Beyond time shifting lectures to meet individual schedules, eLecture tools as
presented in this work also allow students to scaffold the most crucial elements of a
lecture and build stronger cognitive understandings.
A number of application scenarios aim for replacing the lecture in its traditional
form by more interactive learning sessions some of which are described in [59], [85],
[108] or [135]. In these scenarios, the recorded talk takes over the role of the classic
lecture in that it becomes the main means of knowledge transfer - this substitution
of the classical lecture hall has been a major fear of critics and a highly disputed
argument against the usage of recorded material. Survey results however unearth
the expected truth. Good lecturers and exciting presentations will always attract
students to attend a real class [17]. The knowledge transfer that takes place in a
typical lecture today can however be considered highly inefficient. Traditional lec-
tures deliver content in a one-size-fits-all manner that wastes time of more advanced
learners and is too fast for those who do not possess the required prior knowledge.
To fully exploit the possibilities given by electronic lectures, advanced navigation
features are crucial [152], [173]. Students must be able to skip unnecessary passages
of a recording and to repeat problematic sections. This statement does not only
hold true for novel application scenarios but also when lecture recordings are used
as an addition to a conventional class.
Lecture recording has become very important for universities and the amount of
recordings and exported media files out of the classroom are constantly growing.
In the beginning of the project at the University of Osnabrück in 2003 only one or
two courses were manually recorded per term. The total number of automatically
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generated recordings now produced with the components presented in this work is
growing on a daily basis and comprises more than 4500 recordings3 (2013). The
successor of the virtPresenter system presented in this work, Opencast Matterhorn
(further described in section 3.4 on page 41), has become a worldwide archetype for
video based learning content generation with a large supporting international com-
munity. The work presented in this thesis was done while the author was employed
at Zentrum virtUOS4 (Center of Information Management and Virtual Teaching)
at the University of Osnabrück. The University of Osnabrück in Lower Saxony,
Germany, implements central e-learning services for all 11.000 students and 1.500
faculty members since 2003. These services have become a central part of campus
life and are taken for granted to a large extent as an addition and extension of
conventional teaching and learning. Continuing efforts are nonetheless necessary
to safeguard organizational and technical uniformity on the one hand and to meet
demands for didactically more elaborate e-learning settings on the other hand.

1.2 Project history

Lecture recording in Osnabrück started as an idea in the year 2002 at the Depart-
ment of Computer Science of the University of Osnabrück. One of the early demands
was to do research on how to capture lectures in a cost-efficient manner as well as
to find ways to give students the opportunity to review the recorded material after-
wards [172], [181]. virtPresenter was the initial project name and a major feature
was an automatic production setup which was started by a lecturer in the classroom
running a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation and ended up being delivered as a
fine grained and searchable online multimedia learning aggregation. The technical
improvements increased the flexibility, production rate and system reliability over
the years and virtPresenter has become an idea pool for vendor solutions as well as
open source projects [143].
Lecture recordings have become a success story, a highly demanded feature at the
university - for some students even a reason to start studying at the University
of Osnabrück. Parts of this early work in virtPresenter are described in the PhD
thesis written by Robert Mertens in 2007. In his work Hypermediale Navigation

3See http://lernfunk.de
4http://www.virtuos.uni-osnabrueck.de
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in Vorlesungsaufzeichnungen [173] he gives a comprehensive overview of the initial
problems and provides insight on how lecture recordings can be extended by hyper-
media navigation concepts known from today’s web browsers [179].

1.3 Scope and contributions

The author’s contribution builds upon existing work described in the previously
mentioned thesis [173]. This initial system prototype was developed with a focus
on user interaction and automatic content production. It did not come with the
scalability to support large scale every day use and was missing support for flexible
content usage scenarios as mentioned as requirement in the introduction of this work.
A fundamental part of the system re-design in this work was driven by the require-
ment to develop reliable software components that safeguard the daily distributed
lecture capture process at universities and further allow a flexible content use across
platforms and devices by its users. Research is been primarily conducted in the
directions of innovative user interfaces, content usage and recommendation as well
as alternative delivery formats for multimedia learning which includes also mobile
scenarios. The work on the revised virtPresenter system by the author of this work
has been the baseline for further research activities (e.g. Software Engineering class
at the University of Applied Sciences Bonn Rhein-Sieg [207] or the Social Networks
group at the University of Osnabrück [86]). Supervised bachelor and master the-
ses additionally increased the research impact and sustainability of the framework
presented (see work from [1], [73] respectively [74] for further reading). A visiting
scholarship at Prof. Peter Brusilovskys PAWS5 systems lab (Personalized Adaptive
Web Systems Lab) at the University of Pittsburgh (USA) in the beginning of 2008
opened up new research domains in the context of multimedia data mining, web sci-
ence and human computer interaction with respect to concepts of social navigation
in time based media (results have been published in [121], [122] and [177]). Parts
of the identified research questions in this work (in the domains of dynamic media
objects and web observatory analysis) will be further carried out within the Fraun-
hofer & University of Southampton partner research project SoFWIReD6 where the

5http://www.sis.pitt.edu/ paws/
6http://www.sofwired.org
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author is involved [88].
The ideas, implementation of technical concepts, findings and scenarios have been
presented at different international and national conferences or workshops over the
years by the author7. This contributions can be classified as follows:

Published work:

• Reliable system setup and required extensions, service quality, technology re-
view and demands as explained in [174], [178], [179], [217].

• Studying with mobile devices - implementation, experiments, feedback and
scenarios are published in [124], [126], [127], [137], [139], [140] and [225].

• Studies and pedagogical scenarios are addressed in [17], [135], [177].
• User interfaces and web concept ideas can be found in [121], [122], [125], [130],

[132], [133], [134] or [180].

Selections of this published work are further presented and put into context in the
remainder of this dissertation.

A focal aspect of this work concentrates on the creation of user interfaces that
implement besides Web 2.0 functionality for multimedia also advanced social nav-
igation features for time based media objects. This allows a better understanding
of how students work with multimedia learning material. The presented work tries
to answer some questions with regard to machine learning, semantic correlation in
multimedia and tackles also adaptive recommender systems by taking into account
passive and active usage behavior. An overview of closely related research domains
is presented in section 3.2 on page 35 of this work. Aspects of the system concepts
and software design decisions are based on usage scenarios and lessons learned from
using virtPresenter as a highly requested daily service for lecturers and students
at the University of Osnabrück. The presented work combines research results and
usage findings in:

• I) The presentation of a fully open source based scalable lecture capture so-
lution, that is useful in the heterogenous computing landscape of todays uni-
versities and learning institutes.

7List of publications: http://www.informatik.uni-osnabrück.de/prakt/pub/pub_markus.php
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• II) The presentation of implemented components, which enable lecturers, fac-
ulty and students to record, analyze and subsequent re-use the recorded ma-
terial in multiple and attractive ways across manifold devices and platforms.

This ideas and implemented capabilities are grown over the past years and have
become a reliable companion for many learners inside and outside of universities
in Germany and abroad. With its release as open source solutionback in 2007
[119], virtPresenter was used, evaluated or adapted by individuals, student groups,
researchers, faculty or IT services at different universities to estimate required use
cases and technical demands. Solid and applicable concepts and reliable solutions
have been ported over from virtPresenter to the globally used successor project
Opencast Matterhorn [143] which is technically addressed in the remainder of this
work after an initial use case overview.

Terminology of eLectures

In the context of this work, different names summarized under the umbrella term
eLectures are being used to classify the various formats of technology delivered lec-
tures. Today this descriptions cannot be clearly separated anymore - it has become
a mixture of used terms, technology, distribution mechanisms and popular hardware
devices. Especially the term podcasting misleadingly became quite popular over the
years and many students still use it as a synonym for lecture recordings.

• Lecture recording: Describes the process of capturing the procedures in the
lecture hall.

• Digital lecture [62]: Any lecture delivered through digital technology, either on-
line (synchronously) or on demand (asynchronously). In the former, students
attend, from a distance, a live lecture transmitted to them through network
services, while in the latter, a digitized version of the lecture is available via
streaming technology or optical storage media.

• Web lecture: For the most part the term is used for recordings that can be
used directly in a web browser.

• Lecture podcasting, vodcasting and webcasting: The term podcasting de-
scribes the production and the automatic download of audio data from a pub-
lisher to a subscriber over the Internet. The word podcast is a combination
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of the word broadcast and the name of the popular audio player from Apple
Computer called iPod [171]. Lecture podcasts (audio, video and enhanced
versions) using this technology for content delivery. Vodcast is a replacement
word for video podcast. Webcasting today is a synonym for (streaming) audio
visual content delivery using the Internet (e.g. online video conference). More
details and an elaboration of the podcast technology in the context of lecture
recording is available in [126].

1.4 From virtPresenter to Opencast Matterhorn

The concepts, ideas and created technology behind virtPresenter that have been
put into practices were also one of the starting points and source of inspiration for
the University of Berkeley initiated Opencast initiative in 20088 [143] were the au-
thor of this thesis is a founding member, one of the lead developers and part of the
Executive Advisory Board. This partner initiated and supported project (funded
by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the William and Flora Hewlett Foun-
dation, USA) initiative brought international domain expert parties together from
top ranked international universities like for example the University of Berkeley,
Harvard, Cambridge, Oxford, ETH Zürich all dealing with the problems of afford-
ably and sustainable open lecture capture usable on an enterprise level at learning
institutes as well as foster the understanding of multimedia based learning.
The system, process and (software) design decisions presented in this thesis are
tackling the critical problem of high technical and resource costs for audio visual
content production and delivery that prevent many learning institutes and universi-
ties from publishing their rich academic content for students and worldwide learners.
The system and its connected services establishes a reliable platform for research
activities, usage scenarios and provides a functional alternative to manual and time
consuming processes of video encoding and distribution as well as the services for
enterprise-level integration. The Opencast Community and Opencast Matterhorn
are further explained in chapter 3 (Related work) and 5 (System architecture) of this
work.

8Opencast Matterhorn Project Announcement:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4E9sF9Pfcw
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1.5 Structure of this work

This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives an initial system overview and
explains supported usage scenarios of the baseline system virtPresenter. This is
required to understand different user demands as well as the technical complexity
behind the scenes. Chapter 3 presents related work, the current state of research
and provides an overview of available solutions in this domain (open source as well
as commercial service entities). Chapter 4 exemplifies concepts and theories from
web science and web technology which are fundamental for implementing features
as described in this work. The systems architecture and available services are pre-
sented in chapter 5. This description concentrates primarily on the successor system
Opencast Matterhorn but includes lessons learned and research results from provid-
ing highly demanded multimedia learning services for students on and off campus
and even abroad. Actually usage, analysis and findings are presented in chapter 6.
The final chapter 7 briefly summarizes the presented work and opens the discussion
for further issues and research possibilities.



Chapter 2

Initial system overview and usage
scenarios

This section gives an overview of the local system capabilities and explains how
the produced material is being used. In order to identify application areas for web
lectures and to study the usage, produced content is or has been used in full pro-
duction or experimental settings within different platforms at different universities.
This showcase presents virtPresenter solutions and scenarios. Most of these useful
concepts have been transferred to Opencast tools and services and are now a baseline
for valid usage applications at different places. The background of this implemented
ideas is presented in chapter 4 (Applicable web patterns for eLecture systems). Some
of these scenarios are exemplified in the technical section 5 of this work (System
Architecture) and are evaluated in chapter 6 (Usage, analysis and findings).

2.1 Function overview of the local system

The virtPresenter lecture recording framework was initially designed as a stand-
alone set of tools for fully automated lecture recording and content replay [179].
Everyday experience with the system has however shown, that a number of rou-
tine tasks in lecture recording can be facilitated by coupling the lecture recording
system for example with the university learn management system (LMS) and con-
tent management system (CMS) [182]. The overall and fully supported process of
automatically producing a recorded lecture can be regarded as consisting of four
significant phases. These are preparation, live event and recording, post-processing

10
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and usage as noted by [111] and [173]. A basic setup, generalizable demands and
an exemplary possible system roundtrip which includes also components that can
be typically found at learning institutes today (like a Learn Management System
integration or Content Management System coupling) is published and explained in
detail in [174], [179] as well as in [182]. Content produced with the system supports
for example the following channels and platforms.

• Single recordings are available via public course websites.
• Public and also access-restricted material can be found within a university

audio and video content management system (CMS).
• Learn management system (LMS) integration: Recordings are only accessible

to students who are enrolled in the respective courses or they are available for
all LMS members.

• Selected virtPresenter recordings are available for users in social environments
like blogs and wikis to foster communication and idea exchange.

• Episodes are available as podcasts in iTunes and the iTunes University (audio,
video and enhanced podcasts).

• Lecture recording selections are available in extern video repositories.
• Recorded material from different universities can be used and accessed directly

on a mobile cross platform app.

Descriptions for lecture retrieval, content access (e.g. single sign on) and media re-
striction concepts are available in [133]. The features described in this contributions
have been used in operational mode for several years and have already shown a de-
crease in everyday workload of lecture recording administration personnel. Student
feedback also indicates, that comfortable cross platform authentication provided by
the LMS and web lectures is highly appreciated by lecturers as well as students [73],
[174].

Full production setup

As noted in the beginning of this work a reliable system setup is mandatory in order
to do research and development with respect to the different aspects of multimedia
based learning. Fast content encoding, delivery and cross platform replay, that is
not just used in lab state, is as important as the support for on-demand recordings
of single events. Simply recording the classroom audio and video is not sufficient
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for a good overall student learning experience. The focal points in the presented
work are flexible usage mechanisms that support manifold e-learning scenarios (e.g.
blended learning and mobile scenarios).
The basic setup needs to be extended once the system runs as a service at the uni-
versity. This means that recordings from different lecture halls are captured at the
same time, videos and slides waiting in the production line or many students trying
to access the content using different platforms and distribution channels. Figure 2.1
on page 13 depicts a full setup illustration of virtPresenter with its services in pro-
duction. This setup and possibilities go beyond previous versions of virtPresenter
and ideas can be found again in the follower system Opencast Matterhorn. First
of all should be mentioned that a computer icon in the majority of cases simply
describes a running service. Therefore some of these services can be combined on a
remote computer host or virtual machines. The system consists of four significant
core elements:

• Recording capture hardware in the lecture halls.
• Backend servers for fully automated production and notification (e.g. media

encoding and content delivery).
• Rich and flexible content player components.
• Additional plugins for systems like a LMS or social networks (e.g. Facebook).

This extended setup allows for example to produce further media types and supports
more advanced distribution channels and usage scenarios.
Optional components can be used to enable: live streaming, media access control,
social footprints, data mining or adaptive multimedia functionality. Detailed in-
formation about available web service endpoints, communication parameters and
service protocols, hardware suggestions etc. is available on the project website1 and
partly also in the appendix of this work (see page 158). Figure 2.1 on page 13
includes some of these optional system components:

• Application server: Handles server logic for user logins, access control and
data mining.

• Database/ Data warehouse: Stores metadata and usage data that belongs to
recordings and enables further research and analysis.

• Conductor: Process monitoring, recording editing and failure notification.
1http://www.virtPresenter.org
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Figure 2.1: virtPresenter involved hardware and communication

This tool allows to monitor and administrate the recording framework. It
can further be used to check and edit single recordings.

• Extern system connection: Connections to further information sources like
LDAP authentication servers from the university.

• Video servers: Dedicated to delivering video content. Major differentiators
are: pseudo streaming, streaming and progressive content download.

• Video recorder: A computer host equipped with an MPEG2 / MPEG4 hard-
ware recording card.

• Video converter: The video/audio is being processed and encoded to support
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different distribution channels and devices.
• Slide converter: The PowerPoint presentation is being analyzed. Text infor-

mation is extracted and content is converted to vector based formats.
• Engaging content player applications: Platform independent Rich Internet

Applications (RIAs) allow to present and use the recordings in the browser,
on different devices and distribution channels.

• LMS integration and plugins: Finished recordings can be exported to the LMS
Stud.IP or social networks.

• Content Management System: Lernfunk is the universities’ local content database.
It stores information about finished recordings, additional available content
and general metadata [25].

Technical descriptions and further context information of this extensions are avail-
able in [123], [126], [127], [133], [177] as well as in [180].

2.2 User engagement applications

Engage applications simplify and enhance the learner’s user experience and content
engagement with educational video, audio and other rich media from instructors
and learning institutes. That’s when the use of eLectures move beyond a passive
couch potato experience into a learning tool where students are interacting with the
provided media and making it meaningful to them. Fast performing and cross plat-
form Rich Internet Application technology along with pedagogical concepts allow
to implement features such as multiple synchronized video and document streams,
fine-grained and direct media access as well as social navigation ideas. This helps to
capture the energy of the classroom and make the recorded media a first-class Web
2.0 citizen.

Putting the lecture in context

Lectures in the classroom are but one component of a larger set of content and learn-
ing activities for the student. There are readings, discussions, collaborative projects
and many other activities in which the student engages. Learning Management
Systems are increasingly becoming one of the places where the various components
can be brought together under one umbrella, where students learn while interacting
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with the various resources provided by the instructor or other students. Bringing
lecture recordings into this environments helps to close the gaps between the lecture
in the classroom and other activities and resources, putting content on demand at
the fingertips of the learners.
Traditional classroom-style lectures are constrained by the fact that one instructor
has to accommodate a room full of learners with different levels of experience and
learning styles. Some learners are more advanced and could more efficiently learn
from a faster pace or skipping certain sections, while other learners do not possess
the required prior knowledge and need repetition and more background or further
examples. The same challenges and inefficiencies exist when watching a lecture
recording with only the very basic play/pause/stop and timeline features.
But with advanced search and navigation functionalities, students have the power
to skip unnecessary passages of a recording and to repeat problematic sections. Seg-
mentation of the slides and a (sneak) preview of their topic provides content specific
navigation. Collaborative learning among students, either automatically by leaving
their footprint of passages watched or actively by commenting on the relevant parts
of the lecture for future users to be able to focus on these.
Watching a video takes precious time, and watching 90 minutes of video only to dis-
cover it did not feature the content a student was looking for is not only frustrating,
it is counter-productive to learning. A learner should be able to know at a glance
what content will be found within the video. Adaptive hypermedia is a well known
feature of the World Wide Web but it is very new to multimedia content and its
inherent data connections and usage dynamics.
Questions like which content is the best content for me and my learning level are
becoming more and more interesting due to ever increasing amount of learning re-
sources. Intelligent recommender systems or recorded material that stays up to
date due to flexible automated editing possibilities with social interaction compo-
nents that enable linking of fine granular educational resources are required for
future scenarios. virtPresenter has focused on making information and interaction
data readily available to learners before watching a video [120].
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2.2.1 Implemented concepts

Fast navigation, direct content access and high quality presentation

Without extended content navigation features, the advantages of web lectures can
not be leveraged to their full extend. Unfortunately, entertainment-oriented in-
terfaces, the currently dominating application of time based media, offer only very
primitive playback interfaces. For songs and movies, fine grained navigation (such as
navigating to distinct passages) is not very important since people typically want to
replay the whole song or movie. However, the use of a web lecture as a fully-fledged
educational tool demands elaborated search and navigation tools. While the navi-
gation problem for web lectures has already been tackled by a number of approaches
like those described in [109], [263], [262] an intrinsic property of time based media
still poses a considerable problem when every day use of web lectures is concerned.
The main challenge for all navigational tools for web lectures is helping the user to
locate the most useful parts of a long lecture, those that can help to solve a problem
or to answer a question. In case of static text, relevant fragments can frequently be
located by skimming and scanning, which are essential skills for understanding texts
that allow readers to get a rough idea of content at a glance [154]. However, video
and audio documents can not be easily skimmed or scanned. This problem moti-
vated one of the popular navigational tools for web lectures - accelerated replay of
recorded lecture audio tracks. This technique is supported by interfaces described
in [102] and [109]. Other approaches include filtering out speech pauses [156] or
allowing users to skip predefined brief intervals of a recording [188]. While these
approaches enable users to browse the content more effectively, they still do not free
the users from actually having to watch unnecessary passages of the recordings al-
beit in an accelerated fashion. An alternative approach is the provision of elaborated
search tools for finding relevant content. Such systems as BMRC Lecture Browser
[218], eClass [34] or e-learning Navigator [68] have served as testbeds for the use of
audio transcripts as a basis for full text search in recorded lectures. [109] describes
a number of different interfaces for search result retrieval from transcript-based full
text search in lecture transcripts. Given the fact that word error rates for automatic
speech recognition can be as high as 45% for recorded lectures due to the acoustic
qualities of lecture halls and standard recording equipment [191], automatic tran-
scripts of recorded lectures do, however, not provide a usable basis for scanning and
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skimming in all cases. Understanding the transcribed text is aggravated by the lack
of structural elements such as headlines or paragraphs in automatically generated
transcripts. Another shortcoming of search-focused access interfaces is the lack of
browsing support and at-a-glance understanding of web lecture content [177].

Slide based navigation and content previews

The most popular, although technically challenging approach is providing a slide
based overview of the lecture and connecting lecture slides to the passages in the
recording in which they had been shown. This approach supports both efficient
browsing and at-a-glance content assessment. Slide-based overviews help users to
locate potentially interesting parts of a recording more easily. Yet, it is still a
challenge to assess how far the lecture actually covered the topic of the slide and
whether the respective part of the recording is relevant to their current learning goal.
The reason for this is that the lecturer might have chosen to just briefly touch the
topic or the discussion of the topic might be at a level inappropriate to the students’
current needs.

Slides in superior quality

Vector graphics are an ideal content format for slide based lecture recordings -
however not very frequently supported in this domain. The advantages of using
vector graphics for content representation in web lectures can be summarized in a
couple of words: vector graphics store content in a symbolic way, vector graphics
can be enlarged without loss of quality and many vector graphics formats allow for
interactive on-the-fly manipulation of contents. Good picture quality of lecture slides
is important even for standard usage scenarios [264]. However, it becomes even more
important, when the lecture slides are shown on a large screen (e.g. 4K displays) as
in the scenario depicted schematically in figure 2.2 on page 18. virtPresenter versions
relied on SVG (scalable vector graphics) as well as on vectorized SWF Flash slides
in more recent versions for speed improvements as well as platform independence.
A technology review (speed check: Flash versus SVG) is presented in chapter 5
of this work starting on page 106 (see also [129] and [130] for further reading and
background).
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Figure 2.2: Scalable vector based lecture slides on large screens [130]

Social navigation support for multimedia content

Most of the lecture recording episodes at universities have a typical duration of 1.5
hours. It is not surprising that in such a long period of time, certain parts of a
lecture are more important for learners than other sections (or at least this frag-
ments appear as not important for students). virtPresenter explores a very different
approach to help users of multimedia based learning content like web lectures to
distinguish between important and less important information in time based media
[175].
Tim O’Reilly mentions in his work »Web 2.0 five years on« [200] the importance of
mapping unstructured to structured data sets as key competency for the future web
and its users. Main challenge for all navigational tools for web lectures is helping
the user to locate the most useful parts of a long lecture, those that can help to solve
a problem or to answer a question. In case of static text relevant fragments can be
frequently located by skimming and scanning, which are essential skills for under-
standing texts that allow readers to get a rough idea of a text‘s content at a glance
[154]. A novel approach for this additional pattern is to aggregate and leverage users
interaction with content for better information retrieval. In the context of this work
this idea has been implemented for continuos media streams (audio and video) as
so-called social footprints. Social navigation is an approach originally developed for
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navigating link-based information spaces like the World Wide Web [249]. The idea
behind the approach is that traces of one user’s interaction with a web site might
help another user to decide what link to follow next.
The social navigation approach has been already explored in e-learning context by
a few projects such as EDUCO [151], Knowledge Sea II [80], and AnnotatED [79].
While all existing social navigation approaches deal with link-based hypertext, it
appears that social navigation is also a promising way for helping users to find in-
formation in continuous media such as web lectures [177]. This way users can take
advantage of the knowledge about the video contents gathered by others instead of
having to process the whole video themselves. The challenge is to adapt the ideas
of social navigation developed for hypertext to the time based continuous nature of
web lectures in a user friendly way.
While learners watch a passage of the lecture, footprints are continuously and auto-
matically attached to already seen passages (the interval that needs to be reached
can be adjusted - typically 5 second steps are considered). In order to identify rele-
vant parts in web lectures, information from other learners left in a user interface can
be leveraged. Figure 2.6 on page 22 shows the footprints feature’s appearance in the
timeline of the main web lecture user interface. The footprints are displayed in the
video slider area and come in different colors and density shading corresponding to
frequency of user visits per lecture part in the web interface. virtPresenter provides
two versions of footprints to registered users. The first version displays a user’s own
footprints for orientation over a longer learning period. The second version visual-
izes other learners’ footprints in form of different color shadings corresponding to
frequency of visits per video section. The footprint functionality can be disabled
or enabled anytime by the user. Footprints are color coded corresponding to visit
frequency per snippet: The darker an area is on the time scale the more people have
watched this part of the lecture. Corresponding to the idea of social navigation,
dark areas suggest the importance of passages for that learner community. Such a
passage could be either of great interest concerning course relevant topics, or a very
difficult aspect is explained in this section. By navigating directly to highlighted
sections, learners can find relevant and novel passages in less time and can profit
from other learners‘ experience. For the lecturer, highlighted passages can indicate
that a difficult topic may not be explained sufficiently and should be repeated in
later lecture sessions.
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Figure 2.3 and respectively figure 2.4 showcase the different types of time based
annotations for the general and personal use in the footprint view. Aside a user
can also compare own footprints with what other people have seen in the recording
by dividing the interface footprint bar in two areas (see figure 2.5). The lower half
visualizes own personal footprints while the upper half shows footprints of others in
a recorded lecture.

Figure 2.3: Community user footprints

Figure 2.4: My own footprints

Figure 2.5: Comparing community and personal footprints

The system presented shows, how social navigation can be used to enhance navi-
gation in time based multimedia. Certainly such navigation features can only be
an indicator of what might be more important compared to the rest of a lecture
recording. However, this social interaction based navigation feature has shown its
efficiency already in experiments [177]. See chapter 6 (Usage, analysis and findings)
on page 133 for an evaluation.
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2.2.2 Valuable and approved usage ideas

The easiest way to leverage and present available information from the recorded
classroom to the learners is by using the web lecture user interface components as
presented on the next pages. Figure 2.6 on page 22 depicts a screenshot of the
virtPresenter main interface used in a typical web browser taken from a class at
the University of Pittsburgh, where the system was used in production. This Rich
Internet Application (RIA) supports learners (beginners as well as advanced users)
via many previously mentioned build in features.

User interface adaption and flexible content presentation

virtPresenter’s media viewer components come in different shapes and sizes. This
allows a perfect adaption to the needs of other neighboring web applications and
leverages the tools of this external platforms for additional interaction, communica-
tion or distribution. Thereby the embedable interfaces explained in the upcoming
subsections still include important features of the main platform application like
slide based navigation, stream synchronization, usage statistics, content protection
or user adaption and personalization.
This functionality is enabled by so-called application view states. This states can be
dynamically changed by the application itself or by the user. virtPresenter changes
for example from normal to embed mode automatically if a user switches to a small
screen resolution or sets boundaries for the applications in the surrounding HTML
code. The application also calculates the best layout for the video representation
and adjusts frame and element sizes accordingly. Different view states and language
localization allow a flexible re-use of the player components and features for users
in different countries.

Web lecture interface

The screenshot 2.8 on page 23 depicts virtPresenter’s web lecture viewer component
in its full view state. Additional states are briefly explained after an initial descrip-
tion of the main platform features (more information is available for example in
[133], [179] or [180]). The red numbers in the main application screenshot indicate
several areas in the UI, which will be briefly described in the following subsections.
Figure 2.9 on page 23 depicts the virtPresenter embed-player state, which is an-
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other view state of the main interface. The player shows the lecture video or the
corresponding slides (if available). The timeline-based navigation features of the
embed-player are similar to those used in the normal main interface [130].

Figure 2.6: virtPresenter web interface with active user footprints

Figure 2.7: Additional web lecture view states
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Figure 2.8: VirtPresenter main application

Figure 2.9: VirtPresenter embed in video and slide mode

1), 2): Presenter and presentation stream

This areas are used for the presentation talk and presentation streams (slides, screen
capture, audience camera, manually added videos). The content video streams are
synchronized by the player application. This means that learners can always follow
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the explanation of the lecturer together with the content he or she is referring
to. The interface is able to handle up to four different video/content sources (if
available) that can be switched by the user (e.g. audience camera, experiment,
different angles). Typically the large area is used for the content the lecturer is
referring to. The application allows to switch the view order and maximize for
example the presentation video.

3): Navigation elements

The buttons can be used for a slide based navigation (skipping slides, animation
steps or chapters) as well as for video navigation in a pure lecturer screen capture.

4): Video scrubber and navigation channel

The video scrubber (video timeline) enables users to drag a playhead for a fast
visual skimming in the recording. The underlying navigation channel leverages
virtPresenters ability to save the lecturers interactions within PowerPoint [179].
The UI component divides the timeline in small rectangles that represent a single
slide or chapter in the given talk. Each of these rectangles represents a single
media object with time information and corresponding metadata like the slide text,
title, number or manually added information that belongs to this section (additional
links, comments). Students can use these rectangles for fast navigation and content
skimming. Each rectangle ’knows’ for example its title or origin and might also
present a content preview image or further information that belongs exactly to this
learning chunk to the user.

Figure 2.10: VirtPresenter video scrubber navigation

5), 6) Nested navigation - more info via the recording accordion

This UI element is a space saving and flexible collection of further information for the
user, which enables searching and additional content navigation in other available
recordings as well. It depicts the possibility to directly select slide or chapter titles
for a fast navigation. It further presents additional recordings which are part of
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a recording series or shows additional recordings the user has subscribed to. The
component enables also in-content search. Searching can be done in all available
recordings or just in the ones the user has subscribed to [179]. A further accordion
element is labeled with Suggestions. This feature is purely based on user interaction
and social footprint data and tries to automatically find sections in other recordings
that suit the current user needs. The feature uses passive user interaction data for
the content recommendation as described in [122]. See also subsection Multimedia
recommender system based on social navigation in chapter 6 starting on page 140
for more details.

7) Personalization and login

Adaption and configuration is an important web concept pattern. This feature en-
ables user personalization by switching the language of the interface as well as the
identification of the current user with the help of the connected LMS system [174].
Personal selections as well as user preferences (audio level, language selection, video
size and quality level, connection speed) are stored on the user’s computer for con-
venience. The session based login is important to guarantee that restricted lectures
are only available for a certain user group or individuals.

8), 9) Advanced features

This area allows users to turn on social navigation support or switch to the personal
bookmarks and user generated playlist view state. See [121] for an elaboration.

eLecture playback - online, offline and mobile

The simple wish to make content useable and useful on different platforms and
devices has become a driving force for research and the overall system design in this
work. The provided and implemented UIs can be used cross platform on multiple
channels directly, without further tweaks or adoption (using the AIR runtime -
more information is available in [130] or [139]). Synchronizing devices, distribution
channels and collecting cross platform usage data (and behavior) goes along with
a better learner support. Oftentimes the case is today once the data has been
downloaded to an end user device, a content provider looses control (in this case
the lecturer). There is typically no feedback channel that enables a university for
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example to track further content usage. Online, offline or mobile support (cross
platform apps) and scenarios are equally important today and easy synchronization
mechanisms are welcome to users. Chapter 4 on page 68 further addresses the
need for synchronizing offline and online use cases and scenarios. Figure 4.2 on
page 69 of chapter 4 (Applicable web patterns for eLecture systems) shows the same
virtPresenter web viewer interface and build in logic that is used in the typical
browser, further installed also as a standalone application on a desktop computer
and/or on a mobile device. In addition, the feedback concepts that have been
implemented in the web interface can be used without translation or costly adaption
as well directly on other platforms.

2.3 Useful distribution channels

Today students and teachers are using several web based systems for exchanging
information. The use of learn management systems, student blogs, group wikis,
instant messengers, chatrooms and other systems is steadily growing at universities
and off-campus. With these tools, data exchange has become fast and convenient.
The University of Osnabrück provides a so-called blog farm for lecturers as well as
students. These blogs are used by students as well as lecturers to discuss seminars
or simply augment ongoing lectures. Most of the provided content in these blogs
is naturally static and text-based, because web lectures could not be integrated in
a proper fashion. In a text based blog, users can cite text-based material on a
word by word basis or via hyperlink. In analogy, users need to be able to embed
specific passages of videos to combine an ongoing lecture with further material.
Contemporary approaches only provide for embedding the whole video. Another
requirement is that the dual nature of slide based talks (i.e. a slide based web lecture
consists of both slides and a video stream) needs to be supported. Considering a
main aspect of Web 2.0 technology, sharing user and application data as a major
aspect [251], it is necessary to integrate web lectures (or parts out of different web
lectures) in a better way in other online learning systems. Otherwise, web lectures
remain isolated from this new rapidly changing user driven Web 2.0 landscape that
plays an increasingly important role in future learning scenarios.
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2.3.1 Using web lecture snippets in external systems

The virtPresenter embed interface can be used for enriching educational blogs, wikis
and other web based learning systems with fine-grained lecture recording snippets.
Each of these lecture snippets has full navigation functionality (slide, chapter nav-
igation), fast content pin-point access as well as user access control. Within the
interface shown in figure 2.8 on page 23 before, it is possible to cut out essential
parts of the lecture recording online in the browser and use these snippets in other
web systems in another context. Users as well as lecturers can edit public web lec-
tures in the virtPresenter interface and can bookmark and re-use the edited parts
(lecture snippets) in their user profile or use the extracts externally in educational
blogs, wikis or other systems. These selections can also be exported as hyperlinks to

Figure 2.11: VirtPresenter snippet in an university blog with user comments [133]

external systems or just the regular bookmark space of a web browser. Figure 2.11
depicts on the left the virtPresenter player integrated in a university blog (using the
previously mentioned embed view state). The hyperlinks can be used like usual links
but encode a start point and end point in the lecture recording to reference exactly
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the passage selected by the user (multimedia referencing, citation). The user can
switch between slide and video by pressing the video/slide button in the interface.
If the information in the video snippet is not sufficient, the user can switch back
to the complete version of the lecture episode (by pressing the virtPresenter home
button) [135].

Course and seminar websites

Universities and individual professors still maintain a huge zoo of additional isolated
systems for their department and students. virtPresenter also supports this ’rag rug’
via intelligent links to player components that help to use the recordings also in plain
html lists and safeguard for example access control or content protection.

Audio & video content management system

As previously mentioned, Lernfunk is the CMS for audio/visual material created
at the University of Osnabrück [25]. The system collects and organizes the huge
amount of recording metadata [217]. Lernfunk also comes with a web portal that
collects available recordings and allows for example to search for certain episodes
similar to other video portals today.

iTunes platform

A convenient way to publish content even for mobile users is Apple’s iTunes in-
frastructure. iTunes is by far the most popular podcast client [126]. Besides the
commercial music offer one can also find free of charge podcasts and video podcasts
on a variety of topics. These podcasts can be uploaded by anyone registered in the
iTunes Music Store. Due to this easy way of publishing, producers can use the music
store to reach external listeners and viewers. The University of Osnabrück and the
University of Applied Sciences Osnabrück have published different lectures in the
store. Lecture podcasts from Osnabrück had almost more subscribers than popular
German TV shows like Sendung mit der Maus from WDR in 2007. Survey results
revealed a huge interest in this technology and the offered university program [227].
This overwhelming success and demand (especially from interested subscribers from
outside the university) was certainly an initiator to export more content directly out
of the university lecture halls.
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Social network integration

The social virtPresenter project enables a coupling of social network features with
lecture recordings [86]. Concepts like a social scrubber and the previously mentioned
footprints help to translate the ideas of user awareness to multimedia based learning
[125], [134]. See subsection User awareness starting on page 55 for more details.

External video portals

Today YouTube and derivates are one of the best marketing places for educational
content. Typically these platforms are easy to use and allow to potentially reach
millions of people on various systems and devices. virtPresenter snippets can also
be found in this platforms. However YouTube and descendants do not allow the
kind of flexibility that is typically required at learning institutes regarding content
protection or access restrictions by the majority of universities today [141].

2.4 Supporting the mobile web

Mobile learning is an ongoing trend in the e-learning domain. The wish to make
the recorded material an enjoyable and useful experience for mobile users as well
has become a further important aspect of this work [139]. The support for mobile
scenarios was very limited in the beginning of the project due to the lack of multi-
media capable handheld devices or mobile networks, but has changed dramatically
since 2010 [136]. Lecture podcasting or the distribution of media content by using
feeds (RSS or ATOM) has become quite popular over the years [140], [227].
Ogawa and Nickles [195] found that podcasting can improve students’ perception of
large enrollment courses, as it helps to account for typical issues that large enroll-
ment courses face, including interaction and inconsistent learning experiences [242].
Podcasting has been a part of higher education since 2004, when Duke University
issued iPods to more than 1600 new undergraduate students [22].
But not only US institutes started using the podcast mechanism to distribute con-
tent to the students. Successful attempts and settings also with the presented system
are described in [112], [126] or in [127]. Podcasting describes the production, dis-
tribution and the automatic download of multimedia data from a publisher to a
subscriber over the Internet. The basic concepts are explained in [126].
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The technology was and still is an easy to use mechanism to bring multimedia based
learning aggregations (videos, audio, synchronized slides and additional links) to
mobile users. Apple recently announced that the offered iTunes podcast service has
passed 1 billion subscriptions in July, 2013. Although the major content delivery
platform has been Apple centric (iTunes, iTunes U, iPod etc.) in the beginning, fur-
ther solutions and distribution mechanisms have been developed in order to support
different kinds of smart and internet capable devices as published in [136], [139].

2.4.1 Combining eLectures with podcast technology

Building on top of the systems production pathway one can also export additional
media aggregations like mobile useable lecture podcasts (audio and video as well as
enhanced podcasts). Enhanced podcasts do not only contain audio information but
also integrate additional information that can be synchronized to the audio infor-
mation. E.g. an image or an URL can be shown at a certain time concurrently to
the audio information in a synchronized manner.
Enhanced podcasts based on recorded lectures (audio, slides) offer a very interesting
approach to support the ubiquitous learning process by providing fine granulated
recording structures also for mobile users. See [127] for an extended technical de-
scription of the production system. This way, one recorded source can be used for
multiple output channels.

Figure 2.12: VirtPresenter lecture recordings on different devices [126]

The information presented in the podcast therefore closely resembles the information
delivered in the web lecture [184]. It also incorporates a shared bookmark feature
that can be used to externally communicate about arbitrary clippings of the record-
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ing [176]. This makes the podcast a lightweight version of the web lecture that adds
the advantage of mobility (see right hand in figure 2.12). While more sophisticated
navigation facilities can currently not be supported by this technology, navigation
on the slide level is implemented in the mobile version.
Students can use the mobile recordings to review parts of the lecture and they
can use the web interface for tasks involving search, navigation and communica-
tion. Even a combination with mobile quizzes and assignments is possible on mobile
handheld devices using pure podcast technology. This work as well as findings for
how to create mobile virtual exercises and assignments have been explained in detail
in [124].

2.4.2 From podcasts to mobile applications

Due to the limitations mentioned before content navigation and missing feedback
mechanisms, a more advanced mobile application has been implemented. This re-
cently announced cross platform application is available for Android, iOS, Black-
berry and Windows devices in the corresponding app stores (application name:
Matterhorn2GO). Prototypes have been tested successfully on modern SmartTVs
as well, bringing fine-grained and searchable lecture recordings also directly to the
family living room. See [137], [138] and [139] for further reading and mobile multi-
media learning demands and observations. This extended mobile application applies

Figure 2.13: Opencast Matterhorn Engage on mobile devices - Matterhorn2GO
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lessons learned from using podcast technology as a highly demanded university ser-
vice for internal students as well as interested learners from outside the university
[227]. Picture 2.13 on page 31 depicts a screenshot taken from the project website2

Matterhorn 2GO. The technical chapter 5 of this work presents the mobile exten-
sions in more detail (see subsection 5.6.2 (Matterhorn2GO - The mobile re-design)
starting on page 118).

2.5 Summary

This chapter presented an initial overview of involved components and possible us-
age scenarios. This includes a brief system setup, content protection considerations,
information presentation, usage and navigation concepts as well as implemented
m-learning possibilities. A main objective was to exemplify the system complexity
which is required for a serious fully automated reliable system setup that is capable
of an integration with further university systems as well as a controllable content
distribution, content re-use in external platforms as well as helpful navigation con-
cept implementations. Some of these concepts are further addressed in the technical
chapter 5 (System Architecture) of this work. The next chapter presents related
work in this domain as well as an overview of ongoing work.

2http://vm193.rz.uni-osnabrueck.de/matterhorn2go/



Chapter 3

Related work and current state of
research

3.1 Introduction

The number of applications and research in the domain of lecture recordings, eLec-
tures, podcasts, and webcasts are grown exponentially across the world. Today it is
possible to access web video clips addressing almost every topic, from home videos
all the way up to Hollywood made movies or short music clips. The variety of this
multimedia content is nearly impossible to review. But on the other hand when
it comes to scientific multimedia one can hardly find an exemplifying video that
illustrates exactly a certain topic or experiment. The initial research disdain from
e-learning experts has drained due to the huge success and overwhelming demand
for online video education material. Tele-lecturing has become the most important
and fastest growing part in tele teaching and classical e-learning as noted by [169].
The importance of flexible knowledge transfer for teaching and learning at todays
universities has also been noted as a very high demand by the German Council
of Science and Humanities (German Wissenschaftsrat) for future directions. Tech-
nologies and topics addressed in this thesis hereby ideally fit to recommendations
proposed by this central advisory board responsible for structure and development
of higher education and research in Germany [255].
Particularly in the German speaking countries, applications for recording and dis-
tributing conferences and lectures have existed for quite some time now. Some
examples can be found in work done by [89], [111], [201], [226], [247], [262] and
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recently in [237]. For the most part, these technologies were originally developed as
research projects and evolved to meet local academic needs.

In the commercial domain top players like Apple with their iTunes infrastructure
or YouTube recognized these efforts and provide innovative distribution platforms
(e.g. iTunes University) to exploit the increasing richness of this quality content.
Although these platforms furthered the importance and increased the usage of eLec-
tures, academic institutions became dependent on these platforms at the expense of
creating pedagogically relevant technologies. Unsurprising like in many other web
markets is, that the majority of commercial entities and successful service providers
come from the US today. Frost & Sullivan research analysts estimate, that the
market (which amounts up to 25 million dollar in 2009) will quadruple by 2013. Es-
pecially the enterprise video webcasting market is expected to grow very fast. This
data is available in the recently published market report Global Enterprise Video
Webcasting and Lecture Capture Solutions Markets (December 2012) [214].

The chapter starts with an overview of related research domains and ongoing trends.
In addition similar systems, communities and projects are briefly presented. A de-
tailed listing of existing open source eLecture projects and content management
platforms, commercial entities as well as service providers is available in the ap-
pendix. Related work that addresses system setup concepts, mobile learning or user
interface ideas has been comprehensively addressed in previous work (see page 6
before in chapter 1 for a list of published contributions) and are thus only partly
addressed in the remainder of this chapter.

3.2 Status and research domains

Learning theory in the past decade has expanded dramatically due to the introduc-
tion of multimedia, while the possibilities of multimedia deployment for learning and
instruction are nearly endless. Future trends and enhancements in computer tech-
nology opens up new chances and possibilities for eLectures but on the other hand
imply unknown technical, user oriented, organizational or didactical difficulties. Due
to its potential to make learning easier, more convenient and more effective, educa-
tion is one of the preeminent areas of applications for multimedia. Video capturing
of lectures has become common practice to produce e-learning content.
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With the adoption of video-based learning systems such as Khan Academy1 and
edX2, new research in the area of learning analytics and personalized learning has
emerged. Companies like for example US based Coursera3 or Udacity4, have started
offering forms of instruction that are primarily video based. Many instructors in
higher education are implementing video lectures in a variety of ways, such as broad-
casting lectures, augmenting recordings of in-class lectures with face-to-face meetings
for review purposes, delivering lecture recordings before class to ’flip the classroom’
(making the pedagogical shift from a teacher centered classroom to a student cen-
tered classroom) and provide hands-on activities during class time. Other uses
include showing videos that demonstrate course topics and providing supplemen-
tary video learning materials for self-study. MOOC (massive open online courses)
initiatives, iTunes U, YouTube etc. appear as the tip of the iceberg for individual
marketing at learning institutes.
With the present amounts of educational data produced, there is a high demand
in techniques and methods capable of handling multimedia contents adequately.
Educational content has to be presented, deployed, stored, navigated, searched,
retrieved, edited, combined, and re-used in a proper way. Furthermore, quality
control and learning processes with feedback loops are considered to be important
concepts for more effective, sustainable and outstanding e-learning solutions. Most
of these topics involve mixed techniques from artificial intelligence, computer vision,
multimedia, but also human computer interaction, sociology as well as psychology
[128]. Today computer science is not about pure mathematical problems anymore.
It has become a breeding ground and technology incubator of different aspects from
our lives.

Domain research topics:

Actual technical research domains are manifold. The following listing presents work
in progress in closely related areas5. Topics addressed in this work (or in already
published contributions) are shown in bold in the following listing:

1http://www.khanacademy.org
2https://www.edx.org
3https://www.coursera.org
4https://www.udacity.com
5see authors workshop on Multimedia Technologies for e-learning MTEL which is part of the

annual IEEE International Symposium on Multimedia.
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• Lecture Recording, Multimedia Authoring & Classroom Methodology
- Automated lecture recording and presentation techniques
- Multimedia accessibility and assistive technology support
- Classroom note taking, whiteboard capturing and analysis
- Intelligent camera tracking
- Multimedia authoring software for e-learning

• Information Retrieval & Search in Multimedia
- Multimedia information retrieval for educational use
- Automated lecture analysis and indexing
- Intelligent searching and navigation in e-learning portals
- Content summarization and skimming techniques
- Quality control
- Rapid browsing

• Multimedia Architectures & Repositories
- Repositories for multimedia education
- Architectures for user tracking and identification
- Technical infrastructures for large scale web lecture repositories

• Semantic Multimedia in e-learning Scenarios
- Context aware semantic analysis and recommendation of e-learning
content
- Semantic modeling and ontological engineering for e-learning scenarios
- Linked data and dynamic media objects
- Semantic web-based online educational systems

• Feedback, Adaption & Personalization
- Automated analysis of learning and teaching interactions
- Implicit and explicit learner feedback
- Language barriers
- Social web-based online educational systems

• Multimedia in m-learning & Learning Apps
- Use of mobile devices for recording, playback and interaction
- Mobile devices and multimedia-based learning-apps/-games

• Multimedia in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
- Delivery of multimedia content in MOOC environments
- Analysis of multimedia transport and sharing mechanisms
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- Building multimedia repositories for MOOC environments
- Trust and reputation

The list above presents a broad overview of ongoing technical research work. Ped-
agogical concepts or questions related to Human-Computer-Interaction are not in-
cluded. According to [220] it appears, that questions and studies regarding the
creation and processing of lecture recordings from a lecturer’s perspective have al-
ready been finally conducted. This proposal might be to conclusive taking into
account that technical inventions and expectations change over time. An example
for this situation might be students that interrupt during a lecture asking ques-
tions via mobile devices that might change the direction of a given talk. Web 2.0
technology, the future Internet, new distribution channels, on-demand information
streams, feeds or torrent networks open up new fields for dynamic content creation
and usage.
Today many approaches tackle the problem of automatic lecture recording at the
level of single recordings. In these approaches every step from recording a lecture
to creating a fully navigable multimedia document is fully automated. Issues con-
cerning collateral actions such as reserving appropriate lecture halls and distributing
the content produce do, however still involve a considerable amount of manual work
[174]. A further prominent example for the complexity of high quality process au-
tomation are flexible and not disturbing classroom camera tracking systems that
focus on the essential section of a lecture room at a certain time [254], [258], [259].
The increased importance of this domain for academic institutions has lead to a
more critical analysis with respect to the way the content is being produced, man-
aged, and distributed [114]. Particularly e-learning projects turn often out to be a
critical counterpart, due to a high developer fluctuation, research character with-
out unclear future or tight money constraints. The quality and design of e-learning
applications are often compromised in an effort to simply get something up and run-
ning [161]. Certainly this holds not true for every e-learning project that has been
started at an university. Like mentioned previously the majority of tools and sys-
tems for lecture recording are local developments that lack comprehensive services
for large scale deployments. Many institutions also have no strategy for sustaining
this highly demanded student services in the future nor how to stay on top of the
required technology.
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Massive Open Online Courses

MOOCs are the latest invention in online learning and a powerful example for the
success of open education ideas. Technically a MOOC (massive open online course)
is an online course especially aimed at large scale presentation of web users. Virtual
courses are taught by professors from around the world to disseminate content, in-
spire collaboration and assess also students’ work from time to time.
Again the concepts are not new to distance education, but the timing seems to be
quite right. Teachers and learners are equipped with the right tools and technical
gadgets, computer platforms are ready to support thousands of concurrent user con-
nections and multimedia data transfers (e.g. streaming video). Media and different
newspapers jumped on the running train and propose huge changes for teaching and
learning (again). This has been primarily due to the emergence of quite a few well
financed platform providers associated with top universities. Popular examples in-
clude: Udacity6, Coursera7 or edX8. See [224] for an overview of available platforms
and services.
The pros and cons of this ’new’ organization form go along with what has become
obvious in the related eLecture (aka podcasting) domain. Huge ’download’ atten-
tion and virtual participation does not automatically lead to applicable knowledge
or better grades, not to mention a eligible university certificate or the willingness to
open up more university learning content.
Courses that have been started with enthusiasm on both sides (lecturer as well as
participant) oftentimes end up with the insight that it requires a high degree of
perseverance (organizational, didactic and pedagogy, diversified, technical, money).
According to observations made by [51] less than 10% of people enrolled in this
offerings finish successfully.
Due to this ever recurring rebirth of video based education, which attracts and
involves people worldwide, it has become this beacon example for multimedia ap-
plications and the necessary related service research.

6https://www.udacity.com
7https://www.coursera.org
8https://www.edx.org
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3.3 Application areas of eLectures

Providing learners with the most suitable content at any time and context is still one
of the most critical and expensive aspects in technology enhanced learning. Several
authors have reported about usage, pros and cons of this type of learning material
(e.g. in [103], [148] or [201]). Along with other educational resources, learning videos
can be a valuable and even enjoyable addition to text based lecture material. Typi-
cal usage demands at learning institutes are today the discovery and use of campus
media, the need to reduce costs for class delivery and interactive assignments for
distance education, marketing and communication as well as the need to increase
students engagement in virtual teaching and the support of personalized learning.
It is also noticeable, that more and more universities are trying to use web lectures
in combination with popular video platforms to share lecture recordings in form of
video, audio or simple podcast versions with university students as well as interested
people from outside. It might be a problem that it is not easy to decide, whether
this popular web sites are an adequate place to present high quality (and often
also expensive to create) learning content. Platforms like Apple’s iTunes University
project (iTunes U) or YouTube serve, besides other aspects, as a good marketing
instrument for universities to attract prospective students, research partners or new
members. Nowadays top US universities even ask for recorded lectures to showcase
the teaching competence of a job applicant.
A summary of possible challenges for educational multimedia content usage and
creation includes aspects as further explained in [114]. Digital media literacy is a
complex endeavor. This means that media creation is a time consuming process and
encouraging of students and faculty is many times complicated. Further aspects are
the economic pressure and future models of education which includes the increase
in remote learning on the one hand and the need for recorded sessions (applicable
on new devices) on the other hand. The need to stay ahead and to be attractive to
students as well as the wish to enable cross campus media sharing for research and
citation or maintaining proper attribution while using and repurposing content is
also of high importance.
However, for many universities going public with educational content is presently
disputed and a challenging process. Besides legal grounds concerning copyright
issues and other aspects, there are great fears on the lecturers’ side how (their) con-
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tent will be used in the outside world. Quite often it is not clear, e.g. in the lecture
recording field, what open for the public really implies and which platforms (or how
many potential users) are involved. Until today many of the lectures, seminars etc.
recordings at universities have to be kept hidden from the public in the university
learn management systems and can be accessed by internal students only [132]. If
web lectures are used, these augment the normal ongoing presentation-style lectures
most of the time. In [265] the authors have shown that students who attend the
live lectures make extensive use of lecture recordings when recalling the content and
preparing for examinations. On the other hand, investigations done at the Uni-
versity of Osnabrück have shown, that if students have access to video lectures in
addition to a live class it is noticeable that good students are getting better results
in the final exams whereas weak students end up with worse grades compared to the
average students over the years. Retentive it can be said, that web lecturers are a
frequently asked enhancement to the university e-learning portfolio. If used in the
right way, they offer a valuable additional benefit for the students and in addition
are a flexible marketing tool in our cross-linked world today [135].

Exchangeable learning objects

Research in e-learning technology with respect to the concept of reusable learning
objects and their standardization has evolved in the last years [16], [167]. Isolated
learning resources that are created for specific applications are still an open prob-
lem for technology enhanced learning (e.g. exchanging content between different
learn management systems or learning institutes). The term learning object has
also different meanings for people. Definitions range from a small text, a picture up
to a complete learning curriculum. Metadata standards like LOM, Dublin Core or
SCORM exist to classify or group learning objects. Problematic is the concept of
granularity that refers to the smallest item that can be used from a course. This is
even more complicated for audio/video based material (e.g. 1.5h lecture recording).
Identifying a small section in a video that exemplifies a certain topic implies that
users or the system ’know’ the recorded material [180]. The smallest reasonable
information ’chunk’ created with the presented systems are fragments that contain
a single presentation slide along with the corresponding video/audio plus in some
cases extracted metadata (media analysis e.g. OCR, speech). This findings can be
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additionally enriched with background information from class and additional cam-
pus systems. Still, after many years of e-learning and content creation one needs
to admit, that a certified content exchange between universities or a certified usage
(models as well as data structures) of content is still a risky and highly debated
hazard or has been done only in small partner networks (e.g. excellence networks).
To counter this trend, an alternative and fully open concept for multimedia based
learning content, Opencast was announced by UC Berkeley and international part-
ners (US as well as European representatives) to explore open source audiovisual
production, distribution and engagement through free software, best practice and
technology. Opencast recognizes the numerous academic efforts emerging in iso-
lation, and has created a landscape on which institutions can combine efforts and
increase innovation. This initiative and the developed tools are currently supported,
used or evaluated by many universities worldwide - showing the huge importance of
this multimedia domain. This established network has the potential to provide the
necessary content baseline for a qualified data exchange along with an aligned and
accepted metadata schema.

3.4 Project Opencast

For more than a decade, a small group of international universities have pioneered
the promise of accessible knowledge and have strived to realize this promise through
the capture and distribution of lectures. However, it is only in the last five years
that quantity, quality and use of the recordings have reached a level that makes lec-
ture recording and video management a topic of strategic importance for universities
and recently also companies. Through many years of experiences, institutions have
realized that their home grown solutions cannot keep up with the constant inno-
vation within the lecture capture domain, and proprietary or commercial solutions
costs prohibit long term sustainability. Founded in 2007, the Opencast Commu-
nity emerged as a global community to address the relevant facets of this issue and
to support different projects to facilitate the sustainable, scalable creation and ex-
change of audiovisual content. In the commercial domain, iTunes and YouTube
recognized these efforts and provid innovative distribution platforms to exploit the
increasing richness of this content. Ultimately, academic institutions’ dependence on
these platforms grew at the expense of creating pedagogically relevant technologies.
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To counter this trend, an alternative concept, Opencast, was announced by UC
Berkeley to explore open source audiovisual production, distribution and engage-
ment through free software, technology and access [142]. Figure 3.1depicts logos
and names from initial project partners.

Figure 3.1: Initial Opencast partners

3.4.1 Opencast Community

The Opencast Community is open to all interested institutions and individuals in-
cluding commercial stakeholders. The Opencast mailing list and infrastructure has
fostered the exchange among institutions over various issues around academic video,
such as codec formats and licensing. Notable initiatives, such as the drive for a com-
mon metadata standard and open non-commercial alternative to iTunes U, have
thrived with the support of Opencast. But, at the moment, the most impactful
Opencast effort is the Opencast Matterhorn build project. Since its onset, approxi-
mately 600 institutions have officially expressed interest in Opencast and more than
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500 persons have joined its mailing list. Figure 3.2 depicts data based on a Mat-
terhorn pre-release survey launched in December 2009 via the Opencast mailing list
and other related communication channels [143].

Figure 3.2: Opencast Community: Organization types, adopters by region and in-
stitution size [143]

Organization types: The distribution reflected in figure 3.2 left hand side empha-
sizes the strong participation from higher education institutions. While not being
exclusive to other types of organizations, it is fair to say that the basis of Matter-
horn stems from academic institutions’ needs. Nevertheless, the growing interests
of commercial entities and consortiums play an important role in the ongoing devel-
opment and sustainability of the project.
Potential adopters by region: The Opencast Matterhorn project has maintained
strong interest in the US, Canada and Europe from its inception (3.2 mid). The orig-
inal 13 partners that came together for the grant-funded effort were almost equally
divided between North America and Europe.
Institution size: The data in the above chart (figure 3.2 right hand side) was
obtained through Carnegie Classification for Institutions of Higher Education data
for US institutions and from wikipedia for other international institutions. Student
enrollment ranges from a small campus in Pennsylvania (US) with 680 students
to a very large distance education university in Spain with 180,000 students. The
vast majority of interested institutions enroll under 35,000 students (72%), with
a fairly equal representation within the categories of <5,000 students, 5,000-15,000
students and 15,000-25,000 students. This data suggests a higher contingent of large
universities than were expected, especially as the initial surveys identified smaller
institutions as the prime target group with a small podcasting program in place and
limited resources. See [143] for further reading.
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3.4.2 Opencast Matterhorn

In 2008, the active core of the Opencast Community consisted mainly of universities
who had already developed and/or were using their own solutions for the man-
agement of lecture recordings and of other audiovisual objects. VirtPresenter of the
University of Osnabrück, Replay of ETH Zürich, PuMuKIT developed at the Univer-
sity of Vigo and the Recollect system from the University of Saskatchewan existed
as standalone software solutions, whereas UC Berkeley’s ”Webcast Next Genera-
tion” incorporated Apple’s Podcast Producer like many universities do these days.
However, the evaluation of these programs and the discussions conducted within
the framework of the Opencast Community had shown that none of the systems
by themselves offered the range of functions universities desired. To fill this gap,
Opencast Matterhorn was launched as Opencast’s first community source project.
Matterhorn is a collaboration between North American and European institutions,
and funded by the Mellon and Hewlett foundations [141]. So far, it has been fully
adopted by over 30 education centers worldwide and is responsible for upwards of
500 hours of new video lectures each week with a strong upward trend after each
new software release.
Matterhorn has been the baseline for start-up companies and further funded re-
search project like the FP7-ICT EU Translecture9 project. TransLectures aim is to
develop a tool that can add multilingual subtitles to online educational video. 23
official languages in 27 member states in the European Union is a prime example of
multilingualism. This work involves 7 European institutions, universities and com-
panies (including Xerox, RWTH Aachen and the Knowledge for All foundation10)
and aims to develop innovative, cost-effective tools for the automated transcription
and translation of educational videos and is again a great example for the success
of open source and open knowledge ideas. Matterhorn’s underlying technology and
user facing applications have also been part of further EU funded projects like the
FI-PPP11 (Future Internet projects) of the European commission were the author
of this work was involved. The Future Internet project (FI-Content12) includes
companies like Technicolor, Disney Research, France and Telecom Italia, Thales,

9http://www.translectures.eu
10http://www.k4all.org
11https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/future-internet-public-private-partnership
12http://www.fi-ppp.eu/projects/fi-content/
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RBB, BBC, Fraunhofer IAIS, FOKUS as well as smaller entities and universities
like Blackrock studios or ETH-Zürich. The user facing application within this work
have been selected as baseline for so-called technology enablers further evaluated by
FI-WARE13 - large scale European project to provide technology for the future of
media usage, security and infrastructure in Europe. Figure 3.3 depicts Matterhorn’s
Engage components used as multimedia indexing technology example for industry
partners.

Media Services for Edutainment 
Opencast: Multimedia Indexing 

Objectives:  
Time based multimedia objects like videos are hiding their information in time. 
So knowing upfront what content is contained within a multimedia object can go 
a long way toward connecting the user with the information they are seeking. 
•  Edutainment & Culture depends on the availability of educational and cultural content. 
•  This includes video/audio, text, pictures, maps, user generated content as well as  
  compositions of this content from different sources. This material needs to be prepared  
  and harmonized in order to be useful in the context of Edutainment & Culture. 
The Media Services provided by Opencast enable users´to create, maintain and fully  
engage with rich media content. 

Content indexing 
and media analysis results for 
extended navigation. 

Figure 3.3: Opencast Engage Application used in the EU project FI-Content

13http://www.fi-ware.eu
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3.5 Further systems and projects

As mentioned earlier different solutions exists today that empower users (lectur-
ers, administrators etc.) to record single events, talks and/or lectures, organize or
’just’ distribute content. [34], [36] provide an overview of active systems that were
used around the year 2000. Further work has been published during this time that
presents solutions and usage demands for multimedia authoring for teaching and
learning [2], [3], [4], [13], [56], [189] or [190]. As noted by [35] additional lecture
capture systems and prototypes have been build. This includes for example Au-
toAuditorium [24], LectureBrowser [189], STREAMS [56], Author on the Fly [13],
[190], Canterbury’s Digital Lectures project [23] or vELAP [147]. A further research
project to name was Classroom 2000 (or eClass) which was an active project in the
nineties [35]. The ProjectorBox system continuously records RGB information sent
to a lecture halls projector and detects when one presentation end and when the next
one begins using a heuristic method [63]. ClassX is another free and active research
and experimental interactive video streaming platform project from the University
of Stanford developed in the Electrical Engineering Department [99], [203]. The
OpenEYA system records a lecture hall in one-hour slots and stores them on a web
server [261] in addition to camera pictures from the blackboard [44]. The E-Chalk
project [89], is a system to transform the lecturer‘s input on a large touch-sensitive
screen into an intelligent electronic chalkboard (e.g. process handwriting input of
the user). The lecturer’s audio in combination with the board strokes video rep-
resentation can be transmitted over the Internet. Another approach presented in
[110] is based on the development of a lecture recording search engine to make aca-
demic content more discoverable. A further system in this educational search and
retrieval domain is the Yovisto platform [244], [246]. Most work that can be found
in literature today reports on the technological capabilities of capture and content
access. [216] presents a classification for research activities (methodical as well as
content specific) in this domain. The authors conclude, that published results are
basically comparable, but depend on the actual and complex system settings and
actual application area.
Figure 3.4 on page 47 depicts project logos of lecture recording and processing sys-
tems (commercial as well as home grown solutions) that are in use today based on
the author’s experience. These systems (plus more) are addressed in the appendix of
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this work starting on page 148. They can be further classified as full, semi-automatic
or manual production systems, pure distribution platforms and management portals
or vendor solutions. Examples for semi-automated systems are addressed in [145].
As mentioned before, open source systems appear to be as important as commercial
tools and service providers. The price for serious lecture capture solutions starts
by free to use (the open source model) up to expensive annual commercial usage
fees (as rumor has it - 10 recording/processing devices: up to 40.000 hardware costs
+ 100.000 dollars annually for license). The presented overview is also no price /
feature comparison. Guaranteed service and everyday reliability has obviously its
price.

Figure 3.4: Lecture recording and processing systems

3.5.1 Brief system comparison

It is not the aim of this work to present and evaluate each existing solution in detail
(from hidden home grown prototypes that might exist at some place - up to to large
scale vendor projects). Many functional similarities exist between the systems.
virtPresenter or Opencast Matterhorn are of course not the only available solutions
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in this highly requested domain. However, virtPresenter (and now Matterhorn) sup-
port many distribution channels and as mentioned previously unique usage scenarios
via flexible rich user interfaces and feedback channels. The most important Open-
cast Matterhorn value is of course the large supporting international community.
Technically, virtPresenter’s main difference was the focus on the full automation of
lecture recording production and presentation of content through highly adaptable
Web 2.0 user interfaces which are useful in social environments. This flexible user
interfaces still go far beyond the system capabilities or usage scenarios other projects
do support. A further point to highlight is the capability of the system to evaluate
and study the usage behavior of its users by adopting social navigation functionality
in combination with data mining mechanisms. More information and some feature
highlights - also with a detailed domain literature and contextualized related work
overview - is available in [74], [123], [133], [134], [180] as well as in [183]. Most
systems are limited in the subsequent use after the lecture has been captured and
the content is presented to the students.
Especially the content re-use (e.g. lazy professor) in different ways (e.g. recurring
semester) has shown to be a really important factor of the success and acceptance
of lecture recordings. This does not mean that the common use case for this is a
complete substitution with material from previous years, but the possibility to easy
extract and re-arrange different content snippets for a re-use and augmentation for
an upcoming or already running semester. Also note: Not every (open source)
system has proven its proposed feature set reliably on a daily base.

3.5.2 Commercial entities, systems and platforms

Open solutions mainly concentrate in European countries as mentioned in the be-
ginning of this chapter. Commercial systems have a focal point in the US. They
advertise and offer the professional support universities require which do not have
staff for maintaining lecture recording at campus. These solutions are typically cost
intensive or restricted to certain vendors, hardware, software and companies. The
Opencast Community for example houses different renegades coming from univer-
sities that are using some of the commercial products. The reasons are different,
but one can summarize some aspects: complex, expensive to adjust to changing de-
mands, scaling becomes complicated, unclear product roadmap, license fees or just
no access to the code.
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It depends on the university internal politics and money constraints if closed or open
solutions are in favor (on the long term). Both sides have of course their merits as
well as pitfalls. See [212] for additional information. Some of the vendors (hardware
as well as software companies) have also joined the Opencast initiative and represen-
tatives participate in online meetings or joint conferences. The selected Opencast
Matterhorn open source license explicitly allows and welcomes this commercial en-
tities for many reasons (e.g. sustainability, development, outreach, marketing etc.).
Some of the offered vendor hardware also indicates its compatibility with an Open-
cast Matterhorn branding logo (for example Epiphan Systems’ Matterhorn Capture
Device14).

Commercial eLecture systems

Vendor products in the enterprise webcasting market are coming from: Ignite,
Qumu, Kontiki, Polycom (Accordent), MediaPlatform, Sonic Foundry, Telestream,
ON24 or VBrick [214]. US based company Creston, one of the leading providers of
control and automation systems, also recently presented a system which is called
CaptureLiveHD. The latest solution and services (plus hardware) have been released
by Cisco (Cisco Lecture Vision) a couple of month ago. One might expect that Cisco
consolidates and dominates the enterprise webcasting market in the upcoming years.
Given the apparently sheer limitless commercial offerings one needs to keep in mind
the still open research questions addressed before on page 35. These only reflect
technical problems without opening the domain of learning, pedagogy or cognitive
understanding. In the end service offerings and expensive tools do not automatically
lead to successful users, happy students (are grades a factor?) and administrators.

Commercial content platforms

About the same applies for commercial content platforms. YouTube or iTunes (U)
have been named already as top players in this domain. However this platforms do
not earn money directly from offering this content. A possible model is here adver-
tisement and an increase in hardware sale. Exceptions are personalized YouTube
channels or university branded iTunes U offerings. As mentioned previously it is
highly disputed and unclear in the online learning domain how to use content from

14http://www.epiphan.com/products/other-applications/matterhorn/
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different individuals or learning institutes properly including questions related to
ownership, worth of content, content protection, open educational material, com-
plexity, accountability and many more closely related issues. The simple idea to
harvest online learning material from different sources in a single portal has been
tried by different parties before without noteworthy success. Maybe we do see suc-
cessful models in the near future for industry sponsored companies like the German
based MOOC Iversity15 platform which was noticed by media and newspapers for
their open MOOC challenge. Major show stoppers are still old established and pa-
triarchal universities which see this already arrived learning trends inert and skepti-
cal. Further initiatives to name here are the not-for-profit educational organization
Kahnacademy16, MIT TechTV17 (media hub, social, sharing, library), the popular
HULU platform (only US) or the Kaltura18 video platform, recently also announced
as open source community project.

3.6 Summary

The eLecture or video education domain has become a huge an powerful kraken
with many arms representing branched aspects and manifold directions for reason-
able multimedia research. The involved topics renew and redefine themselves in a
very short time due to new usage ideas, distribution technologies or the ever in-
creasing need for flexible and sound on-time learning. The affordability of lecture
capture has increased the demand for lecture video services in higher education.
Different open systems and commercial entities have been named that try to satisfy
the huge international educational video demand.
Since its formation in 2007, Opencast has become a global community around aca-
demic video and its related areas with over 600 members. The created tools enable
universities and other learning institutes to create content in a standard based way.
Despite the fact that the overall picture emerging from the number of solutions and
related studies is rather encouraging, one needs to argue, that the integration of dig-
ital lectures in the curriculum should not be considered a simple and straightforward
enterprise without critical considerations. The increased importance of this domain

15https://www.iversity.org
16www.khanacademy.org
17http://techtv.mit.edu
18http://www.kaltura.org
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for academic institutions has lead to a more elaborated analysis with respect to the
way the content is being produced, managed, re-used and distributed in multiple
ways. Home grown solutions are expensive, and features often come at the cost
of stability or scalability. Proprietary or commercial solutions tend to lack more
innovative features, and are cost- prohibitive in the long term. Further, they often
have restricted datasets reducing the potential impact of studies. The next chapter
exemplifies recurring web application pattern that are useful for the implementation
of engaging learning tools.



Chapter 4

Applicable web patterns for
eLecture systems

The Internet is growing on a daily basis. Especially social or Web 2.0 applications
are becoming increasingly popular others die out. The web is a perfect example
for the fast evolvement of ideas. So called mashup websites (websites that combine
data from different sites), social networks or online video repositories try to attract
people to spend time online [133]. Although it is not easy to draw the line and
distinguish exactly between the old Internet alias Web 1.0 (roughly between 1993
and 2003) and the current Internet also known as Web 2.0 with inherent sub pieces
and names. Just looking from a technological point of view does also not help much
when trying to exactly define the new Internet and the way people interact with
it and each other. The social web has become another hyped synonym for Web
2.0. Most people have heard of Facebook, MySpace, Twitter and more, aiming to
connect people in the online world. Many people do have profiles in those networks
and hardly a day goes by without a notification of one or the other platform in
our e-mail inboxes. This chapter exemplifies some of the recurring underlying ideas
that can be identified by using the web today. These concepts are translated to
useful and operable design patterns for the software architecture further explained
in the following chapter 5. As mentioned previously one of the goals of this work
is to go beyond lecture recording and implement ideas and concepts that foster
the commitment of users and turn online learning into a meaningful, flexible and
enjoyable experience.
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4.1 Definition of Web 2.0 and the emerging field
of Web Science

The Internet has become a place for researchers from multiple disciplines. Web
scientists explore the full scope of technical and social relationships that are impli-
cated in the web. There is no simple single definition of Web 2.0 that is commonly
accepted. The term was first mentioned right after the first O’Reilly Media Web
2.0 conference in 2004 [199]. It has become an overnight sensation, one of the most
hyped technology terms in history. Using ’Web 2.0’ has spiraled out of control as
public websites and companies have applied it to their products and services as proof
of their being on the cutting edge [96]. Research topics like ’wisdom of the crowd’
[239] vs. ’the power of a view’ [144] are still major undefeated topics. Domain name
speculation has become search engine optimization, page views might soon turn into
cost per click models, screen scraping has been substituted by open company APIs
and finally publishing is accompanied by participation models.
People almost get bored by the term Web 2.0 - but it best classifies the changeover
from a tool for scientists into a global phenomenon with more than a billion of users.
The World Wide Web involves not only an analysis of its technical background and
application connections, but also the insight into people, organizations, groups and
the economics that are affected by it.

Web 2.0 classifier

It is possible to take a look at the web as it is today and study, which ideas and
involved technology makes us spend time online. Key concepts (or classifiers) can be
extracted that build-up our daily web experience. Successful Web 2.0 applications
are a combination of technical and non technical concepts, that can be divided
into smaller sub elements. This concept classification can be translated into usable
receipts that help to design and build a successful software project. The following
two examples present platform observations without thinking about the underlying
technical base. Additional application concept ideas can be found in [199].

Example 1: Web scraping vs. web services: Web pages are typically cre-
ated for real people. This makes an automated data exchange between a web page
and computers complicated. The HTML structure of web sites often contains valu-
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able micro information in text form which might be useful for other web pages
as well. Web scrapers have been developed to extract micro fragments from web
sites. Mashups using these feature to create extended web content that is based on
parts from other sites. Today some of the lowest-price search engines are using this
mechanisms besides other technologies in order to grasp the Internet for the low-
est customer product prices. Web services can be used to encapsulate information
and to enable extern computer programs to access data in a structured way over
the Internet. Companies like Flickr1 recognized the importance of open application
programming interfaces (APIs). This allows a convenient and structured content
access which in the end increases user attraction as well as commercial success.

Example 2: YouTube high level usage observations: YouTube provides easy
access to content for logged in users as well as anonymous usage. Content can be
added without a deeper understanding of the underlying platform technology. Avail-
able content can be tagged and labeled. The landing page is highly dynamic and
adjusts to my own viewing behavior. Content can be used in other platforms by
using the available player components. Concepts of user ranking and click counts
award users directly for their interactions. APIs and data access allows third party
developers to build services upon available content.

Many more concepts and ideas have become a common baseline for successful web
systems today. Tim O’Reilly further expressed some basic rules on how applications
can be prepared for Web 2.0 [198] - "Data is the Intel Inside".

4.2 Useful concepts and technical translation

Suitable cookbook receipts as well as classical SOA (Software as a Service) con-
cepts may help to build better tools for teaching and learning. The book Web 2.0
Architectures: What Entrepreneurs and Information Architects Need to Know [96],
formalizes some of the previous descriptions as architecture patterns that enable
web developers to make valid choices for a successful web application system design.
Some of the basic concepts are further explained and technically translated in the
following subsections to fit to the idea of multimedia based learning.

1http://www.flickr.com/
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These concept proposals have been divided into two main parts. The first one
combines user centered or user experience observations, the second part describes
technical recommendations for data handling and service communication. This set
of concepts is by no means exhaustive or complete, and new patterns are bound to
pop up in the near future. A further important aspect to mention (and a lessons
learned from years of providing tools for teaching and learning) is also, that best
practice recommendations need to be implemented as useable and fast performing
cross platform tools, that support technical experts as well as computer beginners.
A good user experience is very important.

4.2.1 User experience pattern

User awareness

Many times visitors are not alone on web sites - but who else is online? User aware-
ness has become a popular Web 2.0 feature. In many portals, user awareness is
designed to tell users which of their friends are online. The user awareness principle
primarily specifies the way users are being represented in the web, how they inter-
act with each other or how they are dealing with available online information and
resources. On the one hand privacy has become a major problem of the modern web
that needs to be considered in application designs. On the other hand it has become
a general enterprise model to harness as much information about users as possible.
In literature one can find different types of user awareness. Liechti [157] differenti-
ates besides others four main categories, which are not mutually exclusive: group,
workspace, contextual, and peripheral. Dourish and Bellotti [69] proposed one of
the first definitions for awareness: Awareness is an understanding of the activities
of others, which provides a context for your own activity. Group awareness conveys
information about the state and activity within a team. Workspace awareness facil-
itates the coordination among users and allows communication and collaboration.
Contextual awareness adapts the idea of presenting information to the user situa-
tion. Peripheral awareness denotes the way in which a system presents information
about effortless monitoring of activity and also the level of detail. A further aware-
ness model is the users location awareness model which is important for the mobile
web experience [118]. Web 2.0 and social network applications inherent many of this
ideas and combine them in an attractive way. They allow users inside a network
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to get information about what is happening on the site or in the application (e.g.
who checked my profile, left a comment). Further explanations can also be found
in [125]. User identification and tracking of action is mandatory to implement this
receipt. Ideally users do not need to login to different systems. Single sign on is
for example possible for university or company users. Privacy seems to be more
important than ever before. Social networks and social applications collect all kind
of user related data - oftentimes it is not transparent to the users what kind of data
is collected and how it will be used in the future. User feedback from interviews
and comments indicate that in particular student users do prefer a strict separation
between fun or leisure usage of these networks and tools and applications they use
for learning at universities [125].
Working examples: Different examples for awareness of web activity and descrip-
tions are addressed in [92]. Researchers have reported a significant effectiveness of
applying media technologies like chatting tools, shared workspace capabilities, video
and audio tools, visualization representations and notification possibilities by deliv-
ering awareness through groupware systems [241]. Examples for the visualization
of social data that conveys information about the online world and its participants
can be found in Lifeline [206], Conversion Map [223], Netscan [233] or the Personal
Map project [78].
eLecture application: These concepts have been integrated in two ways. The
social virtPresenter extension implements this idea in a so called people scrubber
further described in [87]. In that approach, three user awareness features are imple-
mented: a ’who is online’-list that offers information on other users who are online,
a social scrubber that shows thumbnail pictures of other users profile pictures who
are currently watching the same web lecture on the web lectures timeline and a cu-
mulative footprint feature that shows how many accesses a passage of the video has
received. A more general implementation of the concepts involved is described in
[125]. Extensions and findings are published in [134]. History aware user awareness
especially exploits the time advantage of users that are using web lectures online
together. When a user watches a web lecture and has a question about a specific
passage in that lecture, he or she can find other users who are online and have al-
ready watched that very passage and are thus likely to be capable of answering that
question in a proper way.
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Tagging and content annotation

Collaborative tagging has grown in popularity on the web, on sites that allow users
to tag bookmarks, photographs and other content. To tag means to apply personal
labels to an object or resource. Rich media, such as audio and video, benefit from this
explicit user generated metadata because other forms of in-media analysis concepts
are still incomplete and are a technical challenge. Users tag resources with keywords
to classify them in alignment with their perspectives, yet in terms of their own
personal choosing. Simple labels like - good or bad (or i like) - help users as well as
recommender systems to rank information. This adds a natural language semantic
layer to other searching and indexing mechanisms. In [93] the authors analyze
the structure of collaborative tagging systems as well as their dynamical aspects
like user activity, tag frequencies or kinds of tags. Further they present ideas and
a model of collaborative tagging that can be used to predict tagging and relates
them to imitation and shared knowledge. Tagging lets you enlist your users in the
expensive metadata creation process, effectively giving you keywords (knowledge
base) at a very low cost. Furthermore adding tags is a low risk form of participation
in communities that may lead to higher-value contributions. Gene Smith [232]
differentiates four basic tagging categories: Managing personal information, social
bookmarking platforms, improving the e-Commerce experience as well as other uses.
Closely related to tagging is the concept of resource annotation. Both enhance the
basic resource by additional metadata. Typically a tag is a small enclosed piece of
information (e.g. a single describing word or phase, plain url or further resource
link) whereas normally annotations are non formalized and open ended additions
(description, question, extension, link and explanations) to the basic resource [115],
[185], [194]. See also [19] for strategies applying collaborative tagging to e-learning.
Working examples: All tagging happens in the context of a system, and the
system defines what kind of tagging can take place. The system may allow users to
add their own resources, or it might restrict them to tagging of existing resources.
Blogging tools for example use tags so users have a quick and easy way to categorize
their posts. These tags are picked up by blog aggregators which uses them to
discover trends across the blogosphere. Another example of the usage of tags in
a system to help its user to navigate is the concept of tag clouds. Tag clouds
are a simple way to visualize tag data and their creation frequency. Amazon and
further e-Commerce platforms using tagging mechanisms to improve the product
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find-ability (new keywords, slang, buzzwords etc.). Tags are not standardized nor
are annotations. The work proposed by the Open Annotation Community2 group
(part of W3C) tries to define a standard towards a common RDF-based specification
and data model for annotating digital resources.
eLecture application: Annotations are an action of the user engaging with the
video learning content. The action can take various forms like:

• Make a comment at a given time and/or for a period of time.
• Give simple feedback (good/love/bad or +/-).
• Attach a document or resource by uri.

The items above point out some basic ideas, how this can be applied to eLectures.
Recommendation regarding data structure and handling might be guided by the
proposal from the Open Annotation Community. A lesson learned again by following
successful (or in this case unsuccessful) web companies and trends is, that isolated
online places or platforms do not inspire users to create these valuable tags or
necessary context annotations. virtPresenter’s concept was here to bring the content
to extern web platforms via intelligent player UIs (content snippets) and foster
the build in user discussion and user connection capabilities in this channels. By
doing this, further information and statistics can be harvested: number of exported
snippets, which parts are discussed, user comments in these channels and further
links to additional resources and suitable extern material. Collected information
can be further analyzed with data-mining strategies as addressed in [74]. See [133]
for further reading.

Participation and collaboration

As mentioned in the section above, user activity is a major key factor of Web 2.0
(alias social web, social network) applications. The participation and collaboration
pattern is useful wherever a group of people has a common interest in sharing and
appending information about a specific subject (e.g. collaborate with customers,
employees and partners). The idea recognizes that an open process may provide
better results than having only a few people present their knowledge. This pattern
lets a wider group of people collaborate on and contribute to a work, so that it
reflects a wider set of experiences and opinions. The same is also used for open
source software development, where many programmers contribute code to evolving

2http://www.openannotation.org
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projects. To operate, this pattern requires a system or platform where collaborative
input can be collected and shared in a way that enables people to interact with it.
The general idea of crowdsourcing and/or user driven content generation seems to
be an obvious idea. Trust and reputation is a further important associated issue to
consider. Wikipedia is a example for the success of this idea. However, not every
expert is willing to share and contribute for free. Most of the time collaboration
needs to ’pay off’ in one way or the other.
Working examples: Wikis, blogs or forums enable users to easily add, remove or
edit content using a plain web browser. Pages are usually connected with hyperlinks
and offer an online workspace where all the documents relating to a topic can be
posted, reviewed and edited by individuals. Version tracking allows the document
owner to track changes and approve or refuse edits. Social micro donation services
like Flattr3 enable independent authors for example to receive rewards for good sub-
articles, valued replies to online news or question answers. Forum voting systems
(top contributor get the crown) also seem to attract system users. People activity
streams and timeline features known from social networks or issue tracker systems
are a further way to foster collaboration.
eLecture application: VirtPresenter enabled users to create and maintain user
assembled and shareable learning content playlists. See [180] for a brief overview
of the implemented playlist feature. MOOC concepts are another example for a
successful application of this ideas.

Rich User Experience

Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) are used to overcome the limitations of tradi-
tional web applications regarding the usability and interactivity of user interfaces.
To deliver rich user experiences, developers should try to model the processes used
in the real world (human-to-human interactions) and create workflows to facilitate
similar interactions within websites or applications. Data exchange takes place in
an asynchronous way so that the client stays responsive while continuously recal-
culating or updating parts of the user interface [41]. The Rich User Experience
pattern can be applied anywhere a user might need to interact with an application
in a way, that optimizes the experience in terms of visual presentation of data and
information relevance.

3flattr.com
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Working examples:
RIA systems range from simple interfaces that overlay complex back end business
services up to applications which perform most of the processes themselves and only
communicate with back end logic to consume or update information. Typically rich
interactive graphics and streaming media scenarios are supported [208]. Browser
plug-ins like Flash or Silverlight have been used in the past to overcome the limita-
tions of the browser technology. Different JavaScript libraries promise to translate
the concepts of RIA system architecture to native browser applications.
eLecture application: virtPresenter’s user interfaces and data handling are com-
pletely based on RIA concepts and architecture recommendations. The current
engage applications in the successor system Opencast Matterhorn as well as the mo-
bile extensions rely on this concepts, but integrate also new JavaScript approaches
wherever applicable. More details are available in the System architecture chapter
on page 100.

End user customization

Different users may have different requirements for the user interface of an applica-
tion. User experience designers and developers may capture the common require-
ments for most users. It may satisfy users individual needs much better by allowing
them to customize the application according to their needs [155]. There is no sin-
gle layout to fulfill every single user’s needs. End user customization describes a
process where an application adjusts to the user’s demands in a certain situation.
Mainly two cases can be distinguished: Case one allows the user to modify the way
data is presented, selected or handled through user interface modifications of an
application. Case 2 uses stored information about the user to modify the applica-
tions behavior. Different studies show that users prefer to adapt the behavior of
user interfaces when they are presented with the options [84], [168], [192]. This is
true for desktop applications as well as web or mobile applications. Common ob-
stacles are oftentimes the lack of time or the difficulty to customize an application.
XML-based description languages are getting more widespread for document rep-
resentation of user interfaces. Even early solutions of these XML like description
languages like UIML (User Interface Markup language) tried to connect the different
worlds of desktop, Internet and mobile applications [5]. Ideally customized UIs need
to be preserved from a session to the next session even in multi-user environments.
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Browser cookies or shared objects remember user settings or session information for
the next usage time.
Working examples: Userscripts are add-ons for certain web browser, which dy-
namically enhance the communication and visualization of certain websites. Grease-
monkey scripts4 are for example a powerful extension for some web browsers, which
enable experienced users to install scripts that make on-the-fly changes to web page
content after or before the page is fully loaded.
eLecture application: This pattern is supported in different ways from the web
lecture UIs as well as the backend system. The recordings are encoded into dif-
ferent file types and video output formats, enabling users to decide, which data or
container format they want to use. In addition the system distributes content and
useable content players to many popular external platforms. Users can decide if they
want to use recordings directly in the university channels or if they want them to be
part of YouTube, Facebook, iTunes by using the normal computers, laptops or their
mobile devices on the go. Language localizations of the content player UIs function-
ality (English, German, French, Finnish) simplifies the understanding and prevents
technology getting in the way of learning. User selections (language, player size,
content resolution etc.) are stored and persisted as shared objects in the backend
or as cookies on the users computer. Solutions that work only for certain browsers
or advanced users are as previously mentioned a show stopper for a successful usage
of web lectures.

Multimedia sharing and recommendation

Multimedia sharing sites facilitate the storage, sharing, and sometimes creation of
audio, photos and video. Many of these sharing services also have a social aspect
to them. YouTube is an example for this service offering. Questions of whether
the social aspect in this application plays a major role or not has been addressed
in [100]. As mentioned in the introduction of this work, multimedia content is a
driving factor of the future web. Inherent concepts of the previous mentioned pat-
tern do of course also apply here but are technically more challenging due to the
complexity nature of multimedia content. Sharing works well for small information
chunks that can be skimmed without major problems. If the aim is to go beyond
tagging and annotation for metadata use cases or simple playlist features (e.g. fur-

4see also: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greasemonkey
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ther videos from uploader), mechanisms are important to structure, analyze and
present the content fast and extensive. Multimedia indexing including concepts like
scene detection, speaker detection, sentence boundary identification, optical char-
acter recognition are commonly used mechanisms to master the technical content
identification problem at least to a certain degree.
Working examples: Multimedia sharing has become part of our daily web ex-
perience. Platforms like Vimeo etc. enable users to create personalized playlists
and provide also community and networking aspects. Multimedia analysis is still a
huge domain of research. It works quite well to a certain degree but the results are
still incomplete compared to manual human detections. The domain credo still is:
All machine based findings that help us to better understand the inherent content
interleaves are welcome. Metadata standards do exits for in media analysis findings.
Dublin core (DCMI initiative5) is providing schema examples for metadata handling
and descriptive vocabularies that are helpful for different scenarios. Further exten-
sions and considerations especially for learning material can also be found in work
provided by the German ELan DINI AG ”Metadaten für Multimedia Objekte” [72].
eLecture application: Multimedia sharing is a prime example for successful eLec-
ture scenarios. E-Learning content and multimedia learning aggregations are a re-
warding baseline for the application of machine learning and analysis algorithms.
Oftentimes the content includes useful data fragments that help to improve the used
algorithms and findings. This includes for example presentation slides and extracted
OCR texts that augment pure audio analysis. Domain knowledge can be used to
enrich underlying OCR dictionaries with texts and terms provided by wikipedia or
data from the university. virtPresenter used for example text extraction features
and slide presentation structures from PowerPoint based material to enable in con-
tent search. Opencast tools and services are using further 3rd party libraries for
in-content search and information retrieval [143].

Adaptive multimedia

Adaptive hypermedia brings a major benefit of traditional face to face teaching to
electronic media in that they allow to custom tailor the way in which one media
object is delivered to different users. It differs from conventional hypermedia in that
content presentation can be adapted to the user [37]. A popular application scenario

5http://dublincore.org
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for adaptive hypermedia in e-learning is custom tailoring the content presented to
the users’ level of understanding. This way users who visit the same node in a
hyper document can view two totally different versions of that node. Each user is
presented exactly with the content that explains the content of that node in a way
that is suited best to the students current level of understanding [228] or learning
style [60]. While the creation of adaptive hypermedia is a highly labor intensive
process for text based media, creating adaptive multimedia documents poses nearly
insurmountable obstacles. This is mainly due to the fact that creating and editing
multimedia documents requires considerably more effort then the creation of text
based documents. This idea has been published in [180].
Working examples: In many adaptive hypermedia approaches, links are presented
in a fashion that is adapted to the users’ needs [37]. Adaptation of links might mean
that links are reordered to reflect the order of importance of the links with respect
to the current user’s interests or level of knowledge. It might also mean, that on one
web page, a certain set of links is presented to one user while a totally different set
of links is presented to another user, depending on the user’s profile in the system.
In some systems adaptation is not realized on the level of links but on the level
of content chunks so that users with different profiles are provided with different
content on the same web page.
eLecture application: Since multimedia consists of continuous streams like audio
or video, links can not be integrated in a multimedia document as easily as in a
text document. However, chunks of content can be defined, that address a certain
topic or sub-topic. In web lectures, these chunks could be segments of the recorded
lecture in which the lecturer explains a certain concept or elaborates on a specific
detail. By offering different versions of these segments as well as a rating of these
alternative versions, a multimedia stream can be made adaptable in a sense that a
segment from a multimedia stream can be replaced by an alternative segment that
is better suited to the user’s needs. A major problem to tackle is the problem of
authoring (automatic or user driven) for adaptive media which has shown to be the
main reason why adaptive hypermedia is not as common as one would expect [40].
The approach exemplary implemented in virtPresenter follows the approach of diffi-
culty rating of content for applying alternative segments for a snippet stream. Figure
4.1 illustrates the situation on stream level for ’more advanced or expert’ content.
While this basic idea is relatively simple to implement, adaptive multimedia appli-
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Figure 4.1: Stream control flow in ’expert’ mode [180]

cations are only feasible if enough alternative segments for a given video segment are
available and if these alternatives are actually connected to that given segment. For
this reason, it is extremely important that any adaptive multimedia effort is backed
by a huge content repository. It is also important that the right kind of alternative
content passages for a given content passage can be found in that repository. While
creating learning content suitable for a specific learning style is a rare endeavor,
creating content for different levels of knowledge is much more common. On the
one hand, developing content for a specific learning style requires deep pedagogical
understanding and can be quite a labor intensive process, for instance if it involves
animated visualizations. Different version of learning content that tackle the same
topic from varying perspectives and thus with varying depths of knowledge are on
the other hand commonplace at most universities. An example of learning content
tackling the same topic at different levels of difficulty and depths might be courses
in mathematics that are designed for computer scientist, mathematicians, biologists
and so on. At many universities, a special course is taught to each group, covering
similar topics but at different pacing and different levels of difficulty. Alternative
presentations of the same learning content are also created, when the same content
is treated in a graduate course and in an undergraduate course. In undergraduate
courses, the same content is usually presented at a slower pace and in a more shal-
low fashion. Again Opencast and the chance for a common meta data baseline for
content exchange on object level (e.g. slide / segment base) is to consider.
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Social Navigation

Social navigation [66] is a specific kind of social information access, a stream of
research that explores methods for organizing users’ past interaction with an infor-
mation system (known as explicit and implicit feedback), in order to provide better
access to information to the future users of the system [38]. Social navigation in its
early forms attempted to visualize the aggregated or individual actions of commu-
nity users. The motivation behind this work was that that these ’footprints’ can help
community users to navigate through information space. The ideas of social naviga-
tion are frequently traced back to the pioneering Read Wear and Edit Wear system
[104]. This system visualized the history of authors’ and readers’ interactions with
a document enabling new users to quickly locate the most viewed or edited parts of
the document. Different social information access techniques are typically catego-
rized by three aspects: (1) which kind of past user behavior it collects; (2) how these
traces are processed to form ’community wisdom’; and (3) how this information is
used to enhance user information access.
Working examples: Existing social navigation projects focused mostly on ex-
ploring the first two dimensions’ i.e, attempted to build social navigation based on
different kinds of past user behavior and on different ways to process this behavior.
The most popular kind of user behavior used for social navigation is user brows-
ing. This kind of social navigation is sometimes called as traffic-based navigation.
Starting with pioneer systems Juggler [65] and Footprints [250], a traffic-based so-
cial navigation has been used in a number of projects [39], [67], [175]. More recent
projects attempted to increase the reliability of social navigation by using user an-
notation behavior [79], bookmarking [82], and ratings [81]. An attempt has also
been made on using the results of user search behavior for social navigation support
[54], [83]. However, existing social navigation techniques are still quite similar in
this third aspect: they assist the user by adapting links used for navigation. This
approach is limited in its applicability, it works with link-based hypertext media,
but it can’t support continuous time-based media such as web lectures [177].
eLecture application: The previous definition as well as the initial problem has
been further discussed in [177]. virtPresenter incorporates this powerful naviga-
tion ideas in form of different colored user footprints (or also line graphs) that are
implemented as layers in the so-called video scrubber (see figure 2.6 on page 22).
This community feature is useful for content rating and recommendation (what is
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complicated, interesting or even funny to watch). Different application scenarios
for social navigation support in web lectures or time based media in general have
been implemented, tested and evaluated over the years. Examples presenting us-
age scenarios for recommender systems based on footprint content usage data and
frequency is described in [74] or [123], basic research on footprint influence for user
bookmarking and content sharing has been published in [121] and further extended
and explained in [133]. Considerations and examples towards intelligent adaptive
multimedia systems have been presented in [180].

4.2.2 Technical concept pattern

Technology and user demands ideally accompany each other in successful system
designs. The web has not just influenced how we represent ourselves online plus
how we interact with each other, it has further led to a change in information
representation and access methodologies. The web is not engine driven - it is data
driven. Information needs to fast transform and mutate into meaningful fragments
that can be used and translated from computer systems and human users. Questions
like what is the best place for data rendering (client machine, server) or storage
(client, server, online) are just two examples for recurring technical puzzles. The
following technical patterns as presented hereafter are guidelines for architecture
improvements that can be adapted to the eLecture domain.

Asynchronous component updates

Computer applications in the past were based on sequential models doing one thing
at a time. System response and speed has become a major factor for the success of
online portals and services. Users don’t want to wait for system replies or a search
query answers. Web application frameworks today support the concept of events.
Every (user) action is the result of an asynchronous event (create, dispatch). The
idea of just update what needs an update is useful in scenarios in which exchanging a
small piece of information rather than an entire document is going to save resources
(client, backend), costs (mobile) and speeds up the rendering. Flexible JavaScript
or ActionScript libraries provide the necessary fundament that is abel to manipulate
objects (like a HTML DOM) or interact with client application by making an web
service request or interaction with a remote object available on the server backend
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and use the return value directly without a reload. During the first iteration of the
Internet, most clients retrieved content using HTTP GET requests, which returned
complete web pages. In true REST style, the web pages were built with information
that represented snapshots of the state of information at a certain point in time.
Beyond performance concerns, the page-by-page approach also drastically limited
interface possibilities.
Working examples and application: Service Oriented Architectures (SOA) in-
herent the concept and provide the initial functionality. Clients just need to call
the service endpoints. Problem is here that the client should not call the backend
all the time but just when there is something new. ’Don’t call us, we call you’ is
the typical pitch of the Hollywood design pattern. Data push mechanisms are an
answer to this problem. No more having the client continuously call the server to
see if there is new data to be shown. Apache (previously Adobe) Flex technology
(recently also JavaScript libraries) supports this paradigm for example with the help
of an application server (in the former Apache Tomcat plus blazeDS extension).

Mashup structures

Reusable software applications have always been a goal of software engineering.
The concept of creating applications from multiple parts of resources and create
new services is similar to the concept of aggregating data from many resources
[150]. Traditional approaches to application re-use require that a system or its
constituent parts are designed for inclusion in new solutions. Developers of services
that want to provide mashable data should strongly consider using common data
formats such as XML or JSON, as well as avoid the client side overhead of processing
various standards and protocols. Mashups typically try to improve upon the original
website. In [257] the author groups mashup types into typical categories:

• Search: mashup adds search capabilities or a search interface.
• Visualization: mashup adds visualization or a different user interface to data.
• Widget: compressed data for small re-usable widgets that can be used on

mobile devices for example.
• Personalization: mashup uses personal data from other websites.
• Folksonomy: adding tagging capabilities or allows social interaction with data.
• In-situ use: tailoring of a website for a optimized special use.
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System designers can combine resources, such as databases and web services in a
near-endless series of permutations [196].
Working examples: In the video world companies are pursuing this pattern
slightly different. MixerCast, MovieSet or Brightcove were examples for crowd
sourced video and multimedia creation sites letting people remix clip aggregations
and even provide small audio chunks to create new work. The traditional approach
to extract data from web pages is to implement specialized applications called wrap-
pers. Many tools have been proposed to help generate wrappers automatically for
websites. An overview is available for example in [14]. Many of existing mashup so-
lutions require that developers use specialized APIs to access data sources. Different
libraries have been released to overcome typical technology issues that might prevent
developers to apply this useful idea. Show stoppers are for example browser security
restriction like cross site scripting errors, iframe interaction or security alerts. Cross
domain scripts, proxies and further browser plugins help to overcome this barriers.
eLecture application: Web lectures are normally part of further university sys-
tems like the previous mention learn management system (LMS) or additional sites.
Mashup concepts are a powerful extension to speed up the development by scraping
additional sources and use this information chunks as cheap extensions. Content
playlists and exchangeable user aggregations are further examples for this pattern.

Synchronized web and devices

The Cloud - accessible data and service ubiquity everywhere, 24h a day, for any
device is one of the latest hyped buzzword. Computer programs like mobile apps,
desktop applications as well as online tools running on different devices at different
places (at home, work, on the go) ideally share one and the same pool of data.
The synchronized web pattern (or media convergence) generally occurs wherever an
application has both a desktop or mobile component and an online based service
that is required to fulfill the functionality of the whole application. One of the most
frequently requested features for Google online applications like charts for example
is the ability to use the tools offline (and synchronize changes later at another place).
Some of the available tools allow an offline use as well by using data persistence and
synchronization mechanisms.
Working examples: Technically this pattern is about the delivery of rich appli-
cations beyond the browser across platform and devices. Taking web applications
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offline and vise versa is supported for example by frameworks and hardware run-
times provided by Adobe (AIR), Oracle (JavaFX part of JDK7) or VMWare Zimbra.
Google Gears6 was another project aiming at the synchronization of offline and on-
line content.
eLecture application: From a research or business perspective we do want to
know how users are working with the provided material. Lecture videos and audio
files can become large data packages. Flexible mechanisms for content updates and
downloads are required and highly appreciated by users (free wifi-network, univer-
sity network, home usage, mobile carrier etc.). Application feedback channels are
an important concept to stay in connection with users as well as with the provided
material. By just offering downloadable content you loose complete control over the
maybe also access restricted learning content. Nevertheless content offline usage is
a frequently asked feature also in the lecture recording domain. The virtPresenter
fronted applications have been designed to play well on the web but the same ap-
plication (based on the same code base) can also be installed as so-called desktop
or mobile application caching data and files for a pure offline use without loosing
the important feedback channel [130]. This mechanism and underlying ideas have
also been adopted to mobile lecture recording applications [138] in the context of
Opencast Matterhorn.

Figure 4.2: Using the same tools online, offline or mobile with cross platform UIs

6http://code.google.com/p/gears/
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Rights management

Questions like: How are your institutes most valuable assets protected? - are still
one of the top questions in our modern interconnected business world. Company
know how and department work flows can be found in digital format today in is-
sue tracker tools, code repos, email traffic, recorded online chats and many more
information streams. On demand services have grown to an important source of
revenue for media companies. Digital rights management (DRM) has become boon
and bane for content providers cross industry. Open access and free to use does not
fit well to expensive film projects or large sport event broadcasts. DRM is just a
part of further right management needs in our technical world. Persistent Rights
Management (PRM) across devices and network boundaries secures and manages
media access and data transfer on a broader level including post distribution man-
agement rights. Video owners or owners of copyrighted resources place them in a
secure location and allow access only via authentication mechanisms.
Working examples: Content protection and user friendly access mechanisms are
important for different kinds of asset types. Possibilities for video and audio pro-
tection are indispensable in the eLecture domain. The best way to protect content
is to stream it. No real downloaded skeleton files on the client machine that can be
copied and re-distributed. Protected streaming is for example a technology intro-
duced by Adobe for encryption and data verification. The technology is available in
their streaming server solutions. Different additional ideas and mechanisms exits to
secure streams on various levels and to prevent url scraping, rtmpdump or man in
the middle attacks. Microsoft is also offering mechanisms for secure file streaming.
Further companies like Nagra7 provide solutions for complete and secure content
distribution. People are constantly trying to find the weak points (which is good).
Content owners and stewards can just try to build up huge and complicated barriers.
eLecture application: Universities have fully turned into rich content producers
and distributors over the last years without a clear understanding of their revenue.
Most of the university content created at institutes still needs to reside in protected
systems with clear access rules as described previously. Typically only a small part
can be used outside this borders. However, experience has shown that rudimental
security mechanisms not operating on the video content streams itself seem to be
sufficient for most university scenarios today. Concepts and solutions exist for the

7http://www.nagra.com/dtv/
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next level of data and stream security. It is again a question of political standing
as well as service money constraints. The presented underlying technology lever-
ages and supports technology from the digital security market leaders to provide
the necessary functionality for secure streaming.

4.3 Summary

This chapter explained user centric as well as technical models and considerations
applicable for eLecture systems. The identified patterns can be obtained by applying
lessons learned from today’s web experience and successful Internet platforms. User
experience and technical patterns help to implement ideas that extend the typical
video learning content use by providing features that help to engage with lecturers
and students in a productive and enjoyable manner. Certain aspects have been
implemented already to different degrees in the virtPresenter system as well as in
Opencast Matterhorn. Some of this patterns are further technically translated in
the next chapter.



Chapter 5

System Architecture

The initial virtPresenter idea goes back to 2002 and has evolved over the years.
Many ideas, features and components have become part of the Opencast Matterhorn
system to reach a greater audience, attract more developers and to maintain a
reliable open source product. From the beginning until now the system and its
components have been revised over the years to become the flexible and reliable
system which is being used by students, research groups and faculty at the university
and abroad. A major aspect has always been the reliability in everyday use as a
highly demanded service at the university. The largest part from virtPresenter that
has been transferred to the idea of Opencast Matterhorn are the flexible user facing
application concepts.
The author of this work was one of the lead developers in the Matterhorn project
as well as a founding member of the Opencast initiative. Main responsibilities were
user facing applications (product owner), user experience and design decisions as
well as high performance and reliable engage applications. This includes media
players, streaming components, content distribution mechanisms, usage scenarios as
well as strategic decisions for the overall project (advisory / steering board member).
Thus the remainder of this chapter presents architecture decisions from the successor
system Opencast Matterhorn. It starts with functional specifications, explains the
development methodology and presents a brief requirement analysis for the different
components of the system. The chapter further explains user interface concepts and
architecture decisions as well as lessons learned from implementing reliable and
engaging rich cross platform multimedia tools for learners. In the end the mobile
extension Matterhorn 2GO is also addressed.

72
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5.1 Requirements and functional specifications

Matterhorn offers a powerful open source reference implementation of an end-to-end
enterprise lecture capture suite and a comprehensive set of flexible rich media ser-
vices. It consist of a primary package that includes the scheduling, capture, encoding
and delivery of recordings to multiple distribution channels. Release packages in-
clude installation documentation, virtualized images, and/or operating system spe-
cific installation scripts to ensure that the Matterhorn setup is a straight-forward
procedure for a moderately technical system administrator. The Matterhorn capture
infrastructure includes no hardware but defines a set of specifications for institu-
tions with no existing classroom recording equipment. Scheduling services, capture
scripts and inbox monitoring allow institutions with capture systems already in-place
to easily integrate with Matterhorn’s infrastructure. The project’s Service-oriented
Architecture (SOA) approach enables institutions to flexibly deploy the services to
help them meet their needs now and into the future regardless of the size and scope
of their resources - from the large research university to the small liberal arts col-
lege [143]. The system ideas, requirements and improvements arise from the daily
work with lecture recordings at the university and also from the valuable feedback
of lecturers, students as well as from experience gained at international and national
conferences and workshops where the virtPresenter system or Opencast Matterhorn
have been presented1.
The system was never planned to be used only in a lab environment or for just
implementing features that might be useful for research only. Instead the overall
aim was to develop an open, flexible, reliable, extendable and adaptable system
that is integrable and useful in the heterogeneous university e-learning environment
without tight system couplings.

5.1.1 Development paradigm and methodology

Distributed development teams are hard to handle and coordinate. Different time
zones, language barriers or unclear level of expertise are just three examples for
the complexity. Development methodologies that helps to stay in sync and reduce
the planing overhead can be found in literature as Agile development methods (see

1Publications overview: http://www.informatik.uni-osnabrueck.de/prakt/pub/

pub_markus.php

http://www.informatik.uni-osnabrueck.de/prakt/pub/pub_markus.php
http://www.informatik.uni-osnabrueck.de/prakt/pub/pub_markus.php
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[20], [70], [256] or [205] for furher reading). This methodology tries to speed up the
development (rapid application development) as proposed by James Martin, Barry
Boehm and others for example in [163]. General guidelines can be found in the Agile
Manifesto as proposed by [21]:

• Working software over comprehensive documentation
• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools
• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
• Responding to change over following a plan

Agile development tries to avoid the main weakness of waterfall by doing iterative
development. Each iteration is meant to be short (1-4 weeks) and includes all of the
above steps. One of the main advantages besides the lack of extensive pre-planning
is to write software faster and involve designers and user experience experts very
early in the process to avoid inadequate or unusable systems. A drawback of this
approach is that very experienced developers are required to quickly re-write huge
parts of the software and to adjust features to new demands or usability concepts.
In other words a lot of communication is required. Opencast example: One online
team meeting a week, two more for the product owners group with feature plan-
ing/ranking, design and usability meetings plus additional local meetings to inform
in-house developers and staff about necessary changes and possible next steps.
Large open source project rely on issue trackers to keep up with bugs and (com-
munity) feature requests for new software releases. In addition developer commu-
nication channels are required to stay in contact (e.g. irc channel or team speak).
Feature planing, rating and quality control is done by the product owner who is
responsible for a certain domain. The product owner is the man in charge for a cer-
tain component in the product. Product owners are typically experienced developers
that advocate the implemented decisions and ideas for a certain release. Matterhorn
relies on collaboration and software tools provided by the company Atlassian2 (Issue
tracker: JIRA; Wiki and document engine: Confluence; Build server and continu-
ous integration: Bamboo; Code reviews and rating: FishEye). This tools have been
used in combination with subversion code repositories to link a bug or feature to a
concrete line of code or person in order to frequently release running products. The
tools also help to align with creative teams and user experience groups. Software

2https://www.atlassian.com
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build tools help to easily install and configure the software pieces for different devel-
opment environments. Nightly build servers ensure a working code base at all time
that follows certain criteria like: how many function parameters are allowed, lines of
code in a program function, general formatting and many more important aspects
typically developers do not care much when they are writing code alone. Apache
Maven is a well known build manager from the Java world that solves and organizes
package dependencies. This includes file and folder structures, packaging, library
and compiler downloads and helps to distribute compiled artifacts. Lately the build
tools can also be used for additional computer languages like for example Action-
Script. Flexmojos3 has been released as open source project and provides support
for Flex and AIR development within Apache Maven. It allows Maven to compile,
optimize, and test Flex SWF, Flex SWC, Air SWF and Air SWC. This was helpful
for the Flex based video display component further explained later in this chapter
on page 110. One of the advantages of Maven as a build manager tool is that it
downloads all required packages or required compilers platform independently. This
speeds up the development process in distributed teams and prevents a lot of typical
installation problems. The project started as a grant funded initiative as mentioned
before with concrete deliverables in order to build up the initial reference system
implementation. The initiative has turned into a fully open source project and de-
pends on commitment.
Universities, sub-teams or individuals are working now on aspects of the system
for different reasons. Funded projects (e.g. EU projects) using it as a baseline for
research, start-up companies like Entwine4 or Teltek5 providing the necessary com-
mercial services for interested universities, individuals or university development
teams adopting the system to local needs are just some example of how the sys-
tem evolves and grows on a daily base. The teams agreed to maintain the common
project main trunk. Individuals that want to participate or change the system only
gain access rights to commit code after a certain amount of time which includes
quality submissions, mentoring by a project committer, code reviews by committers
as well as a deep understanding of the system design, underlying technology, code
quality and overall idea. Changes and new features need to be discussed with project
committers or the Opencast board members to make sure that ideas are aligned and

3https://flexmojos.atlassian.net/wiki/display/FLEXMOJOS/Home
4http://entwinemedia.com
5http://teltek.es
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fit to overall needs. Opencast Matterhorn has become a living and healthy open
source project with a strong, carrying and supporting developer base and valuable
international community. The project has also been supported by Google. Selected
students from around the world could participate in the Google Summer of Code6

project to work on different aspects aligned with the project, mentored by leading
project developers. This highlights as well the successful transition from an initial
funded idea into a powerful and respected open source community project.

Figure 5.1: Participating in Google Summer of Code 2012

5.1.2 Requirements analysis

The concepts behind Agile development introduced the idea of user stories to de-
scribe the feature set (the requirements) of a system and its interactions. To be
more precise: Scrum and Extreme Programming project teams rely on the concept
of abstract user stories for feature planing [49]. A user story is a very high-level def-
inition of a requirement containing just enough information so that one can produce
a reasonable estimate of the effort to implement the feature. This story request can
be created by anyone. A typical user story looks like:

As a (role) I want (something) so that (benefit).

Furthermore user stories also imply a priority and so called story points (level of
complexity). They can also be used to handle non-functional, usage and also tech-
nical requirements (depending on the granularity). Also note that notation for the
priority or the complexity is not strictly defined. Numbers from 1 -10 or low - high
for the priority can be find in literature as well as using numbers from the fibonacci
sequence to estimate the complexity. In the context of this work an example user
story looks like:

6http://www.google-melange.com/gsoc/projects/list/google/gsoc2012
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As a student i want to find my recordings in the learn management system in order to
stay in sync with teaching.

priority: medium | complexity: high

This example further shows also the missing granularity for what the user expects.
Missing technical specification for finding recordings (type of media, download,
stream etc.) in the LMS (list of available items etc.). But this holds also true
for any other planing methodology. These limitations are being solved by additional
stories (epics and themes) in combination with a functional analysis, mockup pro-
totypes and ideally also usability testing. In other words, this involves many people
with different roles early in a good way - not just the developers.
A huge benefit of the strategy is also that it enables an extensive overview of the
system, involved interaction and helps keeping focus on the important functionality
without technology getting in the way. It allows to ask questions like:
What is the story behind this feature? Why is this more important than other as-
pects of the system? Who will benefit from this? Is this complicated to implement?
This definitely needs a good user interface!
It is not the aim of this work to present, explain and deep dive into every possible
user story behind the features of this system - but the presented selection helps to
better understand needs and system aspects. The project issue tracker is full of
requirements and wishes7. This hopefully helps others to build extended or even
better tools and services upon the provided architecture for learners in a similar
way. Many user stories have been transferred into technology in virtPresenter before
and concepts have been merged. The short and already packed iterations (4 weeks
iteration in the beginning - 1 week long iteration in the end) forced the teams to
concentrate on and vote for features important for the majority (including of course
tricky disputes and many compromises). Some of the high level wishes that have
been identified during the planing process include the following aspects:

• Central digital media repository.
- Faculty, students, admins contribute to a main repository.
- Easily managed content.
- Access controlled based on integrated systems.

7https://opencast.jira.com
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• Unified delivery - watch everywhere on all devices.
- On websites, LMS, blogs, wikis and further student tools.

• Authoring tools, interactive content and accessibility.
- Transcription, closed captions, user annotations.
- Content sources and presentations in sync, possibly also the audience.

• Broadcast, record/capture and live stream.
- Ability to broadcast to a wide audience.
- Ability to record and capture from multiple devices (support my hardware).

• Track and measure.
- Basic behavioral and quantitative statistics.
- Incorporate best practice ideas from domain experts.

Chapter 2 (on page 10) of this work already named the 4 important main phases of
lecture recording [111]. This split-up idea was a fundamental part and differentiator
of virtPresenter parts and can be found now again in the Opencast Matterhorn
system as described in [33] or [143]. Each phase does have its own requirements and
functional specifications to fulfill technical and/or user tasks [231].

• Prepare
• Capture
• Process
• Engage

Figure 5.2 on page 79 depicts the translated Matterhorn phases in an overview.
Especially the preparation can be a very complex endeavor and it depends very much
on additional systems that might run on campus. This includes tasks for university
administrators like the semester scheduling of recordings and room reservations or
the import of metadata that belongs to a lecture series.
The virtPresenter approach was to give the lecturer full control of the recording in
the classroom. A so-called listener application was running on the lecturers PC. It
was required to manually start and stop the recording process (see appendix of this
work starting on page 158 for an explanation).
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Figure 5.2: Opencast Matterhorn subdivision [143]
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Furthermore, web tools allowed to adjust camera positions in the lecture halls by
using the Internet browser (confidence monitoring). Therefore this first phase was
combined with the actual capture phase.
Matterhorn follows a different approach. The recording process shall not disturb the
interaction in the lecture room - therefore the system starts and stops the recording
(without notice) based on a certain time. Extensions are available to enable the
lecturer in the classroom to actively start, stop or pause the recording process.

5.2 Matterhorn workflows

A central part of Matterhorn are the flexible operation handling descriptions. Op-
eration workflows in the system passing this 4 phases - but the different stations
can be used independently to integrate parts of the system in extern workflows or
systems. Every step the system should take with media can be defined in a single
workflow (or group of workflows).
A workflow definition is a piece of XML with a certain schema that defines single
operations like for example the distribution of a single media item to a designated
streaming server or the extraction of segment text from exported images.
A short snippet of a default Opencast Matterhorn workflow (compose-distribute-
publish) is available below. The operations in this example are video encoding
instructions for the creation of engage preview images, video segmentation and con-
tent feed generation (RSS, Atom). This standard workflow definitions are part of
the software release. Additional workflows have been shared within the community.

Listing 5.1: Matterhorn compose-distribute-publish workflow XML snippet

<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0" encoding ="UTF−8"?>
<d e f i n i t i o n xmlns=" http : / / workflow . o p e n c a s t p r o j e c t . org">
. . .

<d e s c r i p t i o n >
A s im p l e workflow that t r a n s c o d e s the media i n t o d i s t r i b u t i o n formats , then sends the

r e s u l t i n g d i s t r i b u t i o n f i l e s ,
a long with t h e i r a s s o c i a t e d metadata , to the d i s t r i b u t i o n c h a n n e l s .

</ d e s c r i p t i o n >
<o p e r a t i o n s >

<!−− encode to engage p l a y e r preview images −−>
<o p e r a t i o n

i d ="image "
f a i l −on−e r r o r =" t r u e "
except ion −handler−workflow=" e r r o r "
d e s c r i p t i o n ="Encoding p r e s e n t e r ( camera ) to p l a y e r preview image">

<c o n f i g u r a t i o n s >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key=" source −f l a v o r "> p r e s e n t e r /trimmed</c o n f i g u r a t i o n >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key=" source −t a g s"></ c o n f i g u r a t i o n >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key=" t a r g e t −f l a v o r "> p r e s e n t e r / p l a y e r+preview </c o n f i g u r a t i o n >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key=" t a r g e t −t a g s ">engage </c o n f i g u r a t i o n >
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<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key="encoding−p r o f i l e "> player −preview . http </c o n f i g u r a t i o n >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key="time">1</ c o n f i g u r a t i o n >

</ c o n f i g u r a t i o n s >
</o p e r a t i o n >

<!−− run the v i d e o s e g m e n t a t i o n −−>
<o p e r a t i o n

i d ="segment−video "
f a i l −on−e r r o r =" f a l s e "
except ion −handler−workflow=" e r r o r "
d e s c r i p t i o n =" E x t r a c t i n g segments from p r e s e n t a t i o n ">

<c o n f i g u r a t i o n s >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key=" source −f l a v o r "> p r e s e n t a t i o n /trimmed</c o n f i g u r a t i o n >

</ c o n f i g u r a t i o n s >
</o p e r a t i o n >

<!−− encode to f e e d d i s t r i b u t i o n formats −−>
<o p e r a t i o n

i d ="compose "
f a i l −on−e r r o r =" t r u e "
except ion −handler−workflow=" e r r o r "
d e s c r i p t i o n ="Encoding to f e e d download formats ">

<c o n f i g u r a t i o n s >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key=" source −f l a v o r ">∗/trimmed</c o n f i g u r a t i o n >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key=" t a r g e t −f l a v o r ">∗/ d e l i v e r y </c o n f i g u r a t i o n >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key=" t a r g e t −t a g s "> r s s , atom</c o n f i g u r a t i o n >
<c o n f i g u r a t i o n key="encoding−p r o f i l e s ">feed −m4a . http , feed −a v i . http </c o n f i g u r a t i o n >

</ c o n f i g u r a t i o n s >
</o p e r a t i o n >
. . .

</o p e r a t i o n s >
</ d e f i n i t i o n >

A human administrator trying to fit the system to local demands can use the pro-
vided workflow parts to configure the system to individual needs. Besides the op-
erations mentioned above there are steps that include for example: hold states for
captioning or media trimming, quality control, watermarking and branding, many
different encoding options, archiving and retract or workflows that allow to create
a standalone media DVD for offline use.
These single operations or workflow groupings translate to system routines like for
example copying files to destinations or starting video encoding plugins such as the
open source swiss army knife FFmpeg8 (or GStreamer9).

Listing 5.2: Workflow operation translated into a ffmpeg call

# S t i l l image e x t r a c t i o n f o r t e x t a n a l y s i s ( oc r )
p r o f i l e . text −a n a l y s i s . http . name = s t i l l image f o r t e x t e x t r a c t i o n
p r o f i l e . text −a n a l y s i s . http . input = v i s u a l
p r o f i l e . text −a n a l y s i s . http . output = image
p r o f i l e . text −a n a l y s i s . http . s u f f i x = .#{ time } . t i f
p r o f i l e . text −a n a l y s i s . http . mimetype = image / t i f f
p r o f i l e . text −a n a l y s i s . http . ffmpeg . command = − s t r i c t u n o f f i c i a l −y −s s #{time } − i #{i n . v ideo .

path } −v f s e l e c t=eq ( pict_type \\ ,PICT_TYPE_I) −r 1 −vframes 1 −d e i n t e r l a c e −f image2 −
pix_fmt rgb24 #{out . d i r }/#{out . name}#{out . s u f f i x }

8http://www.ffmpeg.org
9http://gstreamer.freedesktop.org
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These incorporated media encoding tools (note: can be switched to commercial
encoding engines if needed) limit the possibilities regarding supported media (con-
tainer, codecs, platform, version, only open source codecs, patented codecs mp3,
H.264 etc.). The open source license is very strict in how to incorporate tools and
services with different licenses. Out of the box Matterhorn only supports non-patent
restricted formats (can be easily changed via ffmpeg’s ./configure parameters).

5.3 Underlying technology

Matterhorn is published under the Educational Community License (ECL) 2.0 de-
veloped by UC Berkeley, a license based on Apache 2.0 licensing which takes into
account certain particular needs of academic institutions [197]. This license explic-
itly allows and welcomes companies (like hardware vendors) to use the system or
parts in commercial products or services. The simply idea is here to adversities
the system and the community in a good way to sustain the project and keep it
competitive as open source alternative to pure commercial entities.
The developers of the Opencast Community have selected Java as Matterhorn’s pri-
mary programming language to develop most of the necessary SOA infrastructure.
Concepts and the underlying technology has also been described in [33], [141], [142]
or [143] and is further briefly exemplified below. The overall application design is
highly modularized and relies on the OSGI (dynamic module system for Java) tech-
nology. The OSGI service platform provides a standardized, component-oriented
computing environment for cooperating network services. Matterhorn is architected
to be as flexible and open as possible and further extensions should not increase the
overall complexity of building, maintaining and deploying the final product.
To minimize the coupling of the components and 3rd party products in the Mat-
terhorn system, the OSGI technology provides a service-oriented architecture that
enables the system to dynamically discover services for collaboration. Matterhorn
uses the Apache Felix10 implementation of the OSGI R4 Service Platform11 to create
the modular and extensible application.
Matterhorn provides getting started guides and additional information for develop-
ers on the public project wiki-page12. Some of the open source products and tools

10http://felix.apache.org/site/index.HTML
11 http://www.osgi.org/Main/HomePage
12Opencast documentation: http://wiki.opencastproject.org
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that are being used in the reference implementation are: OSGI Containers (Felix),
JCR Implementations (Jackrabbit), Web services frameworks (Axis2, CXF), Persis-
tence (JPA), UI development (HTML, JavaScript, FLEX, XSLT), Unit acceptance
testing (JUnit, EasyMock, QUnit, FlexUnit, Selenium), Logging (JCL, Log4J), Me-
dia transcoding (ffmpeg), Streaming server (Red5), Build systems (Maven). More
information about used technology and service orchestration is available in [143] as
well as project tutorials, cookbook sections and general getting started guidelines
that have been added to the project websites.

Substitution of working virtPresenter services

The initial virtPresenter system capabilities and implemented concepts were cer-
tainly ahead at some stages. Especially the first Matterhorn community releases
left out different features in the beginning. Manifold wishes need to be aligned
properly in distributed teams or community projects in order to build software in
a collaborative and structured way. Actually it took quite some time to finally
reach the level of supported usage scenarios and everyday reliability again that is
required to move on with multimedia related research. But it was worth waiting.
Matterhorn’s flexibility (e.g. workflow orchestration, international usage data sets)
in combination with a huge supporting international community that offers the po-
tential for a long term sustainability are certainly major reasons to substitute a
reliable home grown system.
virtPresenter included open source solutions for media analysis and service handling
as well as different computer languages. The pragmatic idea behind this decision
was to simply use what is best supported on the given platform to solve a problem,
use standards and standard solutions where possible and let additional plugin devel-
opers use what they are familiar with to solve a problem. The downside is certainly
the technology mixture which is complicated to maintain in the long term.
Table 5.1 on page 84 depicts a rough overview of used technology and programming
languages on the left and on the right the corresponding usage domain in virtPresen-
ter. Framework services, communication protocols and the underlying technology
of virtPresenter modules are briefly explained in the appendix of this work (see
Deprecated virtPresenter modules, services and workflows).
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Technology Application
C# Capture clients, listener application
Shellscripts Rsync, sftp, ffmpeg, mediainfo etc.
Java Backend, application server
JavaScript/Ajax/HTML/C# User interfaces
PHP Additional plugins, LMS communication
MySQL Database
Flash/Flex Rich Internet Applications
Apache Webserver
Apache Tomcat with blazeDS extension Application Server
Red5, FMS, Wowza, lighttpd Viderserver
Pentaho Data Mining

Table 5.1: Computer language and application domain in virtPresenter

5.3.1 Opencast Matterhorn system parts

The following subsections translate the previous mention 4 phases of lecture record-
ing into concrete procedures [142].

Prepare/Schedule and Capture

The recording process begins by determining what is to be recorded, where and in
what form, including metadata and parameters for distribution and the associated
formats. Campus data can be integrated by the universities’ IT departments. For
this purpose, Matterhorn is open to both the learning management systems and
administrative systems. Syllabi, lecture, and room timetables allow for the access
to information necessary for scheduling (room, time etc.) as well as most of the
metadata related to the recording (title, summary, language etc.). Recording devices
are then scheduled to automatically record in lecture hall A318, every Tuesday from
10:00 to 12:00, the lecture on ’xyz’ by Prof. Mustermann.

Process

At the end of the recording the capture agents send tracks to an ’inbox’ for them to
be processed. The different recording tracks (audio, content, video presenter, video
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presentation) are bundled to a media package, content-indexed (at first through
optical character recognition of the slide, later through audio recognition also). They
are encoded according to the specified distribution parameters. The inbox also serves
as ’ingest’ for video objects not coming from a capture agent (e.g. manual upload)
to be integrated in subsequent workflows of Matterhorn. At most institutions, user-
generated content, image films, or digitalized historic recordings would constitute
only a small percentage of the overall repository (in contrast to the rapidly increasing
number of lecture recordings), but Matterhorn nonetheless offers a uniform solution
for all audiovisual materials, in order to serve as a basic ’video management system’
to academic institutions with powerful and easy to integrate recording feeds.

Media Analysis

Afterwards, the media is bundled into a media package. A media package is con-
sidered the business document within the Matterhorn system. Besides the media
objects, it includes further information from media analysis as well as metadata.
Every media package therefore consists of a manifest and a list of package elements
that are referred to in the manifest. Package elements are media tracks (audiovisual
material; movie container), metadata catalogues and further attachments (slides,
pdf, text, annotations). Services are available to modify media packages (update
metadata, change attributes). A media package manifest as well as service descrip-
tion can be found online in the project wiki documentation13. Media analysis helps
to implement not only basic navigation features for engage applications (e.g. slide
change, chapters) [130], but by indexing slides as well as (English) audio, media
analysis provides a rich source of isochronic metadata to be utilized by other ap-
plications and technologies. Stored in MPEG-7, this metadata is the basis for the
searchability of the video and its subsequent accessibility. REPLAY from ETH
Zürich as mentioned in the related work section as well as different research projects
have demonstrated the successful use of this technology [29], [30], [31]. For its fur-
ther development, Opencast Matterhorn is looking forward to benefit from work of
the OCRopus14 group for document analysis and OCR, Sphinx-4-related research15

for speech recognition [248].

13https://opencast.jira.com/wiki/display/MHDOC/MediaPackage+Manifest?src=search
14http://code.google.com/p/ocropus
15http://cmusphinx.sourceforge.net/sphinx4/
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Distribution

The distribution demands of the universities are extremely heterogeneous: they
go from simple integration of the videos to local blogs, to posting in password-
protected Learn Management Systems, to distribution via iTunes U or YouTube.
Here, the distribution module must be able to cope not only with the heterogeneous
distribution formats (RSS, Atom, web service interfaces), but also with the recording
formats specified at the beginning (cf. ’Schedule/Prepare and Capture’) which must
be transmitted in homogeneous form to external services and platforms. In addition,
the distribution channels will re-transmit the information necessary for statistical
analysis and user data (e.g. most popular video).
Likewise, support of learning LMS or Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) is an
important issue for the acceptance of the project. To make sure that the produced
material will be used in a variety of environments, Matterhorn video and audio
player components can be easily integrated into existing course websites, wikis, and
blog systems. Just as in the distribution module, collection of user statistics must
be supported and the virtPresenter project has been leveraged as the baseline for
the engage and statistic applications [133].

Engage

Although Distribution and Engage modules are closely linked together since both
must manage presentation and use of the objects, applications in the Engage mod-
ule make it possible to use comprehensive information (metadata, video and audio
analysis, annotations, use analysis) for intelligent user interfaces.
Social annotations [247] which can be used to improve search or navigation and feed-
back possibilities will also flow back to the system like the user statistics already
mentioned. A major requirement in the Matterhorn specifications is (multimedia)
accessibility. Matterhorn applications must support assistive technology to engage
with users. In particular, time-based multimedia content needs to be presented
and enumerated in a way that does not exclude students with a disability. Compo-
nents must be designed to support captions, screen readers and keyboard navigation.
Overall, the possibility of integrating existing applications with Matterhorn is one
of the main objectives of the created architecture.
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Content distribution and Engage Applications

In order to bring the content to the users, Matterhorn includes web and streaming
server solutions out of the box for media and content distribution - these tools are
not bond to the system. In addition to the open source streaming server applica-
tions Red5 or Mammoth, the corresponding web server applications such as Lighty
or Apache with mod-H264 support are also being evaluated for use. Naturally, apart
from the flv video format, other formats will also be supported (e.g. mpeg-4, wmf,
podcast variations, different HTML5 video codecs etc.). The customable workflows
in Matterhorn can be configured to use the full power of available open source en-
coding engines as ffmpeg (or in experimental settings also GStreamer) as mentioned
before. In the Distribution and Engage modules, the exchange of information takes
places over service interfaces. Data is requested over REST and transmitted and
processed in form of JSON, XML, ATOM or RSS messages to the relevant compo-
nents. For the multimedia user interfaces, Flex programming has been used for the
most part (video display) in conjunction with JavaScript technologies (user interac-
tion with the video content). The user facing applications, needs and demands will
be further exemplified in the remainder of this work.

5.3.2 Lecturer and the capture clients

The way in which the lecture is being captured can be as different as the manifold
types of lectures or corresponding lecture halls at universities itself. Besides the type
of lecture or seminar, the number of involved students or the camera infrastructure
(e.g. mobile or installed equipment) in the lecture hall there is the question of
what needs to be recorded. Ideally the best content stream is flexible and includes
a combination of the spoken word and the actual material the lecturer is showing,
explaining or referring to (e.g. the blackboard, overhead transparencies, presentation
slides, the talking head, audience questions and camera, experiments or the lecturers
laptop content). Regardless of the material that is being captured the process should
not disturb the normal teaching or the interaction with the students - but on the
other hand give the lecturer full control about the recording process and notifies the
audience. Basically a major differentiator for the capture clients in the lecture halls
is whether the recording process is fully automated or if real persons are supporting
the recording process. This support can range from administrative steps or setting
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up recording equipment to cutting videos or removing parts of the audio. Given
the fact that many universities posses only limited funding for e-learning, the cost
of these support actions pose an obstacle that has to be overcome when lecture
recording is intended to be used on a regular basis [174]. Ideally the framework
needs to support a full automated process as well as manually recorded material.

As an admin/lecturer, I need to specify the start and end time of my recording.

priority: high | complexity: high

As an admin/lecturer, I want error notification and recovery.

priority: high | complexity: high

As an admin/lecturer, I want a reliable video and audio recording system.

priority: high | complexity: high

As an admin, I want to remove old recordings from the capture recording hardware.

priority: medium | complexity: medium

As an admin/configurer, I want to specify defaults for bitrate, framerate, frame size,
codecs.

priority: low | complexity: medium

As an admin/configurer, I want to schedule my recordings for the next semester.

priority: medium | complexity: medium

As an admin I want to be able to monitor capture hardware.

priority: high | complexity: medium

As a admin/lecturer I want to change metadata.

priority: low | complexity: medium
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5.3.3 Matterhorn core

The core system (post processing phase) handles the preparation, encoding, service
orchestration and analysis of different media content formats. It also transforms the
recorded information for additional distribution formats and creates feeds (RSS and
ATOM). After this conversion is finished the results are moved to dedicated servers.
This process also includes transforming the slides into a different format for replay
(e.g. JPGs). virtPresenter supported vector based content as previously mentioned.
This bridges the gab between quality of information and file size (see also [130] or
[129]). Matterhorn’s focus is at the moment on pure video content streams.

As a user i need the recorded media in different formats in order to use it flexible on my
devices.

priority: high | complexity: medium

As an admin, I need a configurable system.

priority: high | complexity: medium

As an administrator/lecturer i want to get a notification if the encoded media is available.

priority: high | complexity: low

As an administrator, I want to know the status of my recording.

priority: high | complexity: medium

As a lecturer, I want to edit my recorded files.

priority: high | complexity: medium

As an admin/lecturer, I want to track my recordings from recording to distribution.

priority: medium | complexity: medium

As an administrator, I need to copy encoded files to streaming or file servers for content
access.

priority: high | complexity: low

As a developer I need to know the required metadata schema to identify recordings.

priority: high | complexity: medium
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5.3.4 Content delivery and content usage

Capturing the whole classroom experience for a later re-use is what lecture recording
is all about. Thus applications for replay and content usage are major success factors
of the system. The content delivery and usage phase is certainly the most important
part and of course the reason why someone starts even thinking about any required
steps that are necessary to bring the content out of the lecture hall to the learner. As
mentioned in the beginning of this thesis the actual usage phase was the tipping point
of interest in this work. The flexible and re-usable user interfaces plus the extended
navigation and analysis features were the components in the revised virtPresenter
system that gave the system the exemplary position. These features have been re-
implemented for Opencast Matterhorn to support new technology demands and to
fully support assistive technology like screen readers or voice-over.

As a student i want to find my recordings in the learn management system.

priority: medium | complexity: high

As a lecturer/admin/student i want to embed recordings in a blog or wiki system.

priority: medium | complexity: high

As a learner, I want to be able to navigate a lecture by slide changes (segmentation).

priority: high | complexity: high

As a learner, I want to view multi-streamed recordings, so that I can follow the slides
with the professor.

priority: high | complexity: high

As a configurer, I would like to be able to easily change UI skins so that I can customize
its look.

priority: high | complexity: medium

As a learner I want to tag interesting events in the media with keywords.

priority: medium | complexity: medium
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As a learner i want to see available metadata in order to get additional information about
recordings.

priority: high | complexity: easy

As a learner, I need to access my course content from an RSS/ATOM feed.

priority: medium | complexity: medium

As a learner, I want to subscribe to lectures that i find interesting.

priority: medium | complexity: high

As a lecturer, I want to my recordings restricted to a certain group of people.

priority: high | complexity: high

Performant delivery and flexible usage applications for the content streams can be
the bottleneck of any inquiry in this regard for reasons that swiftly and painfully
become apparent as at least on the end-users (students) computer device. Lessons
have been learned over the years with previous virtPresenter front ends and content
delivery technologies. Additional sections further describe problems and findings
in more detail and present working solutions. Before this, general system setup
information as well as scaling possibilities are explained.

5.4 System setup

The Opencast Matterhorn system setup can be done flexible. It depends on how
large-scale or powerful the system should be (encoding speed, distribution com-
plexity, feature richness). It allows to setup and use for example additional video
encoders, web or video servers, enables Web 2.0 as well as user awareness features
that allow further studies on how the content is used by learners inside and outside of
the university. A small all-in-one setup can be done for example on a single machine
for development or infrequent recording scenarios. This all-in-one idea can also be
extended and used for flexible mobile lecture recordings in small seminars or in small
rooms without fixed camera facility. A mobile setup refers to a small and lightweight
single box that contains all required hardware and software for recordings. In [217]
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a setup is presented for virtPresenter as a showcase. It looks very similar to the
Opencast mobile hardware setup. Listing 5.3 shows a successful compilation on a
Linux or Mac computer. The different lines starting with matterhorn - ... indicate
the successful compilation of independent OSGI modules. See page 93 for a brief
installation instruction.

Listing 5.3: Successful build - Opencast Matterhorn version 1.4.0

. . .
[ INFO ] matterhorn−conductor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 6 . 7 7 6 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−f i l e u p l o a d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 1 3 9 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−s o l r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 2 . 5 9 0 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−gstreamer−s e r v i c e −ap i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 0 . 7 6 6 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−i n g e s t −s e r v i c e −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 2 . 0 1 5 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−mediapackage−manipulator . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 0 . 8 2 1 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−mediapackage−u i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 8 3 9 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−metadata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 0 . 8 5 6 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−runtime−i n f o −u i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 3 . 8 3 7 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−workflow−s e r v i c e −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 3 . 6 1 1 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−d i s t r i b u t i o n −s e r v i c e −download . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 4 1 5 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−d i s t r i b u t i o n −s e r v i c e −streaming . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 7 0 0 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−annotation −ap i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 4 4 1 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−annotation −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 0 5 1 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−engage−u i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 8 4 4 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−search −s e r v i c e −f e e d s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 2 3 9 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−search −s e r v i c e −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 2 . 2 4 9 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−u s e r t r a c k i n g −ap i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 2 1 0 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−u s e r t r a c k i n g −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 3 6 2 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−composer−ffmpeg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 7 2 3 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−d i c t i o n a r y −ap i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 3 0 2 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−d i c t i o n a r y −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 6 3 8 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−i n s p e c t i o n −s e r v i c e −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 2 . 4 1 7 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−t e x t a n a l y z e r −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 2 7 3 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−t e x t e x t r a c t o r −t e s s e r a c t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 1 . 2 5 2 s ]
[ INFO ] matterhorn−videosegmenter −impl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SUCCESS [ 2 . 0 6 8 s ]
[ INFO ] −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
[ INFO ] BUILD SUCCESS
[ INFO ] −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
[ INFO ] Total time : 2 2 : 1 1 . 0 1 7 s
[ INFO ] F i n a l Memory : 57M/123M

All in one installation on a single machine

Setup on a single machine requires different developer tools like Java (Open JDK),
Apache Maven (build manager) and a working subversion installation. After the
initial code checkout one can start the installation using maven (mvn install).
All required packages are then being downloaded, compiled and deployed automat-
ically. A brief approved installation walk though is described in listing number 5.4
on the next page (for Linux and Mac).
Successful Microsoft Windows builds have been reported by community members
but are not in the focus of the development teams (mainly due to limited resources).
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Listing 5.4: Install Opencast Matterhorn 1.4.0 on a Linux computer

Linux i n s t a l l a t i o n example :

# 1 . Create Matterhorn i n s t a l l a t i o n d i r e c t o r y
sudo mkdir −p / opt / matterhorn

# 2 . I n s t a l l s u b v e r s i o n , maven , java
sudo apt−ge t i n s t a l l s u b v e r s i o n
sudo apt−ge t i n s t a l l maven2
sudo apt−ge t i n s t a l l openjdk−7−jdk

# 3 . Code checkout f o r v e r s i o n 1 . 4 . 0 ( r e l e a s e d i n July 2013)
svn checkout −−username m k e t t e r l h t t p s : / / opencast . j i r a . com/ svn /MH/ t a g s / 1 . 4 . 0 / opt / matterhorn

/ 1 . 4 . 0

# 4 . Build the s o f t w a r e ( i n i t i a l b u i l d may take some time . . . )
Environment s e t t i n g s :
echo " export M2_REPO=/home/$USER/ .m2/ r e p o s i t o r y " >> ~ / . bashrc
echo " export FELIX_HOME=/opt / matterhorn / 1 . 4 . 0 " >> ~ / . bashrc
echo " export JAVA_OPTS=’−Xms1024m −Xmx1024m −XX: MaxPermSize=256m’ " >> ~ / . bashrc
s o u r c e ~ / . bashrc

S t a r t the b u i l d :
cd / opt / matterhorn / 1 . 4 . 0
mvn c l e a n i n s t a l l −DdeployTo=/opt / matterhorn / 1 . 4 . 0

Third−party t o o l s ( t h i s i n c l u d e s a d d i t i o n a l media a n a l y s i s packages , ffmpeg e t c . )
cd / opt / matterhorn / 1 . 4 . 0 / docs / s c r i p t s /3 rd_party
Read README f i l e f o r a d d i t i o n a l i n s t r u c t i o n s

# 5 . Run Matterhorn
sh / opt / matterhorn / 1 . 4 . 0 / bin / start_matterhorn . sh

# 6 . Open a browser
http : / / l o c a l h o s t : 8 0 8 0

−−−−−−−
Done !
−−−−−−−

A d d i t i o n a l s t e p s :
# 7 . Conf igure the system i n
/ opt / matterhorn / 1 . 4 . 0 / e t c / c o n f i g . p r o p e r t i e s

f o r example :
− s e t the s e r v e r URL
org . o p e n c a s t p r o j e c t . s e r v e r . u r l=http ://< the URL o f your s e r v e r with port>

− s e t the streaming s e r v e r c o n n e c t i o n
org . o p e n c a s t p r o j e c t . streaming . u r l=rtmp : / / l o c a l h o s t / matterhorn−engage
# The d i r e c t o r y where the matterhorn streaming app f o r Red5 s t o r e s the streams
#org . o p e n c a s t p r o j e c t . streaming . d i r e c t o r y=${ org . o p e n c a s t p r o j e c t . s t o r a g e . d i r }/ streams

If the system setup and startup went well without errors then the Linux shell may
look similar to the example previously shown in listing 5.3 on page 92. The system
reports successful REST endpoint registrations as well as general system informa-
tion.
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System scaling

Scalability is getting important once the system runs in full production. Different
lectures need to be recorded taking place at the same time or video encoding needs to
speed up - not to mention the final student exam phase. Screenshot 5.3 depicts the
Opencast Matterhorn welcome page right after a successful server startup opened
in a typical web browser (e.g. http://localhost:8080). On the lefthand side one

Figure 5.3: Opencast Matterhorn welcome screen in the web browser

finds a link to the administration tools. The right hand side shows a direct link
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to the on-board browse media page and all the engage player components. Further
links are pointing to a product tour or a feature overview. REST services and
APIs are documented and can be accessed directly (with example parameters and
documentation) on the welcome page. This comes handy for developers trying to
connect to the system for service tests or data extraction.
Screenshots 5.4 depicts the administration tools - picture 5.5 on page 96 shows a
clipping from the browse media module running in a browser. The admin tools are

Figure 5.4: Opencast Matterhorn Admin Tools

important for the overall process surveillance and system heartbeat. They not only
present what is next in the recording pipeline or what is scheduled but also indicate
where errors/failures occur in the system (e.g. camera not working, video encoding
takes to long, text extraction not working etc.). The tools can also be used for
recording planing, metadata editing, quality control (like media trimming) or allow
users (with access rights) to manually upload video /audio material.
The manual upload lets users specify general info like title, presenter information,
course/- or belongs to series (e.g. computer science II), license or additional descrip-
tions. Files can be ingested via capture agents in the lecture halls, manual uploaded
or imported with a dedicated inbox server repository. The process instruction drop
down menu helps to select the right predefined media workflow instructions. Finally
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Figure 5.5: Opencast Matterhorn Browse Media Module

one can select if the media package should be archived and also where the encoded
files should be used (media module, RSS, ATOM, YouTube or iTunes U).
Screenshot 5.5 above shows the build in browse media page (Matterhorn media
module) that comes with the basic installation. Administrators or developers can
incorporate this listing in their local systems or simply use the provided RSS/ATOM
feeds. Searching allows not only to look for meta info like presenter or general de-
scriptions but includes also results from media analysis. Listing 5.5 depicts a custom
generated RSS feed based on a system search query. A custom feed can be used for
iTunes (U) or additional extern user interfaces.

Listing 5.5: Custom RSS feed - feeds/rss/2.0/custom/Vornberger

<?xml v e r s i o n ="1.0" encoding ="UTF−8"?>
<r s s xmlns : i t u n e s =" http : / /www. i t u n e s . com/ dtds / podcast −1.0. dtd " xmlns : dc=" http : / / p u r l . org / dc /

elements / 1 . 1 / " v e r s i o n ="2.0" >
<channel>

<t i t l e >S p e c i a l e p i s o d e s </ t i t l e >
<l i n k >http : / / video2 . v i r t u o s . uni−osnabrueck . de : 8 0 8 0 / engage / ui </l i n k >
<d e s c r i p t i o n >S p e c i a l c o l l e c t i o n o f e p i s o d e s </d e s c r i p t i o n >
<item>

<t i t l e >Prof . Dr . O l i v e r Vornberger ueber s e i n e b i s h e r i g e n Erfahrungen mit
Vorlesungsaufze ichnungen </ t i t l e >

<l i n k >http : / / video2 . v i r t u o s . uni−osnabrueck . de : 8 0 8 0 / engage / u i /embed . html ? i d=cb358be5 −4
b75−4584−b872−e03144b49302 </l i n k >

<e n c l o s u r e u r l =" http : / / video2 . v i r t u o s . uni−osnabrueck . de / s t a t i c / cb358be5 −4b75−4584−b872−
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e03144b49302 / b639bdf2 −442b−4b69−bb84−c9d2643309ae /
Wie_sind_Ihre_bisherigen_Erfahrungen_mit_Vorlesungsaufzeichnungen . mp4" l e n g t h
="54024" type=" video /mp4" />

<pubDate>Wed, 18 Jul 2012 1 1 : 5 3 : 0 0 GMT</pubDate>
<guid isPermaLink=" f a l s e ">cb358be5 −4b75−4584−b872−e03144b49302 </guid>
<i t u n e s : duration >00:00:54 </ i t u n e s : duration >
<i t u n e s : author>t e s t </i t u n e s : author>
<i t u n e s : e x p l i c i t >no</i t u n e s : e x p l i c i t >
<i t u n e s : keywords />
<dc : t i t l e >Prof . Dr . O l i v e r Vornberger ueber s e i n e b i s h e r i g e n Erfahrungen mit

Vorlesungsaufze ichnungen </dc : t i t l e >
<dc : c r e a t o r >Prof . Dr . O l i v e r Vornberger </dc : c r e a t o r >
<dc : date >2012−07−18T11 : 5 3 : 0 0 Z</dc : date>
<dc : i d e n t i f i e r >cb358be5 −4b75−4584−b872−e03144b49302 </dc : i d e n t i f i e r >

</item>
</channel>

</r s s >

Distributed recording environment

Matterhorn is scalable in many ways. Again the previously mention 4 phases are
considered. Scaling and distribution is possible in the area of capture (more rooms
with capture hardware), processing, distribution and content usage (content- and
streaming servers). A process institutions follow here as well is to simply clone the
one instance that runs the Matterhorn services once the load is to high. Matter-
horn services do have performance profiles that indicate when certain operations
take longer or utilize huge amounts of CPU or Ram. Some service need little atten-
tion like media inspection or the provided search service. Other services like video
encoding require a lot of CPU and allocate processing power over a long period.
This might lead to huge unprocessed media files. The provided Matterhorn admin
user interfaces mentioned before allow to inspect and observe single operations in
the system. Typically the best way is to separate processing, distribution and en-
gage functionality. Processing involves procedures as encoding, image extraction,
text extraction, media inspection as well as further video analysis. As mentioned
before Matterhorn is completely service based (SOA architecture). Communication
between modules (OSGI bundles) happens over HTTP and REST APIs. Additional
computers are called workers or worker nodes. A worker node just installs and
starts required services without overhead. The build tool maven organizes the re-
quired packages and installs only required packages during build and compilation.
Different so-called profiles exist to split up the Matterhorn hydra into smaller work-
ing nodes with certain capabilities. The listing below shows a profile required for an
engage worker. It is part of the project main POM (pom.xml) in the source direc-
tory. A Project Object Model or POM is the fundamental unit of work in Maven. It
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is an XML file that contains information about the project and configuration details
used by Maven to build the project.

Listing 5.6: Engage worker node - required modules in the pom.xml

. . .
<p r o f i l e>

<i d>engage−s t a n d a l o n e</ i d>
<a c t i v a t i o n>

<a c t i v e B y D e f a u l t>f a l s e</ a c t i v e B y D e f a u l t>
</ a c t i v a t i o n>
<modules>

<module>modules / matterhorn−annotation −ap i</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−annotation −impl</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−a u t h o r i z a t i o n −xacml</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−common</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−db</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−d u b l i n c o r e</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−engage−u i</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−j s o n</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−k e r n e l</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn− l t i</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−metadata−ap i</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−mpeg7</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−runtime−d e p e n d e n c i e s</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−runtime−i n f o −u i</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−s e r i e s −s e r v i c e −ap i</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−s e r i e s −s e r v i c e −remote</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−search −s e r v i c e −ap i</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−search −s e r v i c e −f e e d s</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−search −s e r v i c e −impl</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−s o l r</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−u s e r d i r e c t o r y −jpa</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−u s e r t r a c k i n g −ap i</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−u s e r t r a c k i n g −impl</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−webconsole</module>
<module>modules / matterhorn−workspace−ap i</module>

</ modules>
</ p r o f i l e>
. . .

The distribution worker is the next combination that can be scaled. Matterhorn
transfers files to designated and specialized servers to enable download and/or
streaming scenarios. Typically Apache servers or streaming servers like Adobe FMS
are used that provide good load balancing and observation possibilities (access rates,
download rates, speed, total connections etc.). Matterhorn comes with Red516. It
is an open source Java based streaming server that supports RTMP and it has been
used successfully and reliable in the virtPresenter project for many years. Engage
is scalable by configuring the search service to use a remote Apache Lucene solr17

instance (it is build in per default) and point engage servers to the solr server in-
stance. A further example is to use a load balancer that hand out one IP address to
clients while requests are equally being handled amongst a set of distribution boxes.

16http://www.red5.org
17http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
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Distributed installation example for the University of Osnabrück: The
University of Osnabrück was the first complete adopter of the Matterhorn 1.0 release
back in October 2010. The team at virtUOS left a solid working lecture capture
system with powerful user interfaces and connection to relevant systems. Computer
scientists in the domain of software engineering calling this - ’Big Bang’.
Last minute bugs and unexpected errors occurred during the first weeks which cre-
ated a lot of bewilderment and of course also pressure. Overall this step was nec-
essary from many perspectives. It was important for the project to use the system
in real live with many concurrent users accessing servers and software pieces. Many
nasty bugs and bottlenecks (like video stuttering - error in OSMF) have been iden-
tified. This errors are hard to catch with pure unit and integration tests. Currently
Osnabrück is running Matterhorn version 1.3 (latest version released July 2013 is
1.4) without major issues. Some details:

• On-air: Oct. 2010, Matterhorn version 1.0, running Matterhorn version 1.3
• Number of capture agents: 8 stationary, 1 mobile
• Lectures per week: 25 in the summer semester 2012
• Published episodes: over 1100
• Number of servers: 6 VMs (1 Admin, 2 Worker, 3 Engage)
• Storage: 10 TB of shared storage

5.5 Technology discussion and decisions

This section presents lessons learned over the years on how to create reliable and
performant rich cross platform multimedia applications in the eLectures domain.
The presented applications have become a reliable learning companion for students
to interact and work with fine grained multimedia based learning objects. System
stability and service availability during the semester terms and everyday usage are
most important for the success of lecture recording services at the university. Es-
pecially if the system is »open source or home grown« with very tight financial and
staff constraints regarding professional support, maintenance and extensions. Fur-
thermore it is mandatory to hide the technical complexity from the lecturer in the
classroom as well as the learners working with the content afterwards. Not to men-
tion that research can only be conducted if one can rely on the features of the system
and its extensions. This means that the framework and overall architecture needs to
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be solid and allows an easy extension of the available services and features. Actually
it took a lot of time to identify, solve and exclude most of the possible errors that
can occur during recording in a classroom or during the end of a semester in the
student exam phase. Keep in mind that the system is used also by lecturers and
persons with very limited technical understanding and background. These prob-
lems start besides many other aspects by real hardware defects (hard disc failures,
overheating in the summer, microphones etc.), connectivity and network problems
(firewall), bandwidth limitations, software bugs and hidden bottlenecks, OS version
incompatibility after software updates and end up by a simply misusage due to not
following the instructions.

Rich Engage Applications

Performance, platform independence, accessibility and an easy user experience are a
major part in the architectures target specifications. Rich Internet Applications as
mentioned before in section 4.1 of chapter 4 is one of the important pattern concepts
to address. Traditional web sites do have limitations regarding usability and interac-
tion features of their user interfaces [170]. The need for multimedia support or richer
and more efficient graphical interfaces prompted for additional plugins, frameworks
and standards. Rich Internet Applications have been responsible for enhancing the
browsing experience of users. Engineering of RIA applications is a relatively new
area in software engineering with a history very similar to Web 2.0. A precise def-
inition or specification of the characteristics is still missing. Adobe introduced this
term officially in 2002 in a technical report [8]. Additional technical definitions can
be found in [27], [61] or in [170]. The most complete definition for this concepts and
further ideas can be found in work from [41] (published late 2009).
Mainly in the last two years we have seen a driving force towards more mobility
and an app driven mobile web - but the concepts still remain. Different solutions
(frameworks, libraries as well as programming models) exist to support the previ-
ously mentioned ideas to guide developers to build better software and tools for
users. Currently it is expected that HTML5 is going to be the prime solution
that will substitute and incubate all other available web technology and inherent
concepts. Developers can do a lot already with the not finalized HTML5 native
browser technology - but it is still not the answer for all problems and industrial
demands especially in the fast growing video and commercial multimedia domain
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right now. Figure 5.6 depicts logo icons of software tools that support RIA concepts
and development. AJAX applications have become a prominent and widespread

Figure 5.6: Developing RIAs: Frameworks, tools and available solutions

example for doing feature rich application development in an asynchronous way.
Additional JavaScript libraries like the popular jQuery18 can be used to overcome
the drawbacks of scripting languages, plain HTML and CSS in today’s web browsers
and their different (frustrating) code interpretations. Further solutions rely on ad-
ditional browser plugins like Adobe’s Flash19, Microsofts Silverligth20 or Oracles
Java Web Start21 that need to be installed in order to extend the limited feature
capabilities of browsers.
Figure 5.7 on page 102 illustrates on the right hand side the battle22 between dif-
ferent web browsers and the endless fighting for market share, feature richness,
application speed or W3C23 standard compatibility without clear winners - and still
after years of struggling the worst browsers are still on top. The left hand side
addresses a similar situation for RIA technology. The figure further shows JavaFX
a family of products and technologies from the Java platform family that run inside
the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). OpenLaszlo is a declarative development
framework similar to Adobe’s Flex solution. Both share the idea of using a XML
based description dialect for UI components and their look and feel enhanced by
an ECMA24 standard conform scripting language. Gears previously Google Gears
offers a browser extension for storing and synchronizing online content and allows
a later offline use (project has been stopped). HTML5 is expected to solve this

18http://jquery.com
19http://get.adobe.com/de/flashplayer
20http://www.silverlight.net/getstarted/
21http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/javawebstart/index.HTML
22Graphic from: http://www.favbrowser.com/the-browser-wars/
23http://www.w3.org/
24http://www.ecma-international.org/
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Figure 5.7: RIA technology: Browser and RIA technology battle

problem in the near future. Curl is a closed commercial RIA suite that is being used
mainly by Asia companies. Mozilla Prism is an application that allows users to split
web applications out of the browser and run them directly on the desktop.
Manifold solutions still exist today each one with its own strengths and weaknesses.
Only certain browsers or platforms are supported, additional plugins need to be
installed, closed source, small community, long-winded development process, lim-
ited multimedia support or complicated backend communication are major pitfalls.
To make the technology selection even more complicated it is true that all of the
candidates do support most of this requirements in one way or the other.

5.5.1 Applying lessons learned - towards sustainable and
fast performing Engage applications

Computer science and technology is always in change. Mainly due to computer
platform differences, the browser wars or unstable plugin architecture virtPresen-
ter’s user interfaces had to be changed multiple times during the last years before
the best ideas could be transferred over to Opencast Matterhorn. Especially open
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standards turned out not to be a very reliable counterpart for software development
in the scenario of eLectures. The combination of SVG (scalable vector graphics)
and JavaScript back in the first attempts have been far away from being as fast per-
forming and platform independent and furthermore caused unstable user interfaces
in the first virtPresenter implementations (JavaScript, HTML, SVG plus Real video
components) [179]. Even though SVG technology does inherent most of the required
characteristics for presenting scalable presentation slides or realizing the interactive
navigation features like the hypermedia navigation concept for lecture recordings
described in [179], it could never completely satisfy the end users due to the fact
that special viewer plugins were required to implement powerful learning tools (an-
imation or interactivity features) - see also [173]. Another problem is constituted
by the fact that plug-in implementations might differ from browser to browser and
from operating system to operating system. As a result, the full functionality of the
interface was only given in certain browsers like Microsofts Internet Explorer. Hence
users who prefer other browsers like Mozilla’s Firefox or Apple’s Safari tended to
complain. Platform independency and a fast performance has turned out to be the
most important requirement for a successful development of new tools for learners -
much more important than manifold features.
To overcome this drawback, addition cross browser versions had been implemented
and tested (relying on Quicktime and Flash 8 technology). This hybrid architecture
was promising in the beginning but Linux users could not benefit from this new
tools. Using many different plug-ins for a user interface, however, can lead to a
number of problems. Besides other issues like update politics or changing plugin
communication and APIs a major issue is, that users have to select, download and
install the right plug-in versions for their browser environment. One might say that
this is an easy task to do - but not every student or lecturer has the required tech-
nical understanding or skills to prepare a computer system adequately and support
is frustrating (for both sides), time consuming and in the end also expensive.

How Flash made things fast, platform independent and reliable

Multimedia support, interaction speed and platform independence is the most im-
portant demand for the lecture viewer components. Features need to be designed
and implemented in a way that they do not disturb the main purpose - a simple and
reliable replay of the lecture. New ideas and changes need to go along with usability
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testing and might not be suitable for all students or lecturers at campus (beginners,
experts, research). The primarily used version in virtPresenter was Flex 3 which
was introduced in 2008. The actual version Adobe Flex 4 has been fully adopted
by Apache25 as open source framework for painless cross platform development of
desktop, browser, mobile and recently also new SmartTV applications [137]. This
technology is used in Matterhorn’s engage applications, but only in the exchange-
able video display component as being explained in the remainder of this chapter.
Along with the cross platform AIR runtime26, the technology is further used for the
development of Matterhorn’s cross platform mobile application Matterhorn 2GO
[138], [139].
Many developers are not familiar with this technology and it has been a hassle dur-
ing the last years to count on and rely upon features, no other technology could
provide to that reliable extend - not even close at that time (e.g. synchronizing
different video sources in the browser, reliable and performant content streaming).
Flex development has very little in common with typical Flash design work. Flex
applications are deployed as compiled byte code that is executed within the Flash
player or AIR runtime. No animation timeline, nor visual stage to draw figures or
characters upon. Just plain fully object oriented coding with additional frameworks
and libraries similar to developing in .NET or Java [117]. As mentioned before
the flexibility to develop prototypes to showcase new ideas and to easily connect
them with the main application was one of the systems architecture goals and ex-
amples have been presented at many technical conferences and workshops over the
years. Flex and Actionscript can (like many other programming languages) facilitate
additional helpers that enable developers to wrap code in a reusable well defined
application programming interface. This abstraction helpers are typically called
software frameworks or also libraries and they are an abstraction in which common
code that provides a functionality can be overridden by user code to provide (or
extend) specific functionality or add ready to use features [105]. For example, a web
application framework can provide user session management, data storage, and a
templating system. Almost all frameworks control at least some aspect of an ap-
plication’s flow of execution [209]. Work on technical and UX patterns continues
to evolve and today, numerous references to many patterns appear on today’s In-

25http://flex.apache.org
26http://www.adobe.com/products/air.HTML?promoid=DINNY
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ternet, as previously presented in chapter 4. Available technical frameworks which
leverage best-practice solutions know from Java Enterprise solutions (J2EE) are for
example: Cairngorm27, Mate28, PureMVC29 or Swiz30. virtPresenter tools relied on
the event, command, dispatch MVC approach for application architecture provided
by the Cairngorm framework. Matterhorn Engage applications leverage ideas of the
Swiz framework for application architecture decisions, information flow and video
display plug-ins (less code overhead). The need for a clear separation of code seg-
ments are even more important in large teams or in an open source world in order
to enable different developers working on the same code base.

The need for a fast communication

A further factor which can painfully slow down the user experience is sending and
receiving data from and to a backend server applications (like for example from a
remote service or data from a database). Ideally a client side application should not
query remote datasources by itself but rather gets automatically notified when there
is a data change. This has been described as one important design pattern to follow
in the previous chapter 4.2.2 on page 66. Furthermore the data that is being send
from an extern server to a client should not include unused information. Human
readable Web service return values like XML description elements are one example
for an information overhead which is not always the best way for data transfers. In
today’s SOA architectures XML data exchange has become the common denomina-
tor for application and service connections. JSON as another widespread exchange
mechanism allows better performing service communications regarding information
transport and is still human readability [235]. Binary data protocols allow a very
performant remoting and messaging implementation. One major drawback for us-
ing binary protocols is that the clients need to understand and handle the data
messages. In many cases this protocols are closed source and belong to companies.
The Action Message Format (AMF) is a fast exchange example for a binary format
used to serialize complete ActionScript objects to exchange data between a Flash
application and remote services . Adobe Systems published the AMF binary data
protocol specification in [113]. AMF protocols are supported by many server side

27http://code.google.com/p/flexcairngorm/
28http://mate.asfusion.com
29http://puremvc.org
30https://swizframework.jira.com/wiki/display/SWIZ/Home
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languages and technologies in form of libraries and services that can be installed
and integrated. virtPresenters’ complete backend communication like user model-
ing, different implemented Web 2.0 features and the social footprints features relied
on fast binary remote object communication and remote messaging methodologies
as technically described [133]. This idea has not been adopted to Matterhorn tools
yet due to the REST service approach. It is certainly an improvement to consider
in the near future, because this idea is not just bonded to Flex technology.
Further speed, performance tests and experiments regarding SVG and Flash con-
tent presentation, data rendering and communication in different browsers have been
published and explained in detail in previous work ( see [129] and [130]). Clear win-
ner for the presentation of scalable lecture content (like slides) in a typical browser
was Flash technology at that time.

Flash, Flex, JavaScript towards HTML5 and native video support

’HTML5 is around the corner...’ - HTML is the founding data format of the Web.
For nearly a decade, work on HTML has focused primarily on cleaning up its syntax
and modularizing it (see XHTML specification work). Recently there have been
efforts to modernize the format (first XHTML2 and now HTML5) but in practice,
nearly all web development is based on a 10 year old specification of a 20 year
old technology. On the bright side, most web browsers in common use today sup-
port that specification more or less [96]. Currently it looks like that HTML5 is
the answer to all the problems addressed previously but the devil is in the detail.
Especially the web video market is hotly contested. The important <video> tag
was proposed by the company Opera in 2007. Every vendor is implementing (or an-
ticipating) the not yet finished standard in its own way. Different video codecs and
containers are natively supported in different browsers and excluded from others.
The browser mime type list is long and until today no ’rule them all’ video codec
is on the horizon. MP4 or H.264, WebM, ogg/Theora are just the most prominent
examples. H.264 for example is not free (mp3 is also not free to use and patent
restricted). If the MPEG group decides to start charging for encoded video files, we
will need to pay at some stage in the future for used or archived material or lose
support in browsers and other devices. Furthermore Google, Microsoft or Apple
are also profit organizations. Performant cross platform content distribution (on
demand and streaming), Apple HTTP streaming, RTMP streaming, HTTP stream-
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ing, bitrate switching, lower quality version support, multi stream synchronization,
advanced QoS and high level content protection, progressive download, DRM or
the easy support of commercial material are further important aspects to consider.
Not to mention the cheesy ability to watch a simple video in fullscreen modus in
the average browser. The real scenario roughly is today: On desktop we still have
around 35 % of IE (sub 9) browsers who do not support HTML5 at all. 35 % of
Firefox browsers who support at the moment only Theora for video. Chrome and
Safari seem to work flawlessly with HTML5 but Google has complicated everything
announcing that Chrome drops the support of H.264 in favor of VP8. In the case
of Opencast Matterhorn the scenario is to prepare and encode video files to at least
six different formats for one typical multi stream recording (talking head, presenta-
tion) to safeguard all browsers and possible devices. Even experts in this domain
like YouTube or Vimeo technology teams rely on approved technology stacks that
includes Flash video and Flash (live) streaming components. Fallbacks are available
for certain devices and experienced users might switch to pure HTML5 solutions in
some cases.
A major question for the revised engage components architecture was at this time:
How to satisfy the average Joe and Jane again with high performance and flexible
tools on the one hand and on the other don’t scare developers or build upon ’out-
dated’ technology. Due to time and resource constraints there was also no time for
multiple engage developments or fallback solutions. To make things even more com-
plicated multimedia accessibility and full support for assistive technology (including
screen readers or voice over) on all major platforms (Apple, Microsoft, Linux) in-
cluding different browsers was highly requested by participating partners and the
community.

5.5.2 Multimedia accessibility and information structure

Legislation and policy in many countries dictate that video and audio materials must
be accessible to viewers with disabilities. There is presently no sustainable strategy
for meeting this obligation, placing universities at risk of litigation and unfairly
limiting access to this rich learning content. Application accessibility has been a
high priority throughout development. Matterhorn’s Engage components conform
to established standards which don’t limit the accessibility support to a certain
operating system (Windows), assistive technology (JAWS) or web browsers (Internet
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Explorer). The media players also support WAI-ARIA roles and descriptions as
suggested by the W3C specifications and support open source screen reader projects
like NVDA or Thunder on Windows, Linux Orca and Apple’s built-in voice over
technology. User experience design needs to take into consideration users and their
goals to ensure that the entire experience associated with the products is a positive
one and that the architecture addresses the needs of diverse users. Some of the
demands and possible issues are listed below:

• Foreign students speaking a different language.
• Students who are blind may access the information with screen reader tech-

nology.
• Users might be operating their devices with keyboard, mouse, stylus, touch

screen or speech input.
• Learners who lack background information might need alternative content.
• Persons with low vision.
• Hearing impaired persons.
• Students with low decoding skills and poor language fluency.
• People with disabilities.
• User might perceive output visually or audibly using speech-to text or through

braille output devices.
• Students using multimedia video content may or may not be able to hear the

audio, either because they are deaf or hard of hearing, did not bring their
headphones, or audio would disturb the surroundings.

Further needs in the context of classroom education have been addressed in [71].
Examples on how to build better tools with accessibility in mind can be found
for classic static web content. RIAs or multimedia applications are still in research
modus [12] and concepts on how to extract information and translate visual cues into
applicable accessible representations are oftentimes pure concepts that work only
in certain browsers and operation systems. Page information, layout structures,
site behaviors requires semantic labels in order to enable assistive technology to
transform data appropriate. Ontology roles, states and properties descriptions set
out an abstract model for accessible user interfaces [52].
After many month of implementing cross platform video player prototypes and mani-
fold accompanying user tests with screenreader technology and simulators including
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voice over technology on different Windows, Linux and Macintosh computers one
can summarize some helpful findings in the list below.

• Pure Flash/Flex based user interfaces (Flash 10) can be made accessible for as-
sistive technology on Windows computers using JAWS (leading screenreader)
to a certain degree. It also works for the open source NVDA31 screen reader on
Windows. This includes to enable not only the additional compiler flags (gen-
erate accessible swf files) but following further recommendations as provided
for example in [6].

• Best browser for Flash content and screen reader accessibility is Micrososft’s
Internet explorer in recent versions.

• When keyboard navigation should be considered one needs to avoid the swf-
object trap on a web site. Typically user interfaces that support accessibility
guidelines can be navigated by using keyboard shortcuts. Page objects can
be accessed or skipped via the keyboard tabulator. Embedded swf-objects
on a page can be a trap for pure keyboard users. Again on Windows using
the IE this is not a problem. Users can tab in and out again but users on
other operation systems using for example the Firefox browser can not leave
the embedded object with a pure keyboard shortcut without using a mouse
(javascript tweaks are available at least for Windows and Firefox to avoid this
pitfall).

• Recommendations from the Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) and the speci-
fications and guidelines Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 1.0 and
2.0) explain page layout structures and content architectures (information or-
der).

• Using WAI-ARIA metadata specification structures and role descriptions for
navigation elements on a web page. For example: A button on a page describes
its role to assistive technology (like JAWS, NVDA, Orca on Linux or Apples
voice over technology).

• Once trying to support all platforms, browsers and assistive technology the
best solution is to use plain old HTML without hidden javascript page reloads
or CSS visual modifications.

• Synchronized closed captions can be provided as visual and/or text alternative
for both speech and non-speech audio/picture information.

31http://www.nvaccess.org
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• Slide information (from media analysis) can be used to provide navigation
hints and overviews for people with disabilities. This information needs to
be included in HTML components. Note: information order is important.
Screenreaders start on top of the underlying DOM model.

The question was, how to translate this findings and recommendation to solid work-
ing user applications that needs to focus mainly on video based content where nat-
urally the information is hidden in time. The next chapter - architecting the view
tries to summarize the current state and explains the architecture discussions made
for the Opencast Matterhorn Engage tools.

5.6 Architecting the view -
Opencast Engage Applications

The previous sections explained the different stages of the system as well as parts
of the underlying technology. The lessons learned section has shed some light on
application design matters that have been used successfully in production before. In
order to re-build the tools and make applications ready for the future, the following
aspects need to be considered.

• Embeddable media player for learners to engage with media.
• Multi-screen media player, so that the learner can view the lecturer and slides

at the same time.
• Interface for viewing closed captions, searching videos, and subscribing to an

RSS feed.
• Navigation timeline representing slide changes and keyword relevance.
• Powerful in-media keyword search.
• Viewing hotspots, indicating which sections of the recording were most often

watched.
• Media annotation and sharing features.
• All functionality accessible by keyboard, screen reader and assistive technology

on all platforms.
• Improved APIs for customization and localization of the player interfaces.
• Skinnable media player with pluggable architecture.
• Authorization, allowing administrators to determine which groups have access
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to particular series of recordings.
• User directory integration (LDAP, CAS etc.).

As mentioned previously, the revised architecture should be open and flexible for
upcoming technologies like HTML5, cross browser -platform and OS, must support
assistive technology and follows accessibility guiding, allows fullscreen mode, needs
to support and sync powerful video/audio multimedia aggregations, streaming con-
tent as well as progressive download support, needs to secure streams, DRM and
content protection, needs to be flexible, skinnable and embedable in further systems
and also fully support upcoming mobile scenarios.

5.6.1 Back to the future: Implementing the hybrid solution

In order to support all wishes from above, only a plug-able hybrid architecture was
reasonable. The technology stack is described below. Pure HTML with JavaScript
in combination with a flexible and exchangeable Flash 10 based video container has
been used. This video container can be switched for other video containers and
representations like Quicktime or HTML5 video and can still use the remaining
parts of the plug-able architecture. A so called AJAX-bridge has been developed to
combine the strength of cross-platform and multimedia capabilities of Flash video
and the accessibility of pure HTML. This bridge forwards and receives HTML or
Flash interaction data to the video display and renders for example data like closed
captions or multimedia analysis findings not only in the video display itself (closed
captions) but also into plain old and accessible HTML components that can be easily
accessed via voice over and screen readers and furthermore fully support users with
pure keyboard navigation. These components and information are hidden to the
typical user and are only visible to assistive technology. Graphic 5.8 on page 112
depicts the different abstraction layers that need to interact in the engage player
application. Additional frameworks have been used to safeguard the development
process and maintain functionality. The previous mentioned video display leverages
components of the open source media framework (OSMF32) provided by Adobe and
industry partners. It is a framework for building robust, feature-rich video players
and applications based on the Flash platform. OSMF’s flexible architecture allows
the developer to easily customize a video display for the browser, incorporating

32http://osmf.org
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Figure 5.8: Matterhorn Engage layer architecture

plug-ins for advertising, reporting, and content delivery along with standard video
features such as play/pause, seek, volume/mute, download progress, buffering, and
bit rate switching. As mentioned before in the lessons learned section this step was
risky in many ways (e.g. maintenance, code test coverage, building, browsers).

• Video display: Videodisplay.swf - OSMF based video application written in
AS3. Intern architecture uses the MVC framework Swiz33 for event handling
and command dispatching.

• Technology communication: FABridge.js - Proxy between HTML/JS and the
video display. Videodisplay.js - Contains basic events and functions to interact
with the video container. Further JS plugins help to attach/detach features
when needed. Analytics, annotation, bookmarks, description, download con-
tent, embed control, logging, recorded lecture series, search, segments and
previews, segment text as well as social navigation support.

33https://swizframework.jira.com/wiki/display/SWIZ/Home
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The provided tools and solution run stable and reliable at many universities, serving
high quality learning content to thousands of students and fully support accessibility
guidelines as well as assistive technology like no other multimedia player applica-
tion available before. Figure 5.9 depicts the default Matterhorn Engage component
with visual navigation features and hidden accessibility support in a typical web
browser. Figure 5.14 on page 116 presents a different skinned (different colors, bor-
ders, corners, buttons, logos, fonts, language etc.) multi stream version used at the
University of Osnabrück, showing a Professor together with his presentation slides
in synchronization mode. Skinning and application appearance relies on typical CSS
standards and fully supports jQueries UI34. This allows an administrator or designer
to change the application browser appearance fully online by using tools like jQuery
Themeroller35.

Figure 5.9: Matterhorn Engage single video view

34http://jqueryui.com
35http://jqueryui.com/themeroller/
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Data sources:

Matterhorn’s search service end is the main data source for the engage tools. The
service endpoint returns all data required for the engage user interfaces. Each record-
ing session or individual upload does have its own unique media package id. This
id is passed to the search end and the web service xml return value is translated
into user navigation components that present media analysis findings, slide changes,
preview images and slide segment data (OCR, speech recognition).

Figure 5.10: Matterhorn Engage uses the search service.

The search end provides data like video urls (progressive, streams), preview images,
extracted slides, text analysis fragments and might also include further metadata
catalogs for a semantic correlation.

Switching from embed state to multi view mode:

Typically the space available in a blog or wiki is limited. The embeddable player
allows a flexible and space saving use of the recorded content in blogs, wikis or any
other HTML based platforms. Matterhorns RSS or ATOM capabilities make it easy
to use the embedded players in the local Learn Management System or a foreign
web page. Different player view states (depending on the recorded material) help
the learners to follow their instructors. Users can also switch to the full featured
engage tools by clicking the ’Open Engage Player’ link on top which allows a better
interaction with the multimedia content. Different player sizes allow to adjust the
recorded material to the platform needs. Typically the size is: 620x449, 540x404,
460x359, 380x314 and 300x269 or a custom size.
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Figure 5.11: Matterhorn Engage accessible embed player

Figure 5.12: Matterhorn Engage view states and different sizes

Matterhorn social footprints (heat map):

The figure below shows the footprint feature implemented in the context of the Mat-
terhorn system. One difference is here that the data representation is line driven (no
color shadings). View peaks are easier to grasp in comparison to the previously used
color shadings (fifteen blue or purple tones). Both implementations are conceivable.

Figure 5.13: Matterhorn Social Footprints - line graph presentation
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Building the Engage tools

The listing below shows the required steps to build and deploy the provided tools
on a Linux or Macintosh computer. As mentioned before, maven takes over the
download and installation of required compilers and packages. There is no need for
example to install Flex/Flash development tools to change the application look or
functionality. Maven downloads all required tools and manages the packaging. It
also copies all artifacts needed to their appropriate location.

Listing 5.7: Building and modifying the Engage tools

svn checkout h t t p s : // opencast . j i r a . com/ svn /MH/ t a g s / 1 . 4 . 0

B u i l d i n g the video d i s p l a y component:
cd 1 . 4 . 0 / modules / matterhorn−engage−p l a y e r /
mvn c l e a n i n s t a l l

[ INFO ] Executed t a s k s
[ INFO ]
[ INFO ] −−− maven−dependency−p l u g i n : 2 . 1 :copy ( copy−i n s t a l l e d ) @ matterhorn−engage−p l a y e r −−−
[ INFO ] Configured A r t i f a c t : org . o p e n c a s t p r o j e c t : m a t t e r h o r n −engage−p l a y e r : 1 . 4 . 0 : s w f
[ INFO ] Copying matterhorn−engage−player − 1 . 4 . 0 . swf to
[ INFO ] / opt / matterhorn / 1 . 4 . 0 / shared−r e s o u r c e s / p l a y e r / matterhorn−engage−player − 1 . 4 . 0 . swf
[ INFO ] −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
[ INFO ] BUILD SUCCESS
[ INFO ] −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
[ INFO ] Total t i m e : 7 : 0 0 . 6 7 2 s
[ INFO ] F i n a l Memory: 15M/120M

Copying the compiled video d i s p l a y to the JS/HTML UI f o l d e r .
cd . . / . . / shared−r e s o u r c e s / p l a y e r /
mv matterhorn−engage−player −1.4−SNAPSHOT. swf V i d e o d i s p l a y . swf

Test ing the Engage UIs − t h i s s t e p d e p l o y s the components to the ( running ) F e l i x s e r v e r
cd . . / . . / modules / matterhorn−engage−u i /
mvn c l e a n i n s t a l l

S t a n d a l o n e :
The a p p l i c a t i o n can be used a l s o s t a n d a l o n e by changing parameters i n s e r v i c e d a t a . j s o n f i l e .

Further maven p r o f i l e s he lp to b u i l d the t o o l s f o r d i f f e r e n t needs .
mvn −P t e s t l o c a l −− Creates a s t a n d a l o n e v e r s i o n o f the p l a y e r component

with mockdata Can be used on a standard webserver −−

mvn s i t e can be used to c r e a t e ASDocs ( s i m i l a r to JavaDocs )

Further a s p e c t s to mention:
J a v a S c r i p t code needs to be m i n i f i e d i n o r d e r to speed up the performance .

This can be done by u s i n g the maven p r o f i l e a v a i l a b l e i n / modules / matterhorn−engage−u i
mvn −Pcompress
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5.6.2 Matterhorn2GO - The mobile re-design

It was a highly requested community feature to make Matterhorn recordings useable
on mobile devices like recent smartphones and tablet computers. Matterhorn 2GO
has been started as a project to satisfy this wish. It is a mobile frontend for available
Opencast recordings. The developed mobile app is not bound to a certain single
Matterhorn installation but can be connected with multiple instances running on
different campuses. It is open source and free to use for individuals and projects
(GNU Lesser General Public License v2.1). It can be obtained from app stores36.
Code is available on GitHub. In addition to the major mobile platforms it has been
tested on Motorola’s Playbook devices and prototypes are available for SmartTVs
- brining fine grained and searchable lecture recordings also directly to the family
living room.
In contrast to the previously mentioned lecture podcasts this app includes better
content navigation functionalities (e.g. slide segmentation or search capabilities)
that leverage Matterhorn’s underlying media-analysis and segmentation function-
ality. It includes features and navigation possibilities that have been identified as
missing in previous m-learning podcast usage experiments as noted in [139]. Since
the first publication in Google Play and the Apple store in 2012 more than 4000
downloads for different devices have been counted. The number of tablet instal-
lations is almost similar to smartphone downloads. [136] presents an interesting
overview of available student devices. User ratings and feedback in the stores is
very positive and encouraging.

Technical background

Recently Adobe announced to discontinue their effort to support the mobile ver-
sion of the Flash player plug-in for mobile browsers and instead focus on a broader
HTML5 support. However, Adobe is still going to further extend and strengthen
the tools and platforms that can be used to create standalone (native) apps for dif-
ferent devices. Currently it appears like that the mobile web is mainly app driven.
The latest open source Apache Flex framework allows to deploy applications for
Android and Blackberry devices by using the Adobe AIR runtime or in the same

36http://vm193.rz.uni-osnabrueck.de/matterhorn2go/
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manner package and translate the written code to a native iOS application. This
allows to develop and compile one version that is useable directly on different plat-
forms without further expensive platform tweaks or adaptions. The mobile engage
application provides very similar features as the web browser version. Fast multi-
stream synchronization capabilities and flexible navigation, in-media search as well
as a browse media page with a history function. If allowed a mobile user can also
download the recorded media files for an offline use (if no network is available).
Figure 5.15 depicts application screenshots from a typical Android device.

Figure 5.15: Matterhorn2GO: usable on tablets, smartphones or smartTVs

It depicts three different view states of the Matterhorn2GO mobile application. Left
hand side shows series results (e.g. recordings that belong to a weekly recurring
class). In the middle one can see episode results based on a search query (in this
case all recordings that belong to the Computer Science A course from the univer-
sity). By providing this different search abstractions via view states students can
simply follow their own eLectures but also get information about what else is being
taught or presented at the local university or abroad at other learning institutes
that are running Matterhorn on campus.
The screenshot on the right hand side depicts the application content player state.
One can see the applications ability to present and synchronize multiple video
streams at the same time in a single view. A source is typically the professor (or
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talking head) with another stream that shows slides or the presentation computer
screen. The small icons in figure 5.15 right hand side allow users to switch and focus
on a certain video (e.g. switch only to the professors talk or watch only the screen
recording of the presentation). Navigation elements like slide segmentation based on
Matterhorn’s build in media analysis features can be used via approved mobile UI
elements. Further information regarding the application architecture, development
and usage findings are published in [136], [139] and recently also in [137]. Some
findings and usage observations are further presented in the next chapter.

5.7 Summary

Large scale lecture capture services and audiovisual material archiving can soon
turn into a very expensive and time consuming endeavor. Without the support of a
broader community and software tools that provide solutions for this common goals,
it is complicated for individuals and small projects to stay on top of technology and
be attractive for future students.
Since its formation in 2007, Opencast has become a global community around aca-
demic video and its related domains. The Opencast community is a collaborative
effort, in which individuals, higher education institutions and organizations work
together to explore, develop, define and document best practices and technologies
for management of audiovisual content in academia. Opencast Matterhorn offers an
open source reference implementation of an end-to-end enterprise lecture capture
suite and a comprehensive set of flexible rich media services. It supports the typical
lecture capture and video management phases: Preparation, scheduling, capture,
media processing, content distribution and usage. Concepts, technology and lessons
learned from the virtPresenter project have been included and fully merged into Mat-
terhorn’s rich media services, workflows and engage applications. The next chapter
provides insight on how the implemented tools and services are being adapted and
used by students and lecturers. Furthermore selected pedagogical usage possibilities
will be briefly discussed against the background of the available domain literature.



Chapter 6

Usage, Analysis and findings

6.1 Introduction

Recorded lectures or events are a convenient way to keep track of ongoing lectures
or to recap and prepare for a final exam. Moreover they can be a flexible aid in our
multitasking world. Tight schedules, student fees, language barriers are examples
where recordings prove their superiority.
Quality in e-learning in general is defined in terms of the design of the e-learning
experience, the contextualized experience of learners and evidence of learning out-
comes [91]. The lack of rigorous evaluation studies of e-learning programs has been
criticized by different educators and researchers over the years (e.g. [11], [107], [158]
or [160]). It seems that the use of lecture recording in higher education is a positive
exception of this assumption - at least for the general aspects. In [166] the author
points out, that although the number of courses being delivered via the Internet is
increasing rapidly, our knowledge of what makes these courses effective learning ex-
periences is limited. From that time up to now different studies have been published,
that target the usage of recorded educational material [211]. Available studies on the
usage of lecture recordings focus mainly on local situations and observations at single
universities as mentioned in [17] or [216]. Quite recently, the quality and scalability
of such systems reached a level high enough to warrant making lecture recording
of strategic importance for universities [33]. The virtPresenter framework and now
Opencast Matterhorn with their flexible UI concepts, provide analysis possibilities
and usage features, which go beyond what can be typically found in literature today
[87], [122], [132], [135] and [177].
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Lecture recording offers considerable value for student learning and the student ex-
perience. It can be used both as a principle delivery method (e.g. content for fully
online or distance education courses) as well as a supplemental resource (e.g. in
blended and partially online courses). As an element in distance education, this
form of content helps to convey students that they are not alone in the learning
process and that both peers and content experts are involved [17]. In order to study
the usage of web lectures, the produced content is or was used in experimental set-
tings within different platforms and varied productive settings at the University of
Osnabrück and abroad. Produced content as well as distribution channels have been
explained in chapter 2 and 5 of this work and are further mentioned in [126], [132],
[186] and [227].
Findings in this chapter origin from virtPresenter scenarios and observations - but
they are comparable, due to very similar capabilities of the developed tools and ser-
vices in Opencast Matterhorn. Studies, interviews and field tests have been carried
out over the years at different universities with the presented systems (different set-
tings: full setup or only system parts) to best fit the tools to technical environments
and intended usage scenarios.
The chapter is organized as follows: The first section presents didactic usage scenar-
ios. Valid statements about the effectiveness of recorded lectures or ’best practice’
guiding is accompanied by empirical research which includes qualitative as well as
quantitative methods in later sections. Findings are presented for example in chap-
ter 6.2.2 Student perception and outcome starting on page 127. Beforehand there is
a review of available studies and related work. A lot has been done in this domain
already since the first appearance of this technologies a couple of years ago. How-
ever, due to ever changing user demands and technical capabilities, it is worth to
take a closer look again.

6.2 Didactic scenarios

The recording of lectures has become a frequently encountered approach for e-
learning and blended learning scenarios at educational institutes as noted by [9]
or [238]. Lecture recordings per se do not improve the quality of teaching at first.
On the contrary: if used unsystematically, they rather strengthen the differences in
achievement among the students. Lecturers at the University of Osnabrück for in-
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stance noticed the tendency, that the performance of good students would increase,
while that of the weaker students would change for the worse. This obersvation has
also been reported by [243]. The question whether student attendance matters with
regards to performance has been the question of further research as presented in
[165]. Students who achieved a high mark tended to supplement lecture attendance
with recording usage more than students who achieved a low mark, but they did so
with greater variation. Therefore, the use of recorded lectures has to be combined
with providing the students with best practice instructions as to how to make opti-
mal use of the recordings provided. Thus, one could also counteract the form of inter
passivity on the part of the students who succumb to the seduction of not dealing
with the learning matter since it is recorded anyway. Another important strategy
are regular tests or control questions during the term or even after every lecture.
Hence, the challenges increase on both sides: the lecturers have to prepare more in
order to come up to the pressure of higher quality standards imposed on them by
the public. The students, on the other hand, have to use the recordings regularly in
order to remain up-to-date. With a pure recording being rather useless, a good use
of lecture recordings particularly depends on the didactic design and the scenario in
which the recording is employed [148]. Examples where recorded lecture material
positively influenced grades and performance can also be found in [94], [95], [159],
or in [193]. Studies presented in [7] and [58] further report results which indicate
that students using web lectures outperforme students that did not have access to
the recordings. Similar examples will follow in the remainder of this chapter.

6.2.1 Usage concepts

It is required to priorly reflect the didactic scenario to circumvent possible mistakes.
In [146] the authors distinguish between three didactical concepts: Enhancement,
integration and virtualization. Major aim of concept one is to support the teaching
by adding useful material. The integration concept combines online and presence
phases with an integrated and balanced use of both types of events. The concept
of virtualization is primarily web-based events with a high share of online use and
possibly carried out with tutorial support. The following subsections further briefly
describe the concepts. Additional information has been published in [140] and also
[225].
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Enhancement

Enhancement means that the recorded material can be used as an additional knowl-
edge source. Lecture recordings are used additionally to the actual visit of the
lecture. If students, for one reason or the other, do not want to make use of the
recorded lectures, they are not obliged to do so. The requirement of students with
computers and network connection must therefore not be based on the entire group.
In the scenario of enhancement of the traditional lectures, the function of lecture
recordings is to serve the students as material for the follow-up work for a lecture
and for preparing the next lecture. It can also be used for the preparation for an
exam, as long as the students do not seduced into procrastination assuming that
they can learn the whole learning matter by simply watching all recordings.

Supplementary material

Recorded lectures can transport content only up to a certain degree of complex-
ity. In order to deal with content that is more complex, it has to be presented in
written form, e.g. in a wiki. Doing so allows supplementing recorded lectures with
additional elements. The communication between lecturers and students constitutes
another problem in a (partially or completely) virtual setting. Here, however, com-
munication and cooperation can be improved by using blogs. The distribution of
educational materials to accompany an event often takes place through the use of
a LMS. This material is most of the time only the PowerPoint presentation of the
lecturer. Additional comments or further hints of the lecturer that further exem-
plify the presentation is frequently missing. Few lecturers are willing to spend a
huge amount of time to prepare a written script for their given talks that could
be used along with the presentation slides. The workload is simply to high. Au-
dio and/or video recordings are a valid and useful extension to solve this problem.
The recordings not only contain factual information about the learning object, but
they also represent a meta-knowledge with respect to the context of the texts are
to be made to each other as well as understanding the initial questions for a proper
reconstruction. This helps learners to gain an individual relation to the material
which is one of the factors for successful understanding and learning. In addition
it is helpful to provide additional material to the audio or video recordings. Links
to further readings and scientific work along with online quizzes help to foster the
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understanding. Online chats with the lecturer and a forum for questions are also a
valid extension for the learners. Further examples are described in [135] as well as
in [140] .

Integration

Integration means that individual courses can be consumed completely online and
thus replace a visit to the class lecture. Alternatively, the recordings can be used
as preparation for a mandatory course. The move from a pure enhancement over
to an integration process involves additional questions and considerations. First
the technical equipment of the students needs to be mentioned. A modern com-
puter (e.g. laptop, mobile phone), internet connection and technical understanding
is mandatory. Although technical equipment and internet speed is improving, one
can certainly only in exceptional cases require this background (technical, financial,
knowledge) as a condition of participation. The technical competence of the stu-
dents as well as the lecturers in the use of the software and equipment needs to be
considered. Trainings with tutors as well as technical guideline and support is re-
quired. Experiments with different user groups and individuals over the years have
shown that it is very important that the technology provided is working reliably by
the first use (less is more - as mentioned in the system architecture section). If there
are initial problems in the beginning, it is very difficult to motivate the students or
the lecturer to any new attempt. Not to mention that the technical provider needs
to be prepared for this concept (staff, administrators, developers, technical support).
Lost recordings, malfunction or delivery delays is a point of principle and might end
up in bad grades or even a lawsuit. It became evident that this concept can best
be supported, if the lecture took place already and the recordings are available as a
precaution from past semesters. Certainly only if there is not to much change.
In some classes personal attendance is mandatory for the students. Online tools
need to support personal logins and user awareness features (user awareness has
been presented before in chapter 4 on page 55 as well as in [125]). Additional time
needs to be spend on the preparation of online tests or virtual interviews for ex-
amination. More time needs to be spend during the initial preparation. Student
motivation is also a huge factor for the success. The possibility of flexible learning
is not an ideal concept for all students. Oftentimes students do not even start the
process timely enough or lose interest after a while. Knowing upfront that learning
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can be done anytime and possibly anywhere oftentimes ends up in a very bad prepa-
ration or a last minute examination escape. Feedback, weekly tasks and interviews
are very important in order to not loose the contact to the learner.

Virtualization

In this scenario, real-life teaching is substituted almost completely by online virtual
elements. The previously described integration concept still includes real meetings
in person. The exchange of lecture recordings between universities as well as the
possibilities for students to follow classes during a semester abroad or to study in a
different country is not part of the integration concept. The complete virtualization
finally allows a flexible usage. The virtualization concept also needs to deal with the
previously mentioned problems and pitfalls. The question of motivation, outcome
and success are even more crucial and complicated (e.g. politically). The concept
of virtualization (fully online learning) is further evaluated in [17].

Enhancement, integration or virtualization?

The systems presented in this work have been used to support all of this previously
described didactic scenarios. All of this scenarios (or mixtures) can be a valid project
aim. The enhancement concept is useful to follow up with the class and the lecture
or to prepare for final examinations. The integration concept encourages students
to use time more effectively (with all inherent problems). The full virtualization
is the tip of the iceberg - with all technical, motivational and/or organizational
troubles for staff, tutors or the lecturers. Integration and virtualization works best
if a class took place already in previous semesters. It appears that lecture recording
is more work than expected. This is a main reason, why lecture recordings most
of the time are used as nice-to-have enhancement. In other words, engage - as well
as administration tools need to support teachers and students in a very productive
way in order to not further increase the workload. Section 6.3 bellow starting on
page 128 showcases an example for the successful implementation of the integration
and virtualization concept.
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6.2.2 Student perception and research questions

In work done by [64] in 2000 the authors concluded, that there is no replacement of
the classroom when lecture videos (video taps as well as online video) are available
to students. In an three years study at the Georgia Institute of Technology with the
eClass system [35] from 2004 the authors explained, that there is no negative effect
on the attendance of students, no measurable impact on performance (grades) but
positively impact on review activities. Captured sessions are mostly used shortly
after the lecture and for exam preparation. Rich media player functionality (e.g. re-
peat, slow, fast, seek) has positively influenced student exam performance and course
satisfaction as reported in work from [18]. A student usage increase of recorded ma-
terial from one year to the other has been reported by [55]. In addition, the authors
also indicate an extremely high uptake by students of the online lectures. Most
studies report a positive influence on their educational experience, when watching
web lectures [53], [76] or [94]. Usage and perception studies typically also conclude
with that students are using recorded lectures in order to better understand a topic
[28], for reviews and exam preparation [75], [164], [210] as well as tight schedules
and convenience [7], [162]. Studies that track single users, requests, timing, usage
frequency or operating systems and preferred video formats can be found in [50].
However this kind of studies (e.g. especially the usage frequency and duration) are
not that frequent in domain literature. Students and for example extern users (not
enrolled in the university) are using the provided material different. Students are
looking for certain aspects in the recordings (small fragments that explain a certain
topic) as noted by [17], [57] and [234] wheres foreign consumers are watching com-
plete episodes [227]. Further studies (e.g. [229] and [234]) also report the need for
direct pinpoint access to certain parts in the recordings. The majority of students
certify a positive learning effect and almost all agreed, that eLectures were helpful
and made learning easier and more flexible [7], [10], [77], [101], [131], [229], [240],
[253], [260]. The question of whether lecture podcasts are preferred to face-to-face
lectures, when both are taught by the same lecturer, has been addressed in work
from [42]. Findings indicate, that students had a slightly preference for the real
classroom experience. Many students also express that attending a real class is a
better learning experience than only watching recorded material [17], [101]. Web
lectures are the next best thing compared to a real class [173]. However, real social
interaction also appears to be still very important. Most studies on attendance in-
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dicate no negative influence on providing web lectures on student attendance [26],
[35], [53], [90], [101], [153], [219], [234]. If the recordings are a counterpart to the
live class or seminar one can also find examples in literature, where a drop of course
attendance (or a tempt to skip a class) was reported. See for example [94], [106],
[236] (mixed effects [47]). Good lecturers, that add value to their teaching, are less
concerned about a drop of attendees [23]. Studies at the University of Osnabrück
did not reveal this attendance drop [17], [101].
Student satisfaction is the most important factor for the success of this technology.
The credo in all studies found is that students do like the different recording offerings
and pretty soon they get used to the provided service [28], [35], [53], [140]. Delays in
uploading or temporally unavailable episodes already solicit complains from learners
inside and outside the university.

6.3 Exemplary usage scenarios and findings

Blended learning - Inverted classroom model

A blended learning approach based on lecture recordings with the virtPresenter sys-
tem has been conducted at the University of Applied Sciences Osnabrück for several
years [135]. The development of that concept and an evaluation of it are published
in a series of a papers (see [187], [186] or [252] for further reading). The building
blocks of that concept, which was used in the lecture ’Audio- and Video technology’
in a regular computer science program are: lecture podcasts, online examinations,
live coaching, tutor sessions and online video content snippets. The course provides
insight in the technical basics of audio and video in the context of computer science.
Concurrently to the theoretical part there is a practical part, in which the students
have to do some practical work with audio and video, e.g. production of a short
movie. For several years, the lecturer has been using different technologies for lec-
ture recordings e.g. live- and on- demand video streaming, synchronized on-demand
presentation and podcasting [127]. In the beginning, lecture recordings have been
provided supplementarily to the classical classroom lecture. The podcasts and online
lecture snippets have completely substituted the classroom lectures for a certain pe-
riod of time. The didactical structure of this concept combines podcast lectures with
live-coaching, online-exams and practical sessions to support the students learning
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process (see [186]). The podcast episodes are published in the Apple iTunes Music
Store and are publicly available for everybody. Therefore the students can access
them easily. Additionally, electronically annotated slides are available to each of
the podcast episodes. They are linked together by integrating the URL of the slide
in the corresponding podcast episode. In more detail, the didactical structure is
similar to what has been named ’flipped classroom’ today. A detailed evaluation
of the didactical idea can be found in [252]. The usage model, technical settings
and additional background information is available in [135]. The presented concept
offers the possibility to an in-depth learning process and supports the self-organized
learning in an university context. Academic learning in the described manner can
provide the students with these abilities when emphasizing their responsibilities.

Supporting face-to-face learning

virtPresenter has been used in a variety of lectures and seminars. Students in a tra-
ditional lecture series, using a simpler blended model in different computer science
classes at the University of Osnabrück since many years now. In a study presented
in [17] students in one of this class were asked in a survey to describe pros, cons
and usage expectations from their personal perspective. In this case, data was taken
from a first semester computer science class at the University of Osnabrück, where
200 students had access to lecture recordings (web lectures and podcast versions) as
well as in-person access to the instructor while the class was being taught. Figure
6.1 on page 130 depicts inter alia that recorded lectures were a popular learning
resource, second only to the lecture transcription. Surprisingly, students own notes
about the lecture were of less interest when understanding the content than the
lecture recordings. Students do not usually watch complete recorded episodes, they
are looking for certain parts in the recordings, repeat them or they skip sections. In
a previous study done in 2007 [227] mainly extern learners (interested learners from
outside the university) reported that they watch the recorded lectures completely.
In [101] for example, two different virtPresenter studies are presented. The first
is presenting acceptance results and student opinions from a single lecture where
virtPresenter recordings have been used in addition to the class starting from winter
term 2007/2008, 2008/2009 and 2009/2010 with 231 participants in total. The tip-
ping point of interest in study two is whether the student usage focus is substitution
or complementary. Noticeable is that there was an upward trend towards the usage
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Figure 6.1: Live lecture or recording - preferred learning configuration [17].

of recorded material over the years (26 % up to 46% that have watched most of the
available recordings nearly 75%). Furthermore there were less students that never
used the provided web lectures (39% in winter term 07/08 down to 16% in 08/09).
The usage of the recorded material by students is increasing over time. 21% of the
students are using the provided material as substitution for the real class, 69% are
using it complementary. The remaining 9% of the students in the survey are using
the web lectures in a combination. In the winter term 2010/2011 students (n=359)
from 11 different lectures (mixed domain) have been asked to report their usage
behavior, expectations and needs. Overall the study results confirm the high level
of acceptance of the recorded material. Tight schedules and student flexibility (fam-
ily, job, language barriers) and exam preparation are major and frequently named
beneficial factors for the usage of web lectures. 90% of the student users do like
the offered service and are asking to further expand the system. The initial fear
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voiced by technology objectors regarding the loss of students in the lecture halls can
definitely not be confined in our usage scenarios - a maximum of 20% of students
stays at home due to the availability of a reliable recording service.

Mobile content delivery and usage observations

As mentioned in the technical section of this work an additional mobile application
had been developed and released for the major platforms (Android, Apple). Lecture
podcasting for example has become quite popular for some time. It was and still is
an easy to use mechanism to bring multimedia based learning aggregations (videos,
audio, synchronized slides and additional links) to mobile users [126]. Although the
major content delivery platform has been Apple centric (iTunes, iTunes U, iPod
etc.) in the beginning, further solutions and distribution mechanisms have been
developed in order to support different kinds of smart and network capable devices.
In previous work we have identified the need for richer flexibility and functionality
regarding the usage of multimedia based learning content on mobile devices [227].
This includes for example extended and fast navigation features for dynamic media
objects as well as new in-media search possibilities that avoid the exploration and
exploitation dilemma of today’s recommender systems. The perviously presented
cross-platform Matterhorn 2GO (MH2GO) application is a good answer to overcome
the technical limitations of mobile lecture video delivery (e.g. podcast technology)
regarding navigation possibilities, platform limitations, missing feedback channels,
content adaption and personalization as well as content and copyright protection
(e.g. material download control). See [137], [139] for additional information. Data
presented in this study focuses on observations made at the University of Osnabrück
with the mobile eLecture app Matterhorn 2GO. The setup at the university currently
offers 38 lecture series (a playlist of lecture recordings that belong to a certain
semester class) that include 459 individual episodes - the total number is increasing
on a daily basis. This allows students as well as interested people from outside the
university to watch university recordings on various devices. In previous studies with
lecture podcasts published in [135] and [227] we’ve concluded with the statement
that the provided material is mainly been used on normal PC or laptop computers
at home. In other words - less mobile usage and mainly learning alone at home and
not on the go. Similar findings have been reported in work by [215]. The general
usage activity presented below is a very illuminating aspect. Figures 6.2 on page 132
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indicate a shift of these previous made observations. The diagram depicts viewing
hours of the content during the day each month from December 2012 to April 2013.
The figure also includes data from the final exam phase (January, early February
2013) as well as data from the typical student holiday break during the Christmas
time in December.

Figure 6.2: Matterhorn2GO: Hourly usage in December 2012 - April 2013 [136].

One can see the typical and well known web lecture usage peaks during the final
exams phase in January as well as a usage downfall during the December break or
the days right after the exams as being noted by authors of multiple studies before
(see for example [75], [94], [116] or [164]). Striking in this mobile usage study is,
that the largest usage activity (search queries as well as content connections) during
the month upon investigation are being tracked from times around 1 p.m. to 7
p.m. in the early or late afternoon each day. Interesting point here is that this
is also the typical lecture class time. The remaining hours each day are showing
constant usage behavior. Learning usually goes along with social interaction and
connections for most of us - group or personal discussions help to foster topics or
clarify remaining questions. Of course this ’needs’ can also be implemented with
podcast technology plus corresponding systems - but it is simply not as convenient
for students. Smartphones can be used supplementary. With powerful in media
search capabilities this devices can even be used during a class to briefly recap a
certain or forgotten aspect.
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6.4 The use of social navigation in time based
multimedia

Social navigation concepts as well as the early ideas in virtPresenter have been
described in the section 4.2.1 of this work on page 65. The first results presented
in this chapter are based on a virtPresenter lecture viewer interface described in
more detail in [184]. Further studies with enhanced user interfaces where conducted
while the author was a visiting scholar at the University of Pittsburgh at the PAWS
(Personalized Adaptive Web Systems) research lab in Pittsburgh. Results have been
published for example in [121] and [177]. This positive feedback was a main reason
to re-implement this feature also in the context of Opencast Matterhorn.

6.4.1 Social navigation acceptance

The following evaluation has been published in [177]. virtPresenter was evaluated
in a classroom study in the context of a graduate course on Interactive System
Design held at the University of Pittsburgh. The question of interest is: Do social
footprints effect viewing behaviors of learners? The system has been used in two
consecutive sections of this class, one in the spring and one in the fall semester.
All lectures of this course were recorded and made available to the students using
virtPresenter with social interface. Students were required to attend only 10 out
of 14 lectures. Regardless of their attendance, students were encouraged to play
the recordings at home. All student interactions with virtPresenter were logged.
To increase the users’ engagement with the system, one lecture of each semester
was delivered exclusively through virtPresenter. Frequent quizzes based on the
lecture content were given in class to provide additional motivation. At the end
of the class the students were asked to fill-in a non-mandatory questionnaire. In
total, 16 students filled the questionnaire in the spring term and 8 in the fall term.
Two analysis methods have been carried out. One based on log file data and a
second one involving subjective feedback from the users. As mention previously
social navigation support is implemented with the social footprint concept. This
means that the recording timeline is sensitive with respect to viewing frequency.
Each timeline fragment (number of seconds or defined segments) presents aggregated
user viewing data (user, anonymous or compared). As a basis for the analysis of
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the students’ viewing behavior presented in this section, data gathered from each
individual student was selected (as used to show the student’s personal footprint).
In contrast to the accumulated social data, individual data is stored with a much
higher temporal resolution, both with respect to what passages of the lecture had
been watched as well as to when the individual student has watched the passage in
question. In order to measure the effectiveness of social navigation, social navigation
data was only updated once per day. This way, when two or more users watched a
lecture at the same day, they did so without knowing that another user had watched
that very lecture. Furthermore, they did not know which parts of the lecture others
had watched. Consequently, accesses that take place on the same day are not affected
by social navigation data gathered during that day. This way, access rates can be
computed for each day without previous accesses on the same day having effects
on later accesses during that day. If a segment does not have any accesses from
previous days, it can thus be regarded as not being affected by social navigation. Of
course, this condition only holds until one day after the segments has been accessed
for the first time. For the first day on which the segment has been accessed, all
accesses can thus be regarded as not affected by social navigation. All accesses of
the segment in consecutive day will be affected by social navigation. This way, access
behavior under two different conditions can be easily distinguished and compared.
This organization allowed to easily evaluate the following hypotheses:

• H0: Users access logs will be the same under both conditions, i.e. displaying
social navigation information does not affect user behavior.

• H1: Users access logs will be different under the two conditions, i.e. displaying
social navigation affects user behavior.

In order to measure the user behavior, the distribution of hits on intervals marked
as viewed before and on intervals marked as not viewed before have been compared.
The distribution of hits for intervals marked as viewed before is computed as the
number of hits on all intervals viewed before a certain date divided by the number of
total hits for this date. Respectively, the distribution of hits for intervals not marked
as viewed before is computed as the number of hits on all intervals not viewed before
a certain date divided by the number of total hits for this date. Since all hits during
a specific day are not displayed in the social navigation interface until the next day,
all hits on the same date are independent from each other. Thus multiple hits on
the same date can be counted without causing interferences. On the first access
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day of a recording, social navigation is not displayed. Hence, the first access date
was excluded from the analysis. Additionally, access dates on which less than 5%
of the recording had been marked as visited before were excluded because they had
been identified as an artifact resulting from an initial manual quality check. All
recordings had been subject to this manual check before they were made available
to the students. In order to have a reasonable number of users to measure the effect
of social navigation, lectures that had been accessed by less than 10 different users
have also been excluded. Table 6.1 below shows the data collected for the recordings
fitting these criteria.

Recording ID I II III IV V VI VII
Percentage of hits on intervals
marked as viewed before 0.042 1.0 0.69 1.0 0.99 1.0 0.23
Percentage of hits on intervals
not marked as viewed before 0.96 0.0 0.31 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.77
Number of users 12 24 11 19 24 16 13

Table 6.1: Recordings with more than 10 viewers, initial threshold 5

The means of the distribution values shown in Table 6.1 on page 135 are 0.71 for the
condition ’marked as viewed before’ and 0.29 for the condition ’not marked as viewed
before’. This means that lecture segments marked in the social navigation interface
as viewed before attracted at average a much higher attention of the users. However,
a single tailed paired t-test yields a result of 0.11, which means that this difference is
not statistically significant. A careful analysis of the data hinted that the 5% cut-off
threshold is too low. We though that from a student prospect, a lecture recording
where just a small portion of content is marked as visited before may not look like
really being thoughtfully watched in the past, but rather like randomly sampled. We
speculated that in this situation, the users might not consider the social footprints as
reliable. To explore this hypothesis, we decided to increase the threshold for access
dates from 5% to 15%. The resulting data is shown in Table 6.2 on page 136. For
the recording above the 15% threshold the means of the distribution values are 0.82
for the condition ’marked as viewed before’ and 0.18 for the condition ’not marked
as viewed before’. A single tailed paired student t-test yields a result of 0.03, which
means that there is a statistically significant difference between the two conditions,
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Recording ID II III IV V VI VII
Percentage of hits on intervals
marked as viewed before 1.0 0.69 1.0 0.99 1.0 0.23
Percentage of hits on intervals
not marked as viewed before 0.0 0.31 0.0 0.01 0.0 0.77
Number of users 24 11 19 24 16 13

Table 6.2: Recordings with more than 10 viewers, initial threshold 15

falsifying H0. These results allows us to conclude that social navigation footprints
significantly affect user behavior causing them to focus more on content, which is
indicated as previously viewed by other users. However, this impact does not reach
significance until the fraction of previously viewed content reaches some reasonable
threshold. In our case, the coverage of 15% was found to be a critical mass for social
navigation to affect the distribution of hit rates.
Feedback from users: To analyze the users’ subjective opinion about the system
users were asked to answers questions with the end-of- the-class non-mandatory
questionnaire. The questions of the questionnaire were grouped in four categories:
web lectures in general, virtPresenter (without social navigation features), virtPre-
senter’s social navigation features and specific interface features.

Table 6.3 on page 137 shows the questionnaire’s items grouped by category along
with the original question number and its symbolic label. In the questionnaire,
students could answer the questions by checking boxes on the Likert 1-5 scale (1:
strongly agree; 2: agree; 3: no strong opinion; 4: disagree; 5 :strongly disagree).
They were also able to mark a specific feature as not noticed (marked as 6 in the
figures and tables). The overview of student answers (Figure 6.3 on page 138) shows
that some features were regarded by users quite positively, while others caused clear
disagreement. This figure, however, does not allow to judge whether the user opinion
of a specific feature was significantly positive or negative and whether this attitude
was significant. To assess the overall attitude, average rating was calculated by
averaging numeric values of ratings (see figure 6.4 on page 139 and table 6.4 on page
139). Note that lower numbers indicated a more positive opinion. The figure allows
to distinguish a clearly positive opinion (value less than 2), a generally positive
opinion (value less than 2.5), non-negative (value less than 3), and rather negative
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Category Explanation Label

general
Usefulness of recorded lecture g1
Usefulness of watching recorded lectures in concept clarification g2
Usefulness of watching recorded lecture in increase of interest g3

virtPresenter
Usefulness of system v1
Usefulness of time based navigation v2
Usefulness of slide based navigation v3

Footprints

Usefulness of footprints on the timeline s1
Usefulness of knowing about passages visited
by other in locating interesting passages s2
Usefulness of knowing about passages visited
by other in locating relevant passages to assignments s3

Interface
Usefulness of showing slide boundaries i1
Usefulness of showing the target of navigation on mouseover i2

Table 6.3: Items in questionnaire grouped by category

opinion (value above 3). This allows us to easily single out two features regarded
by students most positively:

Time-based navigation (v2) and social navigation (s1) support. In addition, to assess
the significance of the attitude, the student’s answers were assessed by t-tested to
evaluate two hypotheses:

• H0: Students did not agree (operationalized as mean >= 3)
• H1: Students did agree (operationalized as mean < 3)

Table 6.4 on page 139 shows the results of this significance analysis. Significant
results were found for questions g1, g2, v1, v2, v3, s1 and i2, which all featured
student positive opinion. The degrees of freedom (df) vary since some questions
were not answered by all participants. Focusing on significant results, it can be
reported that the students found the recording useful in general (g1) and in concept
clarification (g2). It also shows that the students found virtPresenter useful as a
whole (v1) and positively assessed both time-based navigation (v2) and slide-based
navigation (v3). Interesting is that the time-based navigation was regarded much
more positively than slide based navigation emerging as the most valued feature of
the system. The students did, however, not ignore the slide based overview. Instead,
they used it to improve contextual orientation when using time based navigation (i2).
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Most important for the goal of this study is that the users provide a strong positive
feedback on the usefulness of the footprints on the timeline (s1) making it one of the
most appreciated features of the system and second only to time-based navigation
itself.

Figure 6.4: The average value of user answer showing the general attitude.

Question Mean Std. Error df 2-tailed p-value
g1 2.17 .214 23 .001
g2 2.21 .159 23 .000
g3 2.79 .134 23 .135
v1 2.30 .171 22 .001
v2 1.75 .162 23 .000
v3 2.21 .262 23 .006
s1 1.83 .143 23 .110
s2 3.22 .326 22 .512
s3 3.22 .301 22 .478
i1 2.25 .326 23 .031
i2 2.13 .221 22 .001

Table 6.4: Mean values and T-test results for questionnaire answers.
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The analysis of user logs has shown that continuous footprint-based social navigation
support can significantly affect user navigation and can influence user navigation
encouraging them to pay special attention to lecture fragments viewed by other users.
This result is in agreement with the impact of social navigation found in discrete link-
based media. The study revealed that fraction of previously viewed content should
reach some threshold (in this study 15%) to affect future users. One can speculate
that below this threshold the lecture is not considered as viewed thoughtfully and
the users do not consider footprint as reliable. The questionnaire-analysis has shown
that the students regarded most important features of the system (including time-
based, slide-based, and social navigation) very positively. The results of this work
have motivated further work on social navigation for web lectures. Parts of this
extensions have been presented in this work. The features, findings and learned
lessons have also been adopted to the open source Opencast Matterhorn project.
This helps for example to do further research on a larger international user base.

6.4.2 Multimedia recommendation based on
social navigation

Recommender systems are an important aspect in today’s Internet world (e.g. online
shops). These information systems enable computers to predict for example user
preferences based on collaborative or content based filtering (or hybrid mixtures).
Collaborative filtering systems built decision models based on a users’ past behavior
(e.g. previously bought items) as well as taking into account decisions from other
users interested in similar products. Content based recommender systems utilize
a number of discrete item characteristics (meta information) in order to propose
similar artifacts. Each of this procedures do have their shortcomings like cold start
problems or analysis work to generate sound context metadata. Today recommender
systems are a useful alternative to search algorithms, because they help to discover
things and ideas that one might not have found by him - or herself. This systems
are a very active area in data mining as well as machine learning and semantic
understanding. Interesting future perspectives include a better matching of content
to people by developing technologies that adapt to evolving interests or pleasantly
surprise them. Being able to detect who or what was shown or explained in a picture,
video or audio file is useful for understanding the semantics of media content. If this
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kind of material does not have any form of meta-annotation it is nearly impossible
for users to retrieve information. The context in which media is being used (and
what it literally represents) plays an important role in understanding and later
content reuse. The problem of contextual indexing time based media in a way
that satisfies users and helps them to easily locate information exactly for their
needs has been tackled by different approaches. They can be divided into a group
that uses technical (computer vision algorithms, semantic) solutions for analyzing
the content and attempts that aim at involving users by utilizing usage metadata.
Lecture recordings typically inhere a lot of additional information. For example the
contextual information is available due to additional material like presentation slides,
the community consists of students, the content level is based on the knowledge of
the students. Examining community usage of text in order to better organize and
index documents has been shown by many examples. Page Rank applied this idea
to textual web [202]. The communicative context (in this case hyperlinks) is used
in order to try to understand and evaluate the significance or importance instead of
trying to understand the content itself. Due to the complexity of time based media
it is important to understand, how specific communities are actually using media.
Related work in this field can be found in work presented by [230] where contextual
information and media relationship have been utilizes for chaptering and indexing
video content.
In the previous subsection 6.4.1 on page 133 social navigation has been evaluated
from a users perspective (qualitative and quantitative). The virtPresenter footprint
feature implementation can also be used for multimedia recommendation based for
example on pure usage behavior. Thereby virtPresenter’s analysis features distin-
guish between active and passive usage data. Active data collects user interaction
(e.g. actively switch to another recording) whereas passive data purely collects foot-
print data previously described in this work. In [74] virtPresenter is being used
with an additional business analytic tool (Pentaho business analytics1) to further
visualize and explore data that impacts information by evaluating different data
mining techniques and algorithms. Results and further explanation in the context
of recommender systems and data mining in multimedia content can also be found
in [123]. Figure 6.5 on page 142 depicts an example taken from virtPresenter’s
extended analysis features. This results have been weekly (or also daily) send to

1http://www.pentaho.com
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lecturers to provide direct usage feedback to increase the system acceptance as well
as foster somehow competition between faculty and individuals.

Figure 6.5: virtPresenter weekly viewing stats and ranking

The feature can not only be used to determine ranking or popularity it can actually
be used to identify connections between recordings or single segments (slides, chap-
ter, etc.) that are not obvious in the beginning. This multimedia suggestion based
on user interaction initially is based on interaction data (footprints).
Single footprints are classified by the associated context data. Furthermore foot-
prints can be classified according to the position inside of a lecture and the session
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Figure 6.6: Visualized multimedia content suggestion based on user interaction

it belongs to. This classification results from a context-based analysis that considers
footprints in the set of footprints of the same user session. The first step of a mul-
timedia suggestion is to generate a set of segments that serve as a pool of potential
suggest items. Suggest items should be coherent with respect to the content. Most
lectures contain slides that resemble a very good segmentation.
Unfortunately the number of slides is usually very small and the common lecture
of 90 minutes contains 5 to 20 slides. The actual sections of certain correlations
are often much shorter and cannot be mapped to a slide. This system pursues the
approach of dividing the timeline into a fixed number of 100 segments of equal size.
This corresponds to a segment length of 54 seconds in a lecture of 90 minutes. Sub-
sequently the segments will be associated with the entry footprints that have been
captured in a respective time frame. Considering the set of footprints of a session as
a sequence of n footprints ordered by creation time, there are successor footprints
for n-1.
To find the successor segment for a footprint, every segment is associated with the
segment of the successor footprint. This is achieved by running a transaction to
find the successor footprint for every footprint of a session. Finally every footprint
will be associated with the segment it belongs to by comparing the entry points of
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both footprints with the start and end point of all segments. Figure 6.6 on page 143
shows the web lecture interface displaying the segments with the highlighted entry
footprints on the timeline and the appropriate multimedia content suggestion below
the presenter video. While the video is playing the content player calls periodically
the backend system to retrieve the latest list of suggestions (in additional record-
ings) for the current position in the web lecture. The suggest items are displayed
beneath the presenter video sorted by relevance in a list view showing the slide title
and the relevance value [122].

6.5 Summary

As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, usage analysis respectively per-
ception and outcome has been of interests for researchers in this domain for quite
some time now. The systems and solutions under evaluation are similar and the
general questions and high level observations are to a huge extend comparable. A
single system reference implementation with a standard feature set and distribution
channels however is pivotal in increasing the validity of the investigations. The pre-
sented use cases provide a valid ground for future research possibilities (e.g. content
recommendation or intelligent topic aggregations).
Inter-institutional studies cannot be accomplished with different software systems.
Lecture capture, technology mixtures as well as didactic concepts on a large scale can
soon become expensive and new features often come at the cost of stability or scal-
ability. Further, they often have restricted datasets reducing the potential impact
of studies. Different institutions prioritize and implement features in different ways,
which is why cross institutional validity of studies is problematic. With multiple
instances of Opencast Matterhorn running at different organizations for example,
there is a good chance to increase the ability to gather meaningful interdisciplinary
and internationalized results.
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Conclusions and future prospects

The affordability of lecture capture has increased the demand for lecture video ser-
vices and profound usage scenarios in higher education. The importance of this
domain for academic institutions has led to a more critical analysis with respect to
the way the content is being produced, managed, re-used and distributed in multi-
ple ways. Concepts, usage areas and content distribution possibilities presented in
this work have shown a diversified domain of multimedia based online learning and
related areas.
The initially presented virtPresenter project was a successful example for the reli-
able creation of fully fledged automated lecture recordings with implemented usage
and analysis capabilities that outreached common video based learning scenarios
supported by other systems in the field in many ways. The concepts, ideas and
created technology behind virtPresenter that have been put into practices were also
one of the starting points and source of inspiration for the University of Berkeley
initiated Opencast initiative. The presented Opencast Matterhorn build project
initially started as a grand funded initiative and has become a community driven
and reliable open source alternative to commercial service providers for the creation,
usage and management of audio/visual content which is being used successfully at
many institutions worldwide. Matterhorn offers a powerful open source reference
implementation of an end-to-end enterprise lecture capture suite and a comprehen-
sive set of flexible rich media services.
Implemented engage tools and usage concepts allow to interact with and embrace
the media in a personal way which allows users to start taking ownership of the ma-
terial that’s being presented to them. These features enable individuals to use the

145
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recorded classroom content over multiple distribution channels or directly on mani-
fold mobile devices. Developed tools and applications support in-content search,
fine-grained multimedia navigation (e.g. slide/segment based) and direct informa-
tion access. Exported content snippets allow users and lecturers to (re-)use recorded
material in context in social platforms like blogs and wikis. This extends the value
of the recorded learning material by putting content on demand at the fingertips of
the learners and possibly keep it up to date due to customizable media aggregations,
video annotations, comments and content sharing features - without loosing credits,
authorship, full relations or the still required access control and content protection.
Implemented application feedback channels have shown that content usage and be-
havior can be tracked across many platforms and devices. This collected data pro-
vides helpful graphical hints to users which allows them to easily locate important
fragments in time-based media by applying social navigation concepts like user gen-
erated footprints. The same underlying ideas have also been used along with data-
mining strategies for multimedia recommendation and learning content suggestions
that are purely based on social interaction data.
Home-grown solutions cannot keep up with the constant innovation within the multi-
media learning domain. Lecture capture that stays on top of the technology and
supports future scenarios in an innovative way as well as a steady production of
quality learning content is a cost-prohibitive and challenging endeavor in the long
term. Also monolithic systems cannot satisfy the heterogeneous needs of interna-
tional universities. Until today there is no commonly accepted baseline or standard
for qualified learning content exchange or re-use of media fragments between systems
or learning institutes. The prime content distribution channels in the commercial
domain (iTunes or YouTube) with their popular platforms are still not the answer
for the manifold demands of academic institutions today (e.g. content protection).
These platforms grew at the expense of creating pedagogically relevant technologies
and alternatives on campus.
Manifold ideas from virtPresenter had to be rebuild for the Opencast Matterhorn
system to replace the local university production system and keep it ready for the fu-
ture. The Opencast network and international collaboration idea enables advanced
coordination as well as financing models for aggregating resources to achieve com-
mon goals and sustain the project implementation in the future. The Opencast
community brings together a range of partners with different focuses and strengths
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in the process of recording and distributing lectures. Beyond providing a crucial me-
dia bootstrap to academic institutions, Matterhorn hopes to provide an innovative
research environment for rich media applications. With academic research initiatives
focused on media analysis (e.g. speaker recognition), semantic technologies (from
dynamic media objects to re-useable learning objects) and adaptive user interfaces,
the research community will thrive in the Matterhorn environment.
Matterhorn will benefit from these technological advances, as will its users, univer-
sities, and students. Matterhorn and the Opencast Community can offer research
initiatives a prolific environment with a multitude of partners and a technology de-
veloped to be adapted, amended or supplemented by new features, be that voice
recognition, face detection, or new mobile scenarios. Personalization and powerful
search tools are important for upcoming scenarios like behavior based content rec-
ommendation among many other things.
The use of multimedia content (especially video material) has not reached the high-
est usage peaks yet, as proclaimed already in the introduction of this work. Video
and multimedia (learning) content can be created on the fly with the available mo-
bile gadgets by anybody. This is literally calling out for ways to structure content
fast, automatic and efficient. Linking structures and content aggregators are still an
important aspect to consider. Pure machine algorithms as we know them today are
still not the perfect way for automatic approaches trying to identify and structure
online learning objects (e.g. educational videos). Concepts from the semantic web,
linked data and further approaches certainly provide a powerful and important con-
cept baseline for further aggregation and validation of content by actual users.

Not everything is perfect as it is - but it can be changed and adjusted now in a
collaborative way.



Appendix A

Listing of available lecture capture
and portal solutions

A.1 Open source projects

This includes semi- or fully automated processing systems. Most of the time this
projects have been started as research projects and are released as open source
applications. Most of the time this solutions do note have the required commitment
of developers for a sustainable usage in the future.

Name: Recollect, University of Saskatchewan, Canada The Recollect sys-
tem is a turnkey course casting system used at the University of Saskatchewan in
some classes. It started as a research project from the Advanced Research in In-
telligent Educational Systems laboratory in the Department of Computer Science1.
Notable features include: automatic publishing of videos, templating of videos for
different media/output formats, automatic chaptering, in-lecture search capabili-
ties, student note-taking facility, integration with CAS authentication for SSO and
WebCT/Blackboard integration. The system uses post-processing to form output
videos ensuring that original content can be captured in as high fidelity as possible
for archival [17], [32]. The Recollect system was used by nearly 4,300 learners across
multiple disciplines at the University of Saskatchewan from 2008 - 2012. Further
development coordination is part of Opencast.

1http://ai.usask.ca
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Name: REPLAY, ETH Zürich, Switzerland Replay is an open source solu-
tion developed in Java to manage the workflow of audiovisual lecture recordings from
production in the classroom to distribution on various channels in an automated
manner. In this, it also provides comprehensive functionalities for existing audio-
visual archives, repositories or collections. It is a solution not only for academia,
but also for institutions and companies producing, hosting, managing and allocating
audiovisual content. It was developed against the background of a sharp increase
in the number of audiovisual objects being produced and the need to manage large
and growing repositories. In contrast to commercial and proprietary solutions, it
deals with resulting problems and challenges in a comprehensive, open and standard-
oriented way, modular in architecture to serve different scenarios and expandable by
defined (web) interfaces [226]. The system prototype has been introduced around
20072. The further development has also been stopped and is now also coordinated
under the Opencast project umbrella.
Proposed key features:

• Support for automated capture of audio, video, and content
• Isochronic Indexation, based on OCR (slides) or audio (speech to text)
• Support for long-term archival
• Providing various user interfaces (administrativ, operational etc.)
• Devoted to standards and accepted formats
• Open Source (GNU LGPL license version 2)

Name: Teleteaching Tool, TU München, Germany The teleteaching tool is
an application for recording and post processing lectures. It offers screen, audio and
video recording of arbitrary lectures or presentations. Paint tools enable users to
annotate the recordings. The recorded talks can be converted into TTT’s proprietary
lossless format, but also into Flash applets or .mp4 video podcasts. Development of
the TTT system started at the University of Trier [262], [263], [264]. Further work
is done at the TU Munich.

Name: TAU online learning, University of Tel Aviv, Israel The Tel Aviv
University Computing Division has been running, for the past 11 years, an aca-

2see authors Podcast University conference in 2007 held at the University of Osnabrück for
further information
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demic course video recording project. The main objective of this project is to create
a web based ’face to face like’ learning environment to support the study of tradi-
tional face-to-face academic courses where students can extend their learning hours
around the clock and catch up in case of absence. Students with learning disabilities
and handicaps can gain special benefit out of this such as learning at home in case
of mobility problems or customizing the playback volume and speed to match their
needs. Major recording formats are based on: audio, desktop capture and audio,
lecturer’s video and audio, video/audio and desktop capture, all the recording for-
mats require only a few moments of post processing. Most of the recordings are
done manually by students. A limited number of the courses are being recorded
by an automated process in which they are pre-schudled to capture the lecturer
computer desktop and the audio. They recordings are distributed by the usage of
various distribution channels such as organizational LMS, courses video website or
public over Youtube [17].

Name: OpenEya, Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical
Physics, Italy EyA ("Enhance your Audience") is an automated audio, video,
slide recording system, developed to archive and share scientific lectures and talks
carried out using digital presentations (PPT, PDF, animations, etc.) as well as tradi-
tional chalkboards or whiteboards found in classrooms. openEyA is a Linux-based
automated lecture capture system developed by the ICTP Science Dissemination
Unit (SDU). openEyA integrates different technologies under Linux (Ubuntu) to
synchronize: video in Flash format, slides from screen captures or any USB webcam
and classroom audio [15], [44], [45]. The system is being developed by the Science
Dissemination Unit (SDU) of the Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical
Physics in collaboration with the University of Trieste, Italy.
The EyA system includes the following key features:

• no dedicated human intervention during recording and post-processing (no
need for an operator or editor); The automated audio-video-slides synchro-
nization is done in few minutes.

• scalable architecture.
• no special requirements for the speaker or lecturer (no need to press buttons

during the lecture or to wear a microphone, etc).
• high-resolution images
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• low-cost ownership and implementation;
• low-bandwidth friendly features (zip, CD, DVD).

Name: ePresence, University of Toronto, Canada ePresence was an open
source project maintained by the University of Toronto from 2001 to 2008. The sys-
tem is an integrated hardware and software webcasting and event archiving system.
The system was a spin-out from the University of Toronto. It has been released as
open source system using .NET technology that currently works with Windows and
Linux servers and supports a wide variety of machines, operating systems, browsers,
media engines, and bandwidths [213]. The system also provided a own portal solu-
tion.

Name: Lectopia, University of Western Australia, Australia The project
has been started around 1997 and was quite popular in the Australia and New
Zealand region. Lectopia was developed around the function of recording live events
and lectures across an entire campus, and making streaming, download, podcast
versions of these recordings available on-demand after the lecture [47], [204]. Lec-
topia was acquired by Anystream Apreso in 2007 and the two entities subsequently
formed Echo360, one of todays commercial flagships (further presented on page 155).

A.2 Content management and portals

Some of the portal operators presented below offer commercial services for conference
recordings or special occasions. Vidolectures.net from the Josef Stefan Institute,
Slovenia for example is well known for their scientific conference recording datasets.

Name: PuMuKit, University of Vigo, Spain PuMuKIT3 - Multimedia Pub-
lication KIT (from its abbreviation in Spanish) is a audiovisual content management
system with distribution capabilities for audio/video based material. The project
has been started at the University of Vigo [43]. The system is mainly been used at
spanish Universities. The further development is coordinated by the small start-up
TELTEK (member of Opencast).

3http://wiki.media.uvigo.es/display/PuMuKIT/PuMuKIT+Project+Home
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Name: SWITCH cast, SWITCH, Switzerland SWITCH provides innova-
tive, unique internet services for the Swiss universities and internet users. SWITCH
is synonymous with the networking of Swiss academia. The high-performance net-
work connects Internet users in Switzerland with one another, as well as with Europe
and the rest of the world. SWITCHcast is a commercial video management system
provided by SWITCH. The system is being used by some swiss universities. The
recordings are restricted to the public but are accessible primarily to those regis-
tered for a specific subject at the universities. Further information is available on
the switch cast project website4.

Name: Lecture2GO, University of Hamburg, Germany Lecture2GO5 has
been started around 2010 to provide recording services for the University of Ham-
burg. Besides manual recording services (students) the system comes with a video
portal (CMS) for the material. This solution will become open source in 2013.

Name: Videolectures, Jozef Stefan Institute, Slovenia VideoLectures.NET6

is an award-winning free and open access educational video lectures repository. The
lectures are given by distinguished scholars and scientists at the most important
and prominent events like conferences, summer schools, workshops and science pro-
motional events from many fields of science. The portal is aimed at promoting
science, exchanging ideas and fostering knowledge sharing by providing high quality
didactic contents not only to the scientific community but also to the general pub-
lic. All lectures, accompanying documents, information and links are systematically
selected and classified through the editorial process taking into account also users’
comments. See [46] for further explanation. Staff from the project also participates
in the Opencast initiative.

Name: MediaMosa, MediaMosa foundation, Netherlands According to
the project website MediaMosa7 is a media distribution platform which facilitates
access to, and usage of (shared) storage capacity, metadata databases, transcoding-
and streaming servers. The MediaMosa Foundation is a non-profit organization

4http://www.switch.ch/cast/
5http://lecture2go.uni-hamburg.de/ueber
6http://videolectures.net
7http://www.mediamosa.org
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dedicated to supporting the MediaMosa project. It offers functionality for searching,
playing, uploading, transcoding, as well as a fine granularity media access control
system towards its users. The system is being developed and supported by the
dutch NREN (National research and education network). Some of the proposed
open source features of the MediaMosa platform are:

• Delivery platform for audio, video
• Streaming of content (e.g. Flash, H.264 MPEG-4 and WindowsMedia)
• Transcoding based on FFmpeg
• Flexible Metadata Element Sets
• Access management functions on Media

Name: Yovisto Video Search, Yovisto, Germany Yovisto (previously Oso-
tis) is a platform to upload, share, search, tag, and discuss academic videos. Yovisto
is a video search engine specialized on educational video content [221], [222]. The
systems enables platform users to extend and enrich the found and extracted media
keywords in an collaborative way.
Users can further enrich the video content in a wiki based fashion. Yovisto deploys
innovative automated video analysis to generate a time-dependent and text based
video index for efficient retrieval [245]. The company was founded as an university
spin off at Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany. Yovisto is a member and
supporter of the Opencast initiative.

A.3 Commercial system providers

Note: Parts of the commercial system details originate from the companies web
sites.

Commercial systems from a birds eye perspective:

vBrick, USA - full production services VBrick 8 offers enterprise IP video
solutions with over 9.000 corporate, education and government customers and 60.000
installations worldwide. VBrick solutions work over standard IP networks and the
Internet to enable the creation, publishing and distribution of rich media content.
The systems are used in a wide range of live and on-demand applications including

8http://www.vbrick.com/
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meeting and event broadcasts, employee collaboration, distributed learning, digital
signage, TV distribution, and video surveillance.

Panopto CourseCast, Carnegie Mellon University, USA - full production
setup with distribution channel From recording and broadcasting to video con-
tent management and inside-video search, Panopto9 (founded in 2007) is an all-in-
one video platform for businesses and academic institutions. Since 2007, Panopto’s
software has been adopted by more than 500 universities, Fortune 500 companies,
and government agencies around the world. Panopto’s innovative functionality can
be used across verticals and industries to provide users with rich media recordings
that capture critical business presentations, class lectures, training sessions, town
hall meetings and more. Panopto offers a range of solutions customized to meet
your specific needs.

Accordent Presenter PLUS, Polycom, USA Polycom (Accordent) offers dif-
ferent products to support companies with video related problems10. From complete
and standalone capture stations for individual recordings up to room technology
integration and high bandwidth distribution. Offered products are for example:
Accordent’s Enterprise Platform for live or on demand rich media presentations11.

CaptureLiveHD Meeting and Lecture Capture System, Creston, USA
CaptureLiveHD delivers a high-quality meeting and lecture capture solution that’s
simple to use and affordable to implement. Each CaptureLiveHD system package
provides a complete, end-to-end solution for scheduling, recording, and online deliv-
ery of captured content. A complete CaptureLiveHD solution includes a Crestron
Capture HD recorder in every room, all managed by Fusion RV Remote Asset Man-
agement Software. Fusion RV is Crestron’s powerful platform for managing rooms
and technology. CaptureLiveHD leverages the Media Services component of Fu-
sion RV to deliver a total workflow engine for moving recorded content seamlessly
through the entire process from capture to consumption with minimal human effort.

9http://www.panopto.com
10http://www.polycom.com/solutions/solutions-by-industry/education/school-campus-

administration.html
11http://www.ivci.com/streaming-accordent-presenter-pro.html
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Cisco Lecture Vision and Cisco WebEx, Cisco, USA - full production
services The recently announced Cisco tools12 supports the complete workflows
starting from content ingest (recording), media processing, publishing and distribu-
tion. Cisco also provides services that can help learning institutes and businesses to
plan, design, and implement solutions for higher education campuses and company
communication. WebEx Social for Higher Education (currently only available in
the US and Canada) is a collaboration solution that combines the power of social
networking and real-time communications.

Podcast Producer, Apple, USA - intermediate/full production process
with editable workflows Podcast Producer13 and Podcast Capture have been
very popular tools for creating flexible recording production workflows in the past.
Podcast Producer simplified the process of capturing, editing, and publication. The
system is a workflow-based solution that automates details, like encoding content
into specific file formats or adding standard title frames and opening videos. This
processes and further media steps required Apple hard and software (in the lecture
halls and in the backend). The tools were part of the MacOS server versions. The
product has been discontinued by Apple in the recent MacOS versions. Universities
on the Opencast mailing lists are looking for long term and affordable migration
plans for their production projects.

Echo360, USA - full production services Create learning on-demand with the
EchoSystem14. It’s the industry-leading platform that automatically, affordably, and
reliably captures class lectures and converts them into podcasts, video, rich media,
and more for anytime, anywhere playback. Its built-in automation and integration
capabilities make EchoSystem easily scalable from one room to the entire campus.
Create new possibilities, expand curriculum, and enable students to learn as they
live, online, in contact, and on demand.

MediaSite, Sonic Foundry, USA - full production services Sonic Foundry is
the creator of Mediasite, the leading web communications and content management

12http://www.cisco.com/web/strategy/education
13http://www.apple.com/server/macosx/features/podcast-producer.html
14http://echo360.com/
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system for lecture capture, event webcasting and online. The Mediasite15 webcast-
ing platform features an automated workflow to record, deliver, manage, search and
track rich media webcasts and online video presentations. The Mediasite Recorder
sends the video of your presenter and their visual aids to the Mediasite Server where
it is streamed live and archived for immediate playback on-demand. Mediasite offers
both security and search engine optimization tools for webcasts, viewer and network
analytics and integrates with your existing enterprise infrastructure including learn-
ing and content management systems, room control systems, videoconferencing sys-
tems and enterprise directories. According to an article from Campus Technology
from June 2009 [212], Sonic Foundry held 40 percent of the lecture capture market
including business, education, government and health care in 2009.

Tegrity Campus, McGraw-Hill Higher Education, USA - full production
services Tegrity 16 Campus touches more students than any other lecture capture
solution. In 2012, we passed the milestone of more than 25 million student views
through our service. Unlike most capture solutions, Tegrity scales affordably; and
more than 50 percent of our customers deploy Tegrity campus-wide.

Camtasia Studio, Camtasia Relay Techsmith, USA - single person The
company provides software for office professionals worldwide through corporations,
educational institutions, government agencies and small businesses. Camtasia stu-
dio is a software applications for creating video tutorials and presentations (screen
video capture). The screen area to be recorded can be chosen freely, and audio
may be recorded at the same time or added separately from any other source. The
tools enable a single person (lecturer) to record and edit audio and video from the
presentation machine independently in easy to use applications on the presenters
computer. The system and offered tools from Techsmith17 are useful for proac-
tive content generation in order to teach or instruct others with video and screen
recording, voice instruction and on-screen drawing and effects editing capabilities.

15http://www.sonicfoundry.com/mediasite/
16http://www.tegrity.com/about
17http://www.techsmith.com
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BoinxTV, Boinx Software, Germany - single person BoinxTV from the
company Boinx18enables individuals to record and edit seminars and lecture record-
ings. The system runs on Mac. BoinxTV can be further enriched by Podcast
Producer workflow features from Apple.

Lecturnity, IMC AG, Germany - single person Lecturnity19 is available
for Windows systems and imports PowerPoint slides. The result is a proprietary
data format that includes time and metadata information for navigation in the
player components. Additional formats can be exported as well that can be used in
standard video player applications (like for example vlc) without advanced features.
The tool allows for example to integrate quizzes or surveys and provides mechanisms
for evaluation. It is comparable with Camtasia Studio presented above.

18http://boinx.com
19http://www.lecturnity.de/
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Deprecated virtPresenter
modules, services and workflows

VirtPresenter was a service based fully automated recording framework with ad-
ministration capabilities and flexible content usage capabilities. The system was
used successfully many years in production at the University of Osnabrück and
other learning institutes. Development is done now in the context of the open
source Opencast Matterhorn project in alignment with the Opencast community.
The following technology overview briefly describes core parts of the deprecated
virtPresenter system. The technical overview starts with system requirements for
the lecture hall and required software installations. Recording hardware as well
as available backend services are further briefly presented. Detailed information,
service parameters etc. are available at the virtPresenter project homepage1.

Lecturer’s computer:

A so-called lister application needs to be installed on the lecturer’s computer device.
It runs as a background application and stores Microsoft PowerPoint interaction data
(e.g. slide changes). The lecturer has full control of the recording process in the
lecture hall (pause, stop, restart).

PowerPoint listener application The PowerPoint listener applications is a small
software component that needs to be installed on the lecturer’s computer. It com-
municates directly with Microsoft’s PowerPoint application by using the provided

1http:www.virtpresenter.org
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.NET API. Triggered PowerPoint events are for example slide changes, animation
effects or the end of the presentation. The listener application stores this data along
with corresponding time stamps in a metadata file. This timing events are used for
a later reconstruction of the given talk. The application also stores the lecturer’s

Figure B.1: VirtPresenter PowerPoint listener

presentation slides. The start button (see picture B.1 on page 159) activates the
recording (starting the video recording hardware in the classroom) as well as Pow-
erPoint on the lecturer’s computer. As soon as the presentation mode is closed, a
dialog appears and the presenter is requested to stop the recording process. During
the presentation the PowerPoint file itself is transferred and saved on a central FTP
server for later processing (e.g. vector graphic export, text extraction). After the
lecturer has stopped the recording the corresponding metadata files are also copied
to backend processing servers.

Starting the recording The recording starts by entering the presentation modus
in PowerPoint, even if the video recording already started before. The part that
was recorded during the presentation setup (slides loading, audience questions in
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the beginning), is removed automatically in the post production phase by backend
services.

Preparation work An administrator needs to adjust the required configuration
files of the listener application prior to the recording. This includes to set communi-
cation ports, server URLs and passwords. This needs to be done only once; typically
right before the semester start.

Technology stack The listener is a C# application that interacts with Microsoft
using the PowerPoint API. This is the only available possibility to interact and
communicate with PowerPoint. Big drawback: This interface is different from one
PowerPoint version to the other.
The listener application needs to be prepared for every lecturer and PowerPoint
version. It is only supported on Windows devices (no Mac or Linux support). This
configuration file includes for example general meta information for the video con-
version service, further information about the given talk as well as flags to turn on
screen grabbing, mouse tracking and email notification.
The following configuration example shows how a listener setup looks like for the
lecture series Webentwicklung mit Adobe Flash at the University of Osnabrück.

Listing B.1: virtPresenter PowerPoint listener configuration demo

<r o o t>
<video−i p>z f . v i r t u o s . uos . de</ video−i p>
<video−port>2222</ video−port>
<convert−i p>xy . v i r t u o s . uos . de</ convert −i p>
<convert−port>1997</ convert−port>
<g e n e r a t o r −i p>ab . v i r t u o s . uos . de</ g e n e r a t o r −i p>
<g e n e r a t o r −port>1989</ g e n e r a t o r −port>
<seminar−i d>58135912 d70fa23fe46a39b396101d20</ seminar−i d>
<s e m e s t e r>SS2011</ s e m e s t e r>
<dozent>Markus K e t t e r l</ dozent>
<rz−kennung>demoname</ rz−kennung>
< t i t e l>Webentwicklung mit Adobe Flash</ t i t e l>
<wait>10000</ wait>
<d u r a t i o n>180</ d u r a t i o n>
<minimum>2000</minimum>
<mouse−t r a c k i n g>t r u e</mouse−t r a c k i n g>
<mouse−p o l l>1000</mouse−p o l l>
<mouse−t r a c k>250</mouse−t r a c k>
<screen −t r a c k i n g>t r u e</ screen −t r a c k i n g>
<screen −p o l l>2500</ screen −p o l l>
<screen −t r a c k>250</ screen −t r a c k>
<debugmode>t r u e</debugmode>

</ r o o t>
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Recording the classroom:

Videorecorder The video recorder is a standard computer equipped with a
MPEG2 video hardware recording card. The usage of a dedicated hardware solution
is reliable and offers constant quality. The capture card is an IVTV (Linux/Unix
drivers) compatible MPEG2 device (e.g. Hauppauge Win-TV PVR 150). The card
stores the video directly on the hard drive. This typically requires 4 GByte per
recording session (1.5h duration).

Mobile recordings Not every lecture can be recorded in an automated way with
full hardware support in a lecture hall. Flexible recording requires mobile hardware
solutions. The Flying Classroom has been used to support ad-hoc recordings or
other scenarios. Further information is available in [217].

Screenrecording The automatic recording process supports two options. Di-
rect VGA signal capture using a VGA2USB device (Epiphan VGA2USB) and/or
recording with VNC. The picture B.2 on page 161 shows the video USB capture
device. The first solution requires no additional software on the lecture’s computer
but needs additional hardware that might be a problem in large scale setups. The
second solution is software based and needs to be installed on the client machine.
A downside of the software solution is the limited recording frame rate which is not
sufficient for typical presentation videos. It is also not transparent for the lecturer
which computer window is currently recorded. Typically this software also causes
additional workload on the lecturer’s computer.

Figure B.2: Epipahn VGA2USB hardware
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Backend system Fully Linux based. Tested with Fedora (Core) and on Ubuntu
systems. Note: An already prepared LiveCD includes all required Open Source
packages on a ready to use image. Compiled versions as well as the LiveCD are
available on the project website.

Technology stack The recording device communicates with the PowerPoint lis-
tener application. The underlying technology is shell script based. The communi-
cation with the capture cards is handled by the IVTV driver. Finished videos are
transferred via (s)FTP.

Backend processing services:

Videoconverter service The MPEG2 video created by the recording computer
offers a good quality which is suitable for DVD usage, but it is not a perfect candi-
date for Internet or network usage. The recorded video format is a good compromise
for further re-encoding and different video formats (flv, mp4, H.264). A flexible dis-
tribution requires formats for manifold platforms and (mobile) devices like audio
players, portable video devices, tablet PCs or smart phones. There might be set-
tings, where it is ok to deliver just pure audio versions of lectures to students (e.g.
mobile learning, audio podcasts). Other settings require to produce pure video
content streams. The Flash video format (.flv) offers a reasonable compromise be-
tween file size and quality that supports streaming scenarios and content protection.
Note: each encoding step takes time - this means that the video converter can be
the bottleneck of the production system. A typical 90 minutes lecture recording
for example may take up to 60 minutes of encoding time (depending on available
encoding nodes) for .flv videos.

Installation The video converter service works similar to the recorder service. It
is a combination of shell scripts. It does not need further hardware but additional
packages and libraries are required.

Technology stack virtPresenter leverages the libraries provided by the ffmpeg2

project for audio and video encoding. Alternatively one can also use the powerful
gstreamer multimedia framework3 that allows more flexibility. Further shell and

2http://www.ffmpeg.org/
3http://gstreamer.freedesktop.org/
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XSLT scripts specify the required ffmpeg parameters. The video converter receives
the videos via FTP from the video recorders in the classrooms. Finished encoded
files are transferred to dedicated content and streaming servers (Apache web server,
RED5).

Job descriptions - framework tasks The job.xml file enables system admin-
istrators to specify, how the framework should handle and process finished lecture
recordings. The job.xml example (listing B.2) includes settings and tasks for video
and audio processing as well as instructions for content distribution.

Listing B.2: jobdescription.xml

<r o o t>
<i d>algo200610301524</ i d>
< f i l e>video . mpg</ f i l e>
<s o u r c e>

<s e r v e r>s e r v e r</ s e r v e r>
<path>/home/ video / bin</ path>
<username>video</ username>
<password>video1</ password>

</ s o u r c e>
<!−− i f t h e c o n v e r t o b j e c t does not e x i s t e n c o s i n g does not s t a r t −−>

<c o n v e r t format="MP4">
<bandwidth>384</ bandwidth> o p t i o n a l
<r e s o l u t i o n>360 x240</ r e s o l u t i o n> o p t i o n a l
<f r a m e r a t e>15</ f r a m e r a t e> o p t i o n a l
<d e i n t e r l a c e />
<audiobandwidth>64</ audiobandwidth> o p t i o n a l
<a u d i o r a t e>22500</ a u d i o r a t e> o p t i o n a l
<s t a r t>0 : 1 0 : 0 0 . 0</ s t a r t> o p t i o n a l
<d u r a t i o n>0 : 6 0 : 0 0 . 0</ d u r a t i o n> o p t i o n a l
<upload>
<u r l>h t t p : // s e r v e r / p u b l i c / video . mp4</ u r l>

<s e r v e r>s e r v e r</ s e r v e r>
<path>p u b l i c / v o r l e s u n g e n /demo/mp4</ path>
<username>video</ username>
<password>passwort</ password>
< f i l e>video . mp4</ f i l e>

</ upload>
<n o t i f y>h t t p : //www. v i r t u o s . uos . de / n o t i f y . php? i d=algo200610301524 . mp4</ n o t i f y> o p t i o n a l

</ c o n v e r t>
<c o n v e r t format="FLV">

<bandwidth>384</ bandwidth>
<r e s o l u t i o n>360 x240</ r e s o l u t i o n>
<d e i n t e r l a c e />
<f r a m e r a t e>25</ f r a m e r a t e>
<audiobandwidth>64</ audiobandwidth>
<a u d i o r a t e>22500</ a u d i o r a t e>
<s t a r t>0 : 1 0 : 0 0 . 0</ s t a r t>
<d u r a t i o n>0 : 6 0 : 0 0 . 0</ d u r a t i o n>
<upload>

<u r l>h t t p : // s e r v e r / p u b l i c / video . f l v</ u r l>
<s e r v e r>s e r v e r</ s e r v e r>
<path>p u b l i c / v o r l e s u n g e n /demo/ f l v</ path>
<username>video</ username>
<password>passwort</ password>
< f i l e>video . f l v</ f i l e>

</ upload>
<n o t i f y>h t t p : //www. v i r t u o s . uos . de / n o t i f y . php? i d=algo200610301524 . f l v</ n o t i f y>

</ c o n v e r t>
<c o n v e r t format="MP3">
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<audiobandwidth>128 </ audiobandwidth>
<a u d i o r a t e>22500</ a u d i o r a t e>
<s t a r t>0 : 1 0 : 0 0 . 0</ s t a r t>
<d u r a t i o n>0 : 6 0 : 0 0 . 0</ d u r a t i o n>
<upload>

<u r l>h t t p : // s e r v e r / p u b l i c / video . mp3</ u r l>
<s e r v e r>s e r v e r</ s e r v e r>
<path>p u b l i c / v o r l e s u n g e n /demo/mp3</ path>
<username>video</ username>
<password>passwort</ password>
< f i l e>video . mp3</ f i l e>

</ upload>
<n o t i f y>h t t p : //www. v i r t u o s . uos . de / n o t i f y . php? i d=algo200610301524 . mp3</ n o t i f y>

</ c o n v e r t>
</ r o o t>

Slide converter service The content the lecturer is referring to during the talk
is of course most important. It can be of any type: video based (showing a physical
experiment, chemical reaction) or classic slides. virtPresenter supports video based
presentations of content as well as native PowerPoint slides. Slides are analyzed
(text information) and converted into scalable formats (SVG, Flash).

Technology stack The service is implemented in C# and requires a Windows
computer. The baseline for the PowerPoint to Flash conversion service is the Adobe
Connect Presenter4 software that allows a communication over the COM API. The
reliable transformation from a single slide with all inherent animation steps and em-
bedded content is important. This transformation caused many problems in early
virtPresenter versions (see [173] for additional reading).
A lot of effort was spend on this feature while trying different solutions in com-
bination with PowerPoint versions and operating systems. In the end, the best
compromise is currently a second video stream for content the lecturer is referring
to.

Installation The slide converter (PowerPoint slide converter) is called Generator.
It runs as a pure Windows service. It requires the .NET framework (minimum
version 2). The PowerPoint installation also requires that the API is enabled for
extern usage - this is not default on standard installations. Furthermore, Adobe
Connect Presenter needs to be installed (tested versions: 6.0 or the previous version
Macromedia Breeze Presenter 5).

4Latest version Adobe Presenter version 7 http://www.adobe.com/products/presenter/
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Starting the service One needs to adjust the service configuration file (con-
fig.xml) to local needs. The code as well as further instructions on how to start
the service using Windows, can be obtained from the project website. Listing B.3
depicts a working service configuration example.

Listing B.3: PowerPoint converter config

<!−− Power P oin t c o n v e r t e r c o n f i g −−>
<c o n f i g>
<!−−s l id e s FT P c o n t a i n s i n f o r m a t i o n a b o u t where t h e c o n v e r t e d s l i d e s can be found ;

s l i d e s S e r v e r D i r i s t h e main v i r t P r e s e n t e r w o r k i n g d i r e c t o r y−−>
<slidesFTP>

<s l i d e s S e r v e r A d r e s s>l o c a l h o s t</ s l i d e s S e r v e r A d r e s s>
<s l i d e s S e r v e r D i r>v i r t p r e s e n t e r</ s l i d e s S e r v e r D i r>
<slidesURL>h t t p : // l o c a l h o s t / v i r t p r e s e n t e r /</ slidesURL>
<s l i d e s S e r v e r L o g i n>v i r t u o s</ s l i d e s S e r v e r L o g i n>
<s l i d e s S e r v e r P a s s>v i r t u o s</ s l i d e s S e r v e r P a s s>

</ slidesFTP>
<thumbnails>
<!−−S i z e and q u a l i t y o f JPEG e x p o r t s , r e q u i r e d f o r p r e v i e w images or p o d c a s t s −−>

<q u a l i t y>85</ q u a l i t y>
<width>640</ width>
<h e i g h t>480</ h e i g h t>

</ thumbnails>
<thumbnails_small>

<q u a l i t y>85</ q u a l i t y>
<width>320</ width>
<h e i g h t>240</ h e i g h t>

</ thumbnails_small>
<!−− p r e v i e w images −−>

<programDir>C:\ v i r t P r e s e n t e r \OPT_Generator_Service\ bin \Debug</ programDir>
<!−− v i r t P r e s e n t e r s queue −−>

<l o c a l D i r>d : \ v i r t P r e s e n t e r P C \ queue \</ l o c a l D i r>
<!−− F o l d e r f o r t h e Act ion S c r i p t 2 c o m p i l e r mtasc −−>

<mtascPath>C:\ v i r t P r e s e n t e r \mtasc</ mtascPath>
<!−− O p t i o n a l : s e r v i c e c o n d u c t o r u r l −−>

<virtPresenterVerwalterURL>h t t p : // l o c a l h o s t : 8 0 8 0 / v i r t P r e s e n t e r V e r w a l t e r /</
virtPresenterVerwalterURL>

</ c o n f i g>

Podcast service Besides the pure video or audio streams which can be exported
for a podcast usage, it is also possible to embed and link slides directly in the media
items. With a combination of slide screenshots and the audio format AAC it is
possible to create audio podcasts that include the presentation content. The com-
mand line tool ChapterTools provided by Apple allows to create enhanced podcast
versions. Enhanced podcasts are a good format for lecture recordings usable on
mobile devices. The creation process of an enhanced podcast is very fast and takes
only around 10 minutes for a 90 minutes lecture recording.

Technology stack The enhanced podcast service consists of shell and XSLT
scripts. ChapterTools is needed for linking audio files with slides. The service
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receives the required audio and images via FTP and copies created files to stream-
ing and download servers. The service requires a Macintosh computer because the
tool is only available on this platform.

Installation ChapterTool requires Mac OS X version 10.3.8 or later (Mac OS X
version 10.4.1 or later is recommended) and QuickTime version 6.5.2 or later. The
service can be configured using the podcastService.xml file.

Recording administration:

Framework Conductor virtPresenter is a fully automated lecture recording suite.
Once the system runs in production it is mandatory that system administrators are
aware of the status of each production step. The system control needs to start in
the lecture halls (camera equipment functioning, recording ok) up to the point of
media processing and content usage.
The system and its components have been designed in a way that a system failure
(restart, lost of network connection etc.) does not cause the pipeline to completely
stop. The provided admin tools enable system monitoring as well as changing meta-
data or setting access rights for single individual recorded episodes. The framework
conductor is notified by every single involved listener. This includes messages like:
recordings started or stopped in a proper way or if files have been completely trans-
ferred over to worker servers. Figure B.3 on page 167 depicts a screenshot from
virtPresenters administration tools in the browser.

Technology stack The administration tool is written in Java and uses Java Server
Pages. The basis is a Tomcat 5.5 server and the server could run on a Linux, Mac
or Windows platform.

Installation The conductor requires a Tomcat server (tested version 5.5), Sun
Java 5 or higher. In addition the service needs a MySQL database for storing/access-
ing the collected information. The Conductor service also includes a configuration
file where one can add additional server addresses for a process surveillance.

Recording management There is currently no special user management or au-
thentication enabled (can be done using build in Tomcat access control features -
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Figure B.3: VirtPresenter conductor

web.xml file). If one wants to change the metadata for a series of recordings he or
she can use the conductor’s main webpage for the administration.
The page listing presents an overview of all available recordings in the system.
Besides the main overview one will also find detailed recording views. As mentioned
before, this views can be used for editing the metadata as well as setting access rights.
It is also possible to change quality settings for (re-) encodings or to distribute the
media for further export channels. Generated playlists allow for example to mix
recordings from different semesters.

Available API and web services:

The framework offers a web service API for an extern application usage. This
services are useful to connect the system with a LMS or CMS. Main differentiator
for available service classes are: Organization requirements and user demands.
The first service group offers information about recording relations (single events
and series). They further expose the LMS connection and indicate if recordings are
restricted for example to a certain user group.
The second service classes offer and save user information. The services can be used
to store and share video editions, video scenes, notes, bookmarks, playlists or media
annotations.
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Organization services (without parameters):
• check: Checks if a recording is restricted; also check if a student is part of a

lecture.
• seminars: Returns a list of StudIP seminarIDs that fit to virtPresenter semi-

narIDs within a StudIP installation (recorded material might be used in dif-
ferent LMS systems).

• playlistObjects: Returns a list of objectIDs that belong to a playlist; this can
also include video editions or individual bookmarks.

• getSeminarId: Returns the LMS SeminarID of a recording.
• getLectureId: Returns the virtPresenterID of a given objectID.
• getAllLinkedStudIPs:Returns a list of StudIPs that present a recording.

User services (without parameters):
• Videoscenes: Creates a new video scene that belongs to an user.
• Videoeditions: Returns video editions (aggregations) for a given user.
• NotesAndAnnotations: Creates annotation objects.
• playlistVideoeditions: Returns user content playlists.
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